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Magnetophoresis of iron oxide magnetic nanoparticle (lOMNP) under low magnetic field gradient (<100
T/m) is significantly enhanced by particle size, shape anlsotropy and colloidal stability. This unique feature is
also influenced by other factors such as particle concentration and applied magnetic field gradient. In this
project, we revealed the ability for these two species of particles to achieve the same separation rate by
adjusting the field gradient. Under cooperative magnetophoresis, the nanorods would first go through self-
and magnetic field induced aggregation followed by the alignment of the particle clusters formed with
magnetic field. Time scale associated to these two processes is investigated to understand the kinetic
behavior of nanorod separation under low field gradient. Surface functionalization of nanoparticles can be
employed as an effective strategy to vary the temporal evolution of these two aggregation processes which
subsequently influence the magnetophoretic separation time and rate. By fine tuning the colloidal stability
of the particles used, we manage to achieve size fractionation effect operated under low gradient magnetic
separation (LGMS).
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Magnetophoresis of iron oxide magnetic nanoparticle (lOMNP) under low magnetic field gradient
(<100T/m) issignificantlyenhanced by particle shape anisotropy. This unique feature of magnetophoresis
is influenced by the particle concentration and applied magnetic field gradient. By comparing the
nanosphere and nanorod magnetophoresis at different concentration, we revealed the ability for these
two species of particles to achieve the same separation rate by adjusting the field gradient. Under
cooperative magnetophoresis, the nanorods would first go through self- and magnetic field induced aggre
gation followed by the alignment of the particle clusters formed with magnetic field. Time scale associated
to these two processes is investigated to understand the kinetic behavior of nanorod separation under low
field gradient. Surface functionalization of nanoparticles can be employed as an effective strategy to vary
the temporal evolution of these two aggregation processes which subsequently influence the magnetoph-
oretic separation time and rate.
© 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Iron oxide magnetic nanoparticles (lOMNPs) have been used
extensively in processes ranging from biomedical [1-3 j to environ
mental waste and pollutant removal 14-6!. There are several
advantages exhibited by lOMNP which make them a unique
nano-agent for aforementioned applications, such as high specific
surface area I?], catalytically active |8|. magnetically responsive
|9|, optically tunable [10),and can be easily synthesized by a large
selection of chemical and physical methods [2,6]. Out from all
these features of lOMNP, the ability of this particle to response to
an externally applied magnetic field is crucial for its application
in separation processes 11 1,121. Here, lOMNPs are typically being
employed to imparting a paramagnetic dipole moment to the
targeted non-magnetic compounds. These lOMNPs tagged com
pounds become magnetically susceptible and can be separated
out from solution through magnetophoretic collection.
Under the influence of a magnetic field, the lOMNPs would
migrate toward the region where the field gradient is the highest
[131. This motion of particles relative to their surroundingfluid is
* Corresponding author at: SchoolofChemical Engineering, Engineering Campus.
Universiti Sains Malaysia,Seri Ampangan. 14300 Nibong Tebal, Penang. Malaysia.
Fax: +60 4 594 1013.
E-mail address.- i-h|iil<.!iir.l'?'''rnp.usm.my (J. Lim).
' These authors contributed equally.
liU|)://(lx.ctni.{)ig/U).lir!.'. • ;(i. lii'i 1.1.01,(144
0021-9797/® 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
known as magnetophoresis. The ability to capture the lOMNPs
from suspension media sets the foundation for various magnetic
separation technologies and its core working principles under high
gradient (VB > 1000 T/m) [141 and low gradient (VB < 100 T/m)
115) magnetic field have been actively studied. Traditionally, the
removal of magnetic nanoparticles (plus all the magnetically
tagged compounds) in solution is carried out through high gradient
magnetic separation (HGMS). This HGMS technology has been
successfully employed for various applications and is capable to
capture particles with sizes from microns to tens of nanometers
[161. However, two major drawbacks of HGMS are (1) high initial
investment cost to setup automated separator 117], and (2) inho-
mogeneous magnetic field associated to the operational of HGMS
make it difficult to develop numerical and/or analytical solutions
to aid the design of a separation process used for specific applica
tions (181.
On the other hand, low gradient magnetic separation (LGMS)
does not involve the use of loading matrix. A nice review article
on this topic is recently published by Faraudo and coworkers with
detail descriptions on fundamental physics involved 1191. In short,
under LGMS the separation of magnetic nanoparticles is first dri
ven by aggregation of particles by an externally applied magnetic
field, and later the particle clusters formed can be easily collected
through cooperative magnetophoresis 11 .'5,20.211. Since LGMS of
lOMNPs is relying on the formation of particleclusters,hence, this
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process is highly concentration dependent [ZO]. It is anticipated
that the increment of particles concentration will lead to higher
collision frequency between the particles, and eventually, higher
change for the formation of particle clusters. Furthermore, the
chaining of particles due to magnetic dipole-dipole and hydrody-
namic interactions also play a significant role in LGMS as enhance
ment factors to accelerate the collection of lOMNPs |21|. Besides,
our group has recently demonstrated the important of surface
modification in dictating the magnetophoretic separation rate
[22]. From our experimental results, the more colloidal stable the
lOMNP is, the harder it is to be magnetophoretically collected.This
observation can also be generalized to HCMS process [23].
In previous research on magnetic separation of lOMNPs, by
usingeither HGMS or LGMS. almost all the efforts were dedicated
to the understanding of magnetophoretic behavior of spherical
particles. Even though rod-like magnetic nanoparticles have been
used for various interesting applications [24,25], there are very
limited works have been done on the magnetophoresis of nanorod
that exhibit magneto-shape anisotropy [26]. Despiteits interesting
and added benefits in rapid magnetic separation [ 12], numbers of
uncertainties and issues remain unexplored related to the use of
magnetic nanorod for separation process. In addition, it is also
equally unclear about thecontributing factors thatwould influence
the performance of magnetic nanorod in magnetophoretic separa
tion. It is our interest in this paper to show the comparisonofcoop
erative magnetophoresis for spherical and rod-like lOMNPs under
low gradient magnetic separation. By monitoring the migration
of iron oxide nanorod with respect to an externally applied mag
netic field in two and three dimensional space, we investigate
the underlying mechanisms and time scale involved within each
stage of nanorod magnetophoresis. In addition, we also evaluate
the effects of particle concentration and magnetic field gradient
on the separationkinetics of nanorod. All these studies are impor
tant to establishdesignrulefor LGMS by usingrod-like particles as
a magnetic tagging agent
2. Experimental section
2.1. Materials
Iron oxide nanosphere, FesO^ (APS, 98 +%purity) (Fig. la), was
purchased from Nanostructured &Amorphous Materials, Inc. Iron
oxide nanorods (Fig. lb) employed in this work were generously
supplybyTODA American. Inc. (refer to Fig. SI of supporting intoi -
mation for size distribution of these particles). The saturation mag
netization Ms for these two species of lOMNPs was measured
previously with value at ~90emu/g and 74.61 emu/g for nanorod
and nanosphere. respectively[12].Water solublecationicpolyelec-
trolyte poly(diallyldimethylamonium chloride) (PDDA) with aver
age molecular weight ~100,000-200,000 Da (20 wt.% in H2O) was
supplied by Sigma-Aldrich. Sodiumchloride. NaCl used in zeta po
tential measurement was purchased from Merck Sdn.Bhd. Cylin
drical shaped N50-graded Neodymium Boron Ferrite (NdBFe) and
Aluminium Nickel Cobalt (AInico) permanent magnet with
14 mm in diameter and 15 mm in length were purchased from
Ningbo YuXiang E&M Int'l Co.. Ltd. The remanence B, for these
two magnets is 1.20Tesla and 1.45Tesla for AInico and NdFeB.
respectively. All the chemicals were used as received withoutfur
ther modification or purification.
2.2. Preparation of PDDA-coated lOMNPs
Suspension of lOMNPs at lOOOmg/L in deionized water was
preparedby ultrasonication to disperse the black powderobtained
commercially. At the same time. PDDA solution with concentration
at ~0.005 g/mL was prepared by addition of 1.25 mL of as accepted
PDDA solution into 48.75 mL of deionized water. This mixture was
immediately subjected to intermittent ultrasonication for at least
30 min to promote their dissolution and left overnight on an
end-to-end rotator with mixing rate of 40 rpm. This concentration
of PDDA is chosen to ensure the available PDDA molecules are at
least 500 times more than the estimated amount needed to form
monolayer on the particles surface ]231. Beforemixing, the lOMNPs
solution was subjected to intense sonication for 2 mln. Drop wise
addition of lOMNPs suspension into PDDA solution was carried un
der intense sonicafication within a sonicator bath. Successful
attachment of PDDA onto lOMNPs was verified by monitoring
the electrophoretic mobility changes before and after the PDDA
adsorption with Malvern Instruments Nanosizer ZS. By using the
same analytical equipment, the particles size distribution before
and after the PDDA attachment was measured through dynamic
light scattering method (see Fig. S! in supporting information).
2.3. Monitoring magnetophoresis o//OMNPs
A custom built optical sensing system was employed to obtain
the kinetic profile of lOMNPs under magnetophoresis [22|.
Dependson the extent of light transmitted through the lOMNP sus
pension, by using a light dependent resistor (LDR). we monitored
the voltage changes associate to the changes in intensity of
detected light from a light-emitting diode (LED). The wavelength
of the LED employed is at around 620 nm and the suspension
^ (b)
)0-nfn 1 U
. L'.V
•1 •
200 nmi
Fig. 1. Transmission electron micrographs ofiron oxide (a) nanosphere and (b) nanorod used in this work.
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was confined within a standard rectangular 3.5 mL cuvette. These
measurements can then be translated into normalized opacity
0(0 at time t by following equation [15):
where V(0) is the initial voltage readout at time zero, Vm\n is the
lowest voltage registered and V(f) is the voltage output at time t.
At 0(f) equal to one, the transmitted light is fully blocked corre
spond to the full dispersion of the particles. Whereas, at 0(f) equal
to zero indicates full transmission of light due to the complete
magnetophoretic collection of the lOMNPs.
For optical microscopy monitoring is concerned, we used Olym
pus BX53 microscope to record the magnetophoresis of lOMNPs.
CellSens Dimension imaging software was employed to capture
the brightfield images and the magnetophoretic pathway of parti
cles was analyzed by using Imagej software. In all microscopy
observation, NdPeB magnet was used to introduce magnetic field
into our system and was positioned at the upper left hand side of
the images (front left corner of the microscope) with separation
distance of less than 1 cm.
3. Results and discussions
3.1. Magnetophoresis of nanorod and nanosphere
Magnetophoresis of spherical (magnetic core diameter ~50 nm)
and rod-like lOMNPs (20 x 300 nm) induced by a cylindrical NdPeB
permanent magnet showed remarkably different kinetic behaviors
(Fig. 2). In general, nanorod takes significantly less time than nan
osphere to be fully separated. This nanorod suspension turned
crystal clear at around 90 s after exposure to a permanent magnet.
Whereas, the light brown color of a nanosphere suspension can
still be observed after 180 s subjected to magnetophoretic separa
tion. The experimental evidence that nanorods could be magne-
tophoretically collected much rapidly than nanosphere is
generally true for both species of particle with or without surface
coating. This scenario is mainly due to the fact that the magneto
phoresis is favored in anisometric particles [27|. For low Reynolds
number (Re «: 1) magnetophoresis in a Newtonian fluid, by taking
into consideration of drag force, magnetophoretic force and shape
factor, the rod geometry gives almost 200 times higher magne
tophoretic velocity compared to spherical structure with equiva
lent volume 12^1. In addition, the induced magnetic dipole
Time, sec Q 15 , 20
Thermal randomization
of magnetic dipole
Magnetic dipole aligned
along the long axis
Fluctuation of magnetic dipole
due to rotational Brownian motion
Magnetoshape anisotropy of nanorod
caused stable magnetic dipole
Fig. 3. Alignment of magnetic dipole parallels to the external applied magnetic
field. Forthe caseof spherical lOMNP, thermal randomization not onlydisrupts the
magnetophoretic pathway of the particles but also disorients its magnetic dipole
orientation within the magnetic field.
aligned along the long axis of nanorod (see Fig. 3) is more stable
[29], and hence, less susceptible to the thermal disruption [26,30].
For a spherical lOMNP, its steady state magnetophoretic veloc
ity can be calculated as
where ij is the viscosity of the suspension and R is the radius of the
lOMNP. Fniagis the magnetophoretic force experienced by the lOM
NP and can be defined as
Fmag = {MV^, • V)B (3)
where M is the field dependent magnetization, V^ag is the magnetic
particle volume, and B is the magnetic induction. By taking a 30 nm
nanosphere exposed to magnetic field gradient (VB=100T/m)
from a NdFeB magnet like the one showed in Fig. 2. with the
assumption of its reached saturation magnetization, the calculated
magnetophoretic velocity i/mag for none interacting particle is at
around 3.26 pm/s [30]. Even by overestimating the field gradient in
volved, this calculated velocity is still too low to achieve separation
kinetic as observed in Fig. 2. With a total travelling distance of
25.4 mm (the diameter of the glass vial in Fig. 2), it will take
approximately 130 min for the non-interacting particle on the other
side of the vial to be magnetophoretically collected. So in most
30 : 40 I 50 I 60 I 90 j 12q__[_180
r/«-. vMB " ea't-'- 1 iili '' gab3. 1318, jTTl. h' Q" 11' SI' P*. §1' ®
^ 4 dH dB-1^ eil9:^raf58'' "K ' es;V'^ e '^p'ss)!S;' w^
^ 52;
Fig. 2. Temporal evolution ofsuspension opacity for spherical and rod-like lOMNPs before and after surface functionaiization by PDDA under the influence ofa NdFeB
cylindrical magnet. All particle concentration isat 50mg/L
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likelihood, the lOMNPs haveto undergocertain levelofinteractions,
forming large magnetic clusters andmigrate cooperatively towards
the permanent magnet [15.21 ]. This hypothesis canbefurther con
firmed with the magnetophoresis experiment as depicted in Fig. 2.
According to the magnetophoresis experiments shown in Fig. 2.the
major difference between surface modified and none surface mod
ified particles isintheprevious case themagnetophoretic collection
timeincreased quite drastically for bothnanorod and nanosphere.
At the endof the experiment, the coloring ofsuspension remained
forsurface functionalized particles whilstnaked lOMNP suspension,
both nanorod and nanosphere, turned almost colorless. The ad
sorbed PDDA layer used to promote colloidal stability has also mit
igated the attractive interaction between the lOMNPs, and hence,
suppressed aggregation of the particles which is the pre-require-
ment for rapid cooperative magnetophoresis [22,23]. This unique
feature ofmagnetophoresis, wherethe kinetic of the particle's mo
tionunderlow field gradient isdependent on the surface function-
alization, is crucial from engineering perspective. It allows the fine
tuning ofmagnetophoretic separation time by changing thesurface
coating of the magnetic nanoparticles with same size, shape and
composition.
3.2. Kinetic behaviorof cooperative magnetophoresis
Inorder to have a morequantitative and better understanding
on the cooperative behavior of lOMNP magnetophoresis under
low field gradient, we monitored the opacity changes of the
particle suspension (Fig. 4) over the time course of 500 s after its
exposure to a NdFeB. Here we assumed that light transmitted
(a) u
(0 0.8
u
CO 0.6
•o
P. 0.4
CO 0.6
CP 0.4
200 300 400
Time (sec)
100 200 300 400
Time (sec)
500
through the suspension can be directly related to the remained
particles concentration after magnetophoresis by protocol devel
oped by Schaller and coworkers [21 [. This assumption might not
be necessary true as spatial distribution of the magnetic field
strength causes variation in the magnetophoretic velocity oflOM
NPs, and hence, non-uniform blocking of light Nevertheless, the
magnetophoretic collection rate can becrudely estimated by linear
fit to the first half of the graph where rapid decayof opacity oc
curred [31].
By referring to Fig. 4a and b,both the magnetophoretic collec
tion rate and time are dependent on the suspension concentration.
As the initial concentration of the lOMNPs increased, for both
nanorod and nanosphere, the collection time has been shorten
with the increment of collection rate. This observation is in accor
danceto the cooperative magnetophoresis model discussed earlier
[15.18]. At concentration below 100 mg/L, theoverall decay rateof
suspension opacity fornanorod issteeperthannanosphere at same
particle concentration indicating thattherapid magnetophoresis of
rod-like particle. With the increment of particle concentration
from 25 mg/L to 100 mg/L, the collection rate has also been in
creased from 0.0030 a.u./s to 0.0124 a.u./s for nanosphere and
0.0043 a.u./s to 0.0122 a.u./s for nanorod. At this stage, the influ
ence of magneto-shape anisotropy on the magnetophoretic collec
tion rate becomes irrelevant as the particle concentration
increased. Transition of magnetophoretic curve from two indepen
dent lines as shown in Fig. 4c collapsed onto a single curve in
Fig. 4d implied that not onlythe collection rate has become parti
cle-shape independent at 100 mg/L but also the separation time.
Coincidentally, the magnetophoresis becomes size independent
3
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Z
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Fig. 4. Concentration dependency ofPDDA coated (a) nanosphere and (b) nanorod under low magnetic field gradient magnetophoresis and comparison ofmagnetophoretic
collection ofnanorod and nanosphere suspension at(c) 25 mg/L and (d) 100 mg/L Noted that figures (c) and (d) are redrawn from the same data sets as presented in (a) and
(b).
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as the particle concentration go beyond lOOmg/L 1211, even
though the Fmag is proportional to the volume of the particles. Since
the collision frequency between the single particles depends di
rectly on the particle concentration |32|, as concentration in
creased there is a better chance for aggregation to occur which
leading to rapid magnetophoresis. Thus from these results we
can concluded that at high concentration the particle's shape will
influence the magnetophoresis of an individual particle but not
the cooperative magnetophoresis of a particle cluster.
Since the magnetophoretic force is influenced by both the mag
netic field strength and gradient (see Eq. (3)), we repeated the
magnetophoresis measurement of both PDDA decorated nano-
sphere and nanorod at the concentration of 50 mg/L to evaluate
the influence of these parameters on the separation kinetic
(Fig. 5). This working concentration was chosen to ensure higher
probability for the distinctive contribution of magneto-shape
anisotropy be detected for the ease of comparison. By replacing
NdPeBcylindrical magnet with Alnico magnet of same dimension
with much lower field gradient at (and also field strength as shown
in Fig.5a), one of the most obvious consequences is the prolonged
collection time for both nanorod and nanosphere. By taking linear
interpolation on the portion of the magnetophoresis curve that un
dergo rapid decay (I i;;. ib). we found out that the collection rate of
nanorod under the Influence of Alnico magnet at 0.0041 a.u./s is
approaching the collection rate of nanosphere at 0.0045 a.u./s by
NdFeB magnet. Forany engineering related application, this unique
feature of LGMS allows the optimization of particle shape and/or
profile of magnetic field (both strength and gradient) selectively
in order to achieve comparable collection rate. This has otherwise
provides extra degree of freedom for the design of separation pro
cess driven by low magnetic field gradient. It should be noted that
our observation in l g. 5 have directly proven the complex influ
ence of magnetic field gradient in cooperative magnetophoresis
which is still an pending issue for further research.
It should also be noted that the initial time lag as observed in
Alnico magnet induced magnetophoresis is mainly due to its weak
magnetic field strength to cause particles aggregation. In addition,
the enhanced colloidal stability introduced by adsorbed layer of
PDDA might also play an important role to further aggravate the
problem of slow collection time |22].
3.3. Nanorod magnetophoresis in microscopic scale
For cooperative magnetophoretic motion of nanorod, the migra
tion process involved three phases, namely aggregation, alignment
Dwiinco
iftiiiMBi
NdFeB
Alnico
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Dislancefrom magnet (mm)
and movement. Typical rod-like nanoparticles would spontane
ously assemble into small isotropic structure in order to minimize
their surface energy |33). For magnetic nanorods, the extensive
aggregation is most likely caused by the magnetic dipole-dipole
and van der Waals interactions |34.35]. Even though the nanorod
has been electrosterically stabilized by PDDA through physisorp-
tion, the formation of submicron particle clusters is almost inevita
ble [23.36J. In addition to this high tendency for self-aggregation
which leading to the formation of large particle cluster, magnetic
alignment of nanorod under the influences of an externally applied
magnetic field [37], as depicted in Fig. 3, contributes to the rapid
magnetophoretic behavior of rod-like lOMNPs. The stable align
ment of nanorod with respect to the magnetic field lines due to
its magneto-shape anisotropy making the particles less susceptible
to the thermal randomization displacement during magnetophore
sis [30].
Besides self aggregation, a colloidally stable suspension com
posed of ironoxide nanocluster willalsoundergo aggressive mag
netically inducedaggregation within few secondsafter exposedto
magnetic field [22], This process is almost instantaneous and for
magnetic nanoparticles with 100nm in radiusand magnetic Bjer-
rum lengthof 2 pm the time taken is ~0.06s [38]. Here, the Bjer-
rum length is defined as the distance between particles with
parallel dipoles at which the attractive magnetic energy that favor
aggregation is equal to the thermal energy. Nevertheless, it should
also be noted that forwell dispersed individual lOMNPs (not clus
ters), this aggregation phaseunder magnetic field gradientof60T/
m can be further prolonged to 300 s by using citric acid treated
spherical superparamagnetic nanoparticles [20].
During the alignment phase, inertial forces play a minor role in
nanorod dynamics [39]. Governing equation describing the nano
rod rotation can then be obtained by balancing the magnetic tor
que with the viscous torque, and hence, leading to the relevant
drag coefficient y around the short axes of the rod [40]:
y =
1)71 I'
3 ln(P) + Cr (4)
Cr = -0.662 +
0.917 0.05 (5)
where I is the nanorod length and P is the length to diameter ratio
of the nanorod. At such the time t for rotation of a nanorod toward
its equilibrium orientation is only depends on the its initial
(0 0.6
•o
0) 0.4
O NdFeB-Nonorod
& Alnico-Nanorod
a NdFeB.Nana3ptiw
AIn!eo-Nano«^re
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Fig. 5. (a)Magnetic field strength extended outperpendicularly from the surface ofacylindrical magnet (data for NdFeB magnet isextracted from the supporting document
ofref12. By linearized the slope ofthe graph within first 10mm from the magnet (equivalent toour working range for magnetophoretic measurement by using a standard
cuvette) gives the field gradient VB at 53.65 Tesla/m and 4.86Tesla/m for NdFeB and Alnico magnet, respectively. These approximated values for VB have also indirectly
proven that all our experiments were carried outunder LGMS condition, (b) Magnetophoresis curves ofPDDA coated iron oxide nanosphere and nanorod with respect to
magnetic field from NdFeB and Alnico permanent magnet. All thelOMNP concentration isat 50mg/L
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orientation and is directly proportional to /? (toe 1/^). which isde
fined as [37]:
(6)
y
where mis the magnetic moment of the nanorod. By consider the
nanorod has a magnetization very close to saturation throughout
the entire duration of magnetophoresis process, which is not neces
sary true butthis estimation serves astheupper bound ofouranal
ysis, the magnetic moment can therefore be estimated as
m^MsVpippc [381. Here Ms is the saturation magnetization per unit
massof the particle (knowthroughmagnetometry measurement at
90emu/g). Vp, and Pp, is the volume and density of the particle,
respectively.
The magnetic alignment time needed for a Ni nanorod with
5)im in length and less than 200 nm in diameter (/?= 12.1 s'') is
around 0.7 s [37|. For the iron oxide nanorod employed in this
work, with dimension at around 300nmx20nm (see l ig. 1)
[26], the estimated p by using Eq. (5) is approximately
1.98 X10® s"'. Since the alignment time is linearly dependent on
1IP, so by having pwhich is almost five orders ofmagnitude larger
than the aforementioned Ni nanorod would lead to drastic reduc
tion in alignment time. However, as illustrated in Fig. 6. it takes
roughly 0.75 s for the iron oxide nanorods to achieve full align
ment. At such, it isvery likely thatthealignment ofnanorod asob
served in Fig. 6 is also a cooperative phenomenon in which the
collective rotation of the entire clusters with respect to the mag
netic field has been heavily suppressed. Besides the large nanoclus-
ters size in micrometer range (larger drag coefficient than
or.' \ ;Tv^^?esis7Rr2Hire3ai!H
individual nanorod) and hydrodynamic interactions [41 j, interpar-
ticle interactions should also playan important rolein determining
the associated time scale for the transition of randomly oriented
nanorod clusters (Fig, 6a) to partially aligned clusters (Fig. 6b
and c), and subsequently leading to fully aligned clusters (Fig. 6d).
Continuous exposure of a fully aligned nanorod cluster to an
external magnetic field would lead to its magnetophoresis
(Fig. 7). By inspecting magnetophoretic pathway of ten nanorod
clusters, it was found that the averaged magnetophoretic velocity
is at around 16pm/s (Fable 1). Within the viewable area of our
microscopy study, all theclusters investigated are travelling at ter
minal velocity with no sign ofacceleration. Itisvery likely thatthe
observed clusters have not travelled into the 'capture" zone where
the field gradient is thesteepest [301. Even though this measured
2D magnetophoretic velocity is one order of magnitude higher
than the calculated nanosphere velocity based upon non-interact
ing particle assumption discussed earlier, but. it isstill insufficient
to explain the rapid magnetophoretic collection as demonstrated
in Fig. 2.Within our experimental condition, the nanorod suspen
sion is sandvriched within a thin layer of fluid, with thickness at
around 136pm byusing adhesive tapeas spacer, between a micro
scope slide and cover slip. Clearly, this confined movement of
nanorod clusters (in Fig. 7) is affected by the friction forces, such
as viscous dragor friction with the slidesurface |42|. More notably,
some of the clusters are non-mobile while others migrated toward
the magnetic field source suggesting their adhesion to the slide
surface. Besides,fattening of the clusters was witnessed if the mag
netophoresis experiments werecarried in prolonged period >1 min
(see Fig. SIl in supporting information). Here, two possible results
, ; .s. •;././ -'v - \
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Fig. 6.Transient behavior ofnanorod clusters undergoing magnetic alignment from (a) random orientation to (b and c) partial alignment and finally (d) full alignment. The
scale bar is 100 pm and time interval between each image is 0.25 s.
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Fig.7. Time lapse images showing rapid magnetophoresis of nanorod clusters after their alignment with an externally applied magnetic field.Allten groups of nanoclusters
are moving toward the left hand corner of the micrograph where the magnet is located and the magnetic field gradient is the steepest. The scale bar is 100 ^m and time
interval between each image is 2 s.
Table 1
Summarized magnetophoresis results for ten groups of nanorod cluster shown in
Fig. 7.
Cluster Cluster length Travelling distance Average velocity
label (pm) (pm) (pm/s)
1 27.74 57.36 1434
2 35.23 52.02 13.01
3 28.95 83.99 21.00
4 45.31 79.09 19.77
5 27.01 53.78 13.45
6 35.70 80.52 20.13
7 34.54 57.81 14.45
8 29.52 38.73 9.68
9 28.89 67.98 17.00
10 43.89 70.18 17.55
of aggregation could still happened as the clusters collided to each
other: (1) the formation of longer cluster chain due to tip-to-tip
aggregation, or (2) the formation of thicker cluster chain due to lat
eral aggregation {3.s |. Our results in which the thicker aggregates is
favored over longer chain in collision during magnetophoresis is
consistent with their observation and might be the reason for the
speedy magnetophoretic collection of nanorods as observed in
Fig. 2.
4. Conclusions
We have clearly shown that at low particle concentration the
contribution of shape anisotropy is crucial in speeding up the col
lection rate and shortening the collection time of lOMNPs at low
field gradient magnetophoresis. This dependency, however, is
highly related to particle concentration. At high particle concentra
tion of lOOmg/L. both the magnetophoretic collection rate and
time achieved by nanosphere and nanorod are comparable. In
addition, it is possible for nanosphere to match the magnetopho
retic collection rate of nanorod, even at low particle concentration
of 50 mg/L, by changing the magnetic field gradient. Simultaneous
tuning of particle shape and field gradient provides new option for
the design of separation strategy which is workable at low field
gradient. Combined with the cooperative magneophoresis data in
macroscale, our optical microscopy experiments suggested that
the entire cooperative magnetophoretic process of nanorod in
volved three phases, namely aggregation, alignment and move
ment. The first two phases typically happened in less than a
second unless a very weak magnetic field source is used, such as
Alnico magnet. These two processes are very likely driven by the
cooperative nature of particle interactions. For rapid magnetopho
resis is concerned, the measured 2D magnetophoretic velocity at
~16 pm/s is still an underestimated value mainly due to frictional
forces arise from the confined motion of the lOMNPs. We
anticipated that further collision between the nanorod clusters
during the cooperative magnetophoresis process, which leading
to the formation of larger aggregate, is the key factor that contrib
utes to their rapid separation.
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Magnetophoresis of superparamagnetic
nanoparticles at low field gradient:
hydrodynamic effectf
Sim Siong Leong,^ Zainat Ahmad^ and JitKang Lim*°'^
Convective current driven by momentum transfer between magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) and their
surrounding fluid during magnetophoresis process under a low gradient magnetic field (<100 T m"^) is
presented. This magnetophoresis induced convective flow, which imposed direct hydrodynamic effects
onto the separation kinetics of the MNPs under low gradient magnetic separation (LGMS). is analogous
to the natural convection found in heat transportation. Herein, we show the significance of the induced
convection in controlling the transport behavior of MNPs. even at a very low particle concentration of
5 mg L""\ and this feature can be characterized by the newly defined magnetic Grashof number. By
incorporating fluid flow equations into the existing magnetophoresis model, we reveal two unique
features of this convective flow associated with low gradient magnetophoresis. namely, (1) the
continuous homogenization of the MNPs solution and (2) accompanying sweeping flow that accelerates
the collection of MNPs. According to both simulation and experimental data, the induced convection
boosts the magnetophoretic capture of MNPs by approximately 30 times compared to the situation with
no convection.
1 Introduction
In recent years, magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) have emerged
as one of the most versatile nanomateriais with huge potential
for various biomedicaP"® and environmental applications/'"
For separation processes, MNPs arc used in the following way:
surface-functionalized MNPs are initially dispersed into a solution
containing targeting compounds; thus, the MNPs can be tagged
onto the aforementioned compounds either through specific or
"Schoolof Chemical Engineering, Universici Sains Malaysia, NibongTebal,
Penang 14300, Malaysia. E-mail: chjitkangl@usm.my
'' Department ofPhysics, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA 15213, USA
t Electronic supplementary information (ESI)available; SI provides the justifica
tion for the validity of the Beer-Lambert law in this study. S2 illustrates the
calculation to justify that the amount of MB overwhelms that of the MNPs in the
dye-tracing experiment described in Section 2.3. S3 shows the detailed analysis of
the magnetic Bjerrum length and aggregation parameter for the MNPs system
employed In the current work. S"! demonstrates the magnetic fluxdensity of the
cylindricalmagnet in a three dimensional space and justifies the suitability of the
one dimensional magnetic flux density approximation in the current work. S5and
S6 give a more detailed description of the simulation of the non MNPs/fluid
interacting magnetophoresis model and hydrodynamically interactingmagneto
phoresis model, respectively, by providing a discussion on the initial and
boundary conditions involved in thesimuladon. S7provides a listof the symbols
used in the current work together with their units. The supplementary video
serves to give a clearer illustration of the difference between the simulation
results from the both models developed in this work. See DOI: 10.1039/
c5sm01422k
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non-specific binding. Subsequently, the MNP-tagged compounds
arc withdrawn from thesolution ordirected toa specific region ina
controlled manner by an externally applied magnetic field." This
scheme allows the separation ofnon-magnetic compounds by a
process known as magnetophoresis, which involves the controlled
motion ofMNPs under an externally applied magnetic field relative
to the surrounding fluid.^^
There are numerous benefits associated to the use of MNPs in
promoting the separation ofbiological components ascompared
to conventional separation processes." However, because MNPs
arcextremely small, theircollection from thesurrounding media
poses a great challenge due to the significant perturbation of
their magnetophoretic pathway by thermal energy and viscous
drag." Therefore, high gradient magnetic field isapplied for the
MNPs to attain a large magnetophoretic force to overcome the
randomization energy and opposingforce(s) and achieve separa
tion in a reasonable time scale. This process is known as high
gradient magnetic separation (HGMS)," and it encounters four
significant drawbacks: (l) high purchase and installation cost;^^
(2) complexity in developing analytical solutions due to the
highly inhomogeneous magneticfield inside the HGMS column;"
(3)high tendency of MNPdeposition on the wires within the HGMS
column, which causes reduction in separation efficiency or even
brings about permanent retention of MNPs in the column;^"' and
(4) energy losses due to the Joule effect during the magnetization
and demagnetization ofmagnetizable wires."
This journal is©The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Recently, Yavuz and co-workers demonstrated the feasibility of
low gradient magnetic fields generated by a permanent magnet
(magnetic flux density gradient VB < 100 Tm in the collection
of 4nm superparamagnetic magnetite nanocrystals. '^ Successful
implementation ofthis separation method, which is known as
low gradient magnetic separation (LGMS), was identified to be
because of the formation of field-induced aggregates.^^ '^ This
reversible aggregation has greatly altered the dynamic behavior of
LGMS by accelerating MNP collection and reducing separation
time. Due to its simplicity and cost-effectiveness,^^ many current
research efforts are dedicated to study the underlying principles
that define the transport behavior ofMNPs under LGMS.^° By
taking the interparticle interaction between MNPs (which is
known asMNPs/MNPs interaction inthis article) into consideration,
motion ofMNPs under LGMS has been described quantitatively to
predict the kinetic profile of their separation.^^* '^ ' Furthermore,
the morphology of MNP aggregation under LGMS has been
investigated and explained by including magnetic interaction
into the classical Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO)
theory.^^ Moreover, the transient behavior of MNP aggregation
upon the application of an external magnetic field has been
studied and simulated.^''
While MNPs/MNPs interaction has been studied compre
hensively, the interaction between MNPs and surrounding
fluid, which is contributed by the momentum transfer through
the collision between both species, has been neglected by most
researchers that have studied LGMS system.^®'^ *'^ ®'^ ® There are
very few studies that report this type of interaction, which is
termed MNPs/fluid interaction inthis article. Because most of
the engineering applications of MNPs involve the eonttdled
magnetophoretic movement of MNPs suspended in fluid,
it is reasonable to hypothesize that the MNPs/fluid interaction is
inevitable and it plays an essential role in dictating the LGMS
kinetics. Microscopically, the magnetophoretic separation of
MNPs inmicrofluidic systems, where MNPs experience ahighly
localized magnetic field gradient, has been studied and simu
lated theoretically by taking the MNPs/fluid interaction into
consideration.^®"^" From the studies ofFurlani and coworkers
on microfluidic systems, it was observed that the local fluid
flow is heavily influenced by the magfnetophoretic motion of
MNPs,^^ which makes us to believe that the MNPs/fluid inter-
aetion also has a pronounced effect on the LGMS process.
However, there is almost no discussion on the macroscopic
effectof the MNPs/fluid interaction on LGMS, which is widely
utilized in various engineering applications. In conjunction
with this situation,we intend to complete the physical under
standing on the magnetophoretic behavior of MNPs under
LGMS by investigating how the MNPs/fluid interaction influences
LGMS performance.
In thisstudy, a dilute MNPs solution was utilized such that
the MNPs/MNPs interaction is negligible and can be safely
ignored inthe analysis ofthe result. Initially, a magnetophoresis
experiment was conducted to study the kinetic behavior of a
MNPs solution subjected to a low gradient magnetic field.
Subsequently, two different models were developed to describe
the low gradient magnetophoresis ofMNPs. Inthe first model.
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the classical assumption was made thatthe motion ofMNPs is
solely governed by magnetic, gravitational and Brownian forces,
as well as viscosity, while the fluid remains stagnant and
unaltered by the MNPs motion atall times. Later, inthe second
model, the drift-diffusion equation was coupled and solved
together with fluid flow equations with the assumption that the
surrounding fluid ofthe MNPs isno longer stagnant but can be
perturbed by the motion of MNPs. The simulation results from
both models were compared with experimental results tojustify
the importance ofhydrodynamic effect that originates from the
MNPs/fluid interaction in dictating theLGMS process. Furthermore,
the magnetie Grashof number was developed to characterize the
significance ofmagnetophoresis induced convection under LGMS in
a dimensionless form.
2 Experimental section
2.1 Characterization of magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs)
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM). MNPs solution
used in thisexperiment was purchased from Ocean NanoTech,
consisting of an aqueous suspension of iron oxide nano
particles coated with polyethylene glycol (PEG). TEM was used
tocapture the images ofthe MNPs. The captured images enabled
us to determine thegeometrical shapeand magnetic core size of
MNPs. Adroplet of dilute MNPs solution (~20 mg L ") was
deposited and dried onacarbon grid for 30 minutes. The dried
MNPs, which were immobilized on the carbon grid, were
observed usingTEM (JEOL, JEM-20CX).
Dynamic light scattering (DLS). DLS technique was employed to
determine the hydrodynamic size ofMNPs.^® Before conducting
DLS analjreis, the as-received MNPs solution was diluted to
10 mg L"" so that the effects ofmultiple scattering and partiele
interaction were minimized during the measurement. The
fluctuation of the scattered light intensity was detected and
measured at an angle of 173° to the incident light (Malvern
Instruments Zetasizer ZS). The transient light intensity fluctuation
was fitted intoa correlation function thatdecayed exponentially with
time. The correlation fimction decayed more rapidly for smaller
MNPs as light intensity fluctuation is greater due to the faster
diffusion of small MNPs. the cumulants method was employed to
analyze the correlation function so that the translational diffusivity
of MNPs suspended in a solution is obtained. Subsequently,
according to the translational diffusivity of MNPs, the hydro-
dynamic size of the MNPs was inferred using the Einstein-
Stokes equation.Therefore, in this analysis, all the MNPs were
assumed to be spherical in shape.
Vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM). VSM was used to
characterize the magnetic response of MNPs. To conduct the
VSM measurement, 0.0006 g of MNPs was dispersed in an
epojgr, thus forming a castepojq^ sample. Thecastepojqr sample
was attached to a vibrating glass rod plaeed at the center of an
electromagnetic direct current (DC) field. The magnetic
response of the sample was measured with a full sweep for
both the positive and negative field components with digitally
controlled field stepping and data averaging.
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2.2 Magnetophoresis kinetics measurement
The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 1. A standard
1 X 1 X 4 cm disposable cuvette was filled with 3 mL of homo
geneous MNPs solution such that the solution surface measured
3 cm vertically from the base of the cuvette. Subsequently, the
cuvette was placed on top of a cylindrical ncodymium boron
ferrite (NdPeB) magnet. TheNdPcB magnetwasN50-graded with
the remanent magnetization of 1.45 T and was obtained from
Ningbo YuXiang E&M Int'l Co, Ltd. AUV-vis spectrophotometer
(Agilent Cary-60) was employed to measure the concentration of
the MNPs in solution, where monochromatic light with the
wavelength of 530 nm was passed through the MNPs solution
and the light absorbance was recorded. The initial concentration
of MNPs wasvaried, within the range from 10 to 100 mg L~', to
probe the particle concentrationeffecton magnetophoresis Idnetics.
Then, the light absorbance was recorded in different locations
along the cuvette so that a complete picture of magnetophoresis
kinetics could be captured. Because the Beer-Lambert's law was
proven to be valid for the concentration range of MNPsemployed
in this study [seeESI,tSI forjustification), the normalized MNPs
concentration (with respect to initial concentration of MNPs
solution before the magnetophoresis experiment begins) was
calculated as follows:
/f-/fo
A-, - AofN.MNPs =
where Ais light absorbance of the MNPs solution, Aq is the light
absorbance of the blank solution and Aj is the initial light
absorbance of the MNPs solution.
2.3 Dye-tracing experiment
This experiment was performed to visually trace the fluid motion
during magnetophoresis. Initially, approximately 3000 mg L~' of
concentrated methylene blue (MB) was introduced carefully to the
Monochromatic light
From light
Fig.1 Setup of magnetophoresis experiment, initially, a cuvette was filled
with a homogeneously dispersed MNPssolution and was placed on a grade
N50 NdFeB cylindricalpermanent magnet with the remanent magnetization
of 1.45 T and the radius and height of the magnet were 0.7 cm and 1.5 cm,
respectively. The light absorbance of the MNPs solution was measured
every 5 minutes after magnetophoresis started using a UV-vis spectro
photometer and the resultwas used to infer the MNPs concentration.
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bottom of a cuvette containing 3 mL of MNPs solution using a
syringe. The MNPs solutionwas then subjected to magnetophoresis
and the motion of the dye in the solution was captured.
Because dye molecules are highly positively charged and MNPs
have an average zeta potential of -10 mV, it is believed that
some of the dye molecules might adhere to the MNPs due to
electrostatic interaction.^® However, because MB molecules are
present in excess, there should be a significant amount of freely
suspended dye molecules that can trace the fluid motion within
the MNPs solution for visualization of magnetophoresis (see
ESI,t S2 for justification). The procedure mentioned above was
carried out using MNPs solutions with the followingconcentra
tions: 0 (blanksolution, whichwas used as the control), 5,10,
20, 50, 100 mg L"\ The dye motion in the solutions with
different concentrations of MNPs under magnetophoresis was
compared.
3 Theoretical model
Inthisstudy, two models were developed topredict theseparation
kinetic profile of magnetophoresis in the experiment described
above, namely, non MNPs/fluid interacting andhydrodynamically
interacting magnetophoresis models. The predictions from both
models were then compared with the experimental results to
verify theaccuracy ofthe models andhence justify the importance
of the hydrodynamic interaction in the low gradient magneto
phoresis of MNPs.
3.1 Non MNPs/fluid interacting magnetophoresis model
Several assumptions were made in the development of this
model: (l) MNPs are distributed uniformly throughout the
solution prior to the application of magnetic field, (2) MNPs/
MNPs interaction is negligible due to the non-interactive nature
of the particle system (see ESI.t S3 for justification), (3) MNPs
are spherical in shape and consist of a magnetic core sur
rounded by a layer of non-magnetic polyethylene glycol (PEG),
(4) the magnetophoretic migration of MNPs in the solution is
creeping motion that obeys Stokes' law, (5) the motion of MNPs
does not create any fluid flow perturbation such that the
surrounding fluid remains stagnant throughout the entire
course of magnetophoresis and (6) the vertical component of
the magnetic flux density gradient throughout the MNPs
solution, which is subjected to magnetophoresis, is far more
dominant compared to its horizontal counterpart (see ESI,t S4
for more detailed justification).
Under an external magnetic field, there are four forces
acting on MNPs that govern the motion of MNPs in the MNPs
solution: (l) magnetic force, which is due to the response of the
magnetic dipole moment in MNPs to the externally applied
magnetic field; (2) viscous drag force, which is due to the
resistance contributed by the relative motion of MNPs in
solution; (3) gravitational force and (4) Brownian force, which
induces the diffusion of MNPs along the MNPs concentration
gradient and originates from thermal motion. The transport
behaviour of MNPs in the fluid throughout magnetophoresis,
This journal is ©The Royal Socie^of Chemistry 2015
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due to the combinationof diffusionand fluid advection effects,
is described by the drift-diffusion equation:^^
= DV^c- V X(hc) (2)
w^iere cisconcentration oftheMNPs solution, u ismagnetophoretic
velocity of MNPs and Dis diffusivity of MNPs in the solution, which
can be calculated using Einstein-Stokes equation:*®
k^T
D =
6nf//?h
(3)
wiiere Jfcn isBolfzmann constant, Tisabsolute temperature, r; isthe
dynamic viscosity of fluid and i?h is the hydrodynamic radius of the
MNPs (=21.5 X10~® m). The first term on the right hand side of
eqn (2) depicts the transport ofMNPs in solution due to the thermal
motion of particles, whereas the second term represents the
divergence ofMNPs flux, which isinduced by magnetic, viscous
and gravitational forces acting on each individual MNP during
magnetophoresis. According to the Newton's second law of
motion, the acceleration ofMNPs, duldt, is dependent on the
sum of all forces that are acting on it:
ntp^ =Fn,ag + (4)
where nip is mass ofan MNP, is magnetic force, Fd is viscous
drag force and Fg is gravitational force. The inertial term
is negligible under low Reynold number flow, and
hence for simplicity, it is neglected in the present analysis.®^
Based on this assumption, eqn (4) finally turns out to be
0 =F„,ag +Fd +Fg (5)
The magnetic force Fmag acting onan MNP isformulated as
follows:*^
- mag = /iV5 (6)
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where Cy is the unit vector pointing to the positivey-direction. On
theother hand, magnetic dipole moment is given as follows:
H=mpAfp.m (9)
where Afp,m is the mass magnetization of MNPs, which is
the function of magnetic field strength, H, that is applied.
The relationship between the mass magnetization ofMNPs and
the applied magnetic field strength can be obtained by fitting the
magnetization curve, which is obtained from VSM, to the
following equation:
coth
/mH\ k^T
[k^Tj mH (10)
where Ms isthesaturation magnetization perunitmass ofMNPs,
m is the strength of the magnetic moment for one magnetic
dipole and Lis the Langevin function [I{x) =coth(*) - llx].
Because therelative permeability ofwater approaches unity, the
relationship between magnetic flux density and magnetic field
strength in theaqueous MNPs solution is given as follows:
B = (11)
By inserting eqn (7)-(ll) into eqn (6), themagnetic force acting
on a MNP can be expressed as a function of distance (along the
axialor vertical direction, y) from the magnet pole as follows:
Fmae — ntpMsLi
B.i'
mBr y + h
IfiokaT yf{y +hf +P-
(12)
where n is magnetic dipole moment and B is magnetic flux
density. For an axially magnetized cylindrical magnet, the
magnetic flux density along the axis of the magnet, where
vertical distance from the magnet pole face is given byy, can
be calculated as follows:®®
Theviscous dragforce experienced byan MNP that is moving in
a viscous fluid (orunderlow Reynold number environment) is
formulated by Stokes* law, which isgiven as follows:®®
Fd = —SKt]r\yU ——6ut]Rh(Ux€x (^3)
where Uy and are x-, y- and z-components of MNPs
magnetophoretic velocity, respectively. Moreover, and Cj are
the unit vectors pointing to the positive*- and z-directions.
The gravitational force acting on a MNP is given by the
Newton's law of gravitation:
fg = -mpg= -m\g\ey (14)
where g is gravitational acceleration vector and \g\ is the
magnitude ofgravitational acceleration («9.81 m s"® onEarth
surface).
By incorporating eqn (12)-(14) in eqn (5), eqn (15) are
obtained. Upon rearrangement, the *-,y- and z-components of
magnetophoretic velocity of MNPssubjected to magnetophoresis
in the model system are given by eqn (16).
Eqn (16)are required to solve eqn (2) to predict the transient
behavior and generate a separation kinetic profile of the
magnetophoresis process. (Please refer to ESI,t S5 for details
y + h
^/iy +kf2+ ;.2
(7)
where Bj is remanent magnetic flux density, h is the height of
cylindrical magnet and r isthe radius ofcylindrical magnet. We
assume that the variation of magnetic flux density along the
radial direction is insignificant compared to that ofthe axial
direction (Assumption 6), x- and z-components of VB are
negligible and VB can thus be approximated as follows:
VB
dS
'dy' 2
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of the computer simulation, including the initial and boundary
conditions employed in this model).
-enrjruu^ = 0
/
mB( y + h
\
lnoksT
[[{y +h)' +r^y
- mpl^l - 6Kt]RhUy = 0
\f + r2]2
WpA/s
-enrjrhUg = 0
u, = 0
y + h
lnok^T \/iy +h)
(15a)
(15b)
(15c)
(16a)
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fluid, which is valid under atmospheric pressure. Herein, u is the
velocityvector of the MNPs solution, p is the density of the MNPs
solution, p is the absolute pressure and^ is the volumetric
magnetic force acting on the MNPs solution. The last term in
eqn (18)represents the magnetic force acting on the unit volume
of the MNPs solution due to the application of an external
magnetic field. In other words, it is equivalent to the rate of
momentum transfer into a unit volume of MNPs solution due to
the collective response of this portion of solution to the external
magnetic field.Therefore,^ is a function of volumetric magnetiza
tion of MNPssolution, M, and magnetic fluxdensity gradient, VB,
which can be defined as follows:
fm = MVB (19)
Herein, the volumetric magnetization of the MNPs solution, M,
is dependent on the concentration of MNPs, c, in the solution:
Bfi^
M= cM p^iHl
\
(20)
6nt]Rh (16b)
Wr = 0 (I6c)
3.2 Hydrodynamically interacting magnetophoresis model
In the previous model, the fluid is assumed to be stagnant and
remains unaltered by the motion of the MNPs throughout the
magnetophoresis process. In the second model, this assumption
has been relaxed such that fluid flow could be generated within the
MNPs solution due to MNPs/fluid interaction. Similar to the non
MNPs/fluid interacting magnetophoresis model, the magneto
phoresis of MNPs is also governed by the drift-diffusion equation
stated in eqn (2). However in the hydrodynamically interacting
magnetophoresis model, the momentum obtained by MNPs,
viv^ich is due to the response of magnetic dipoles to the external
magnetic field, is allowed to be transferred to the surrounding
fluid as a consequence of the viscous property possessed by the
fluid. Hence, eqn (16) are no longer valid in predicting the
magnetophoretic velocity of MNPs. On the contrary, the convective
motion of the MNPs solution is calculated by the well-known
continuity and Navier-Stokes equations:""
V X u = 0
+ w X = -V/7 -f- -t- pg+fm
(17)
(18)
By including the Navier-Stokes equation into this model,
momentum transfer due to the MNPs/fluid interaction has
been incorporated accordingly, eqn (17) and (18) govern the
momentum transfer vwthin the MNPs solution by connecting
its spatial fluid flow profile to viscosity and external forces are
imposed on it, namely, magnetic and gravitational forces.
Besides, theMNPs solution is assumed to bean incompressible
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whereMp,m is mass magnetizationof MNPs, as givenin eqn (10).
(Please refer to ESI,t S6 for details of computer simulation,
including initial and boundary conditions employed in this
model).
4 Results and discussion
4.1 Characterization of magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs)
Based on the image analysis performed on 136 MNPs captured
by transmission electron microscopy, the average core size was
determined to be 30.94 ± 2.18 nm. In addition, it can be observed
that the MNPs were almost spherical in shape (Fig. 2a). Never
theless, the average MNPs hydrodynamic diameter was measured
using dynamic light scattering (DLS) (Malvem Instruments Nano-
sizerZS), whichwasdetermined to be 43 nm; this value is roughly
12 nm larger than their particle cote sizedue to the PEG coating
(Fig. 2b).^® Thenon-hysteretic behavior ofthe magnetization curve,
which was recorded using a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM)
(ARkival ADE/DMS Model 880) measurements, clearly indicates
the superparamagnetic nature of these MNPs with their saturation
magnetization at 42.7 emu g~" (Fig. 2c).^"
4.2 Magnetophoresis kinetics profile
Under the influence of an external magnetic field generated by
a grade N50 NdFeB cylindrical permanent magnet (1.4 cm in
diameter and 1.5 cm in length) with the remanent magnetization
of1.45 T,suspended MNPs were attracted towards the bottomof
the solution bythe magnetic force, which decreased the MNPs
concentration in the solution in tandem with the progression of
time (Fig. 1). Fig. 3a illustrates that the normalized separation
This journal is ©The Royal Society ofChemistry 2015
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Pin 2 (a) Transmission electron micrograph aEM) of the MNPs. It can be observed that the MNPs are nearly spherical and their magnetic core size is
approximately 30 nm This result justifies the information provided by the supplier. The layer of PEG coating that surrounds MNPs is also n^iceable. The
aggregation of MNPs shown in this figure is due to the drying of the MNPs solution on the carbon grid prior to the TEM analysis, (b) Hydrodynamic size
distribution of MNPs in the solution provided by DLS measurement, (c) Magnetization curve of MNPs used in this study.
kinetic profiles of the MNPs solution almost collapse into a
single curve, regardless of the initial particle concentration used.
This observation revealed that concentration effects, namely,
MNPs/MNPs interaction, are insignificant in controlling the
kinetics ofmagnetophoresis under LGMS. Rationally, the MNPs/
MNPs interaction is more intense in highly concentrated MNPs
solutions due to higher collision frequency, which subsequently
leads totheformation oflarger aggregates within a shorter period.
Larger a^regates should be more magnetically responsive, and
hence achieve a higher magnetophoretic velocity and accelerate
the collection of MNPs under magnetophoresis.^ '^^ ®'^ *^ Such
concentration dependency of the separation kinetic profile has
been observed in our previous study, in which intensively inter
acting MNPs systems were uscd.'"'"^ However, the independence
ofthe separation kinetic profile on MNPs concentration (Fig. 3a)
leads us to deduce that the MNPs concentration rangeemployed
in this study (10-100 mg L"^) isstill far below the critical MNPs
concentration in which interparticlc interactions start to become
significant In addition, according to the theory developed by
Andreu and coworkers, '^' magnetic interaction between MNPs is
relevant only when theaggregation parameter, N*, is larger than
unity. For instance, the largest value of N' considered in this
study is given by 0.158 when the MNPs solution with a concen
tration of100 mgL"' was used (see ESI,t S3 for full details ofthe
calculation). The aggregation parameter, N*, should be much
lower than this value in other cases in which the particle
concentration is below100 mg Because the N* values are
well below unity within the concentration range (10-100 mg L ^)
considered in thecurrentstudy, it canbeconcluded that magnetic
interaction between MNPs and reversible aggregation is negligible.
Because the ultimate goal of this study is to study the nature ofthe
MNPs/fluid interaction underLGMS, thisMNPs system isideal and
well-suited for the current investigation due to the fact that the
MNPs/MNPs interaction is negligible and can beexcluded.
Coincidentally, separation lonetic profiles measured atdifferent
locations throughout the MNPs solution also coUapsed into asingle
curve (Fig. 3b). This observation indicates that the MNPs were
uniformly distributed throughout the MNPs solution during the real
time magnetophoresis process because the MNPs concentrations at
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Fig.3 (a) Separation kinetic profiles for experiments that employ MNPs
solutions with different initial concentrations (ranging from 10to 100mg L"')-
The measurement was carried out at a position that was vertically 2.3 cm away
from the bottom of the MNPs solution, (b) Separation kinetic profiles at
different vertical positions (0.3,1.3 and 2.3 cm from the bottom of the MNPs
solution). 20 mg MNPs solution was used in this experiment.
different locations in the solution are similar within the entire
time scale of the experiment. Under this circumstance, the
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MNPs solution in the cuvette remains homogeneous while
undergoing magnetophoresis. The time-lapse images captured
while the MNPs solution was undergoing magnetophoresis
(Fig. 4) further verify thisargument. This experimental observation
provides the first evidence, which suggests the importance of the
hydrodynamic effect associated to magnetophoresis; this is the
subject ofdiscussion in the following sections.
4.3 Non MNPs/fluid interacting magnetophoresis
As shown in the time lapse images of the simulation results
in Fig. 5a, the non MNPs/fluid interacting model predicted
progressive clearing of MNPs at the bottom of the cuvette,
where themagnedc flux density gradient is thehighest Rationally,
thesimulation result displays this behavior because of thespatial
resolution of the magnetic flux density gradient from the magnet
pole,"^ which causes the MNPs that are located closer to the
magnet to experience a much greater magnetophoretic force and
hence migrate at a faster speed to the magnetic source compared
to those located further away from the magnet.^® For instance,an
MNP with a diameter of 30 nm located l mm away from the
magnet pole face experiences the magnetic flux density gradient
VB of93.8 T m~', which corresponds toa magnetophoretic force
of 0.203 fN. In comparison, the same particle experiences con
siderably weaker magnetophoretic force of0.038 fN as thesepara
tion distance from the magnet pole face increases to 10 mm with
magnetic flux density gradient of 17.5 T m~\ Therefore, MNPs
that experience a greater magnetophoretic force will move at a
higher speed, and thus can be captured and separated from the
solution much quickly. Under this scenario, MNPs at the bottom
portion of the solution are collected from the aqueous environ
ment much more rapidly as magnetophoresis begins, which is
expected to create a particle concentration gradient across the
suspension from the bottom (high VB)to the top (lowVB). In fact,
this phenomenon is further amplified by the MNPs/MNPs inter
actionand is well aligned with our previous experimental observa
tion foran intensively MNPs/MNPs interactingsystem."" On a side
note, this result serves as the best indication in which the
continuous homogenization of the MNPs suspension is not related
to the MNPs/MNPs interaction.
However, the non MNPs/fluid interacting magnetophoresis
model simulation result contradicts the experimental observation,
which displays homogeneity throughout the MNPs solution the
entire time, as described in the previous section. Asa consequence,
there exists a huge discrepancy between the magnetophoresis
• •
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Fig. 4 Time lapse images of MNPs solution captured in real time experi
ment. The unit of time. f. is minutes.
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separation kinetic profiles obtained from experiment and pre
dicted by the non MNPs/fluid interacting magnetophoresis
model (Fig. 5b). The two majordifferences between the experi
mental and simulation results are as follows: (l) MNPs were
always homogeneously distributed throughout the whole
solution in the experiment (Fig. 3b and 4), while apparent
non-uniformity was observed in the model simulation result,
which is implied by the location dependency of the separation
kinetic profile (Fig. 5a and b) and (2) MNPs collection time
predicted by simulation was considerably longer compared to
the experimental result.This peculiarobservation indicates the
failure of the classical non MNPs/fluid interacting magneto
phoresis model in predicting the separation kinetic profile for
our model system.
The homogeneity of the MNPs solution demonstrates that
there is a driving force that distributes the MNPs throughout
the solution during magnetophoresis. This driving force is
probably contributed by fluid convection, which is usually
portrayed asa vital role in the agitation or mixing ofa solution.
Because the surrounding fluid is non-magnetically responsive,
it must obtain momentum from the MNPs motion to initiate
convection under magnetophoresis. Therefore, there should be
some type of interaction between MNPs and fluid (hydro-
dynamic interaction) so that momentum from the moving
MNPs can be transferred to the surroundingfluid and lead to
the occurrence of convection. Subsequently, this finding has
led us to believe hydrodynamic effects, which originate from
the MNPs/fluid interaction, might be the predominating factor
in homogenizing the MNPs suspension and later accelerate the
magnetophoretic capture of the MNPs.
4.4 Magnetophoresis induced convection
The dye-tracing experiment was conducted to trace the fluid
motion in the MNPs solution, while it is undergoingmagneto
phoresis. A control experiment was also conducted using a
blank solution (with 0 mg L"^ of MNPs). It was observed that
for the control experiment the injected dye at the bottom of the
solution diffused slowly and gradually filled up the whole
solution due to thermal energy without any occurrence of
magnetophoresis."''' For all the other MNPs solutions, the dye
moved upward relatively fast and filled up the solution at a
much more rapid pace under magnetophoresis (Fig. 6). The
instantaneous migration of the dye in the MNPs solution after
its exposure to an external magnetic field further indicates that
convection is generated in the MNPs solution during magneto
phoresis. This convective flow induces mixing process and
further enhances the dispersion of MNPs inside the solution and
homogenized the suspension, as observed in the experiment
described in the previous sections (Fig. 3b and 4). In addition, as
depicted in Fig. 6, dye homogenization is more rapid when the
MNPs concentration is higher as a result of stronger convective flux
under magnetophoresis. Moreover, the decline in the standard
deviation of light intensity throughout the MNPs solution, as
shown in Fig. 7, further confirmed the homogenization of tlie
solution as time progresses. Moreover, it can be observed that dye
homogenization rate (which is equivalent to the rate ofdecay ofthe
This journal is© The Royal Sociey of Chemistry 2015
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Fia 6 Time lapse images for MNPs solution, which has been injected with 3000 mg L"' of MB, with different concentrations (ranging from () to
100 mg L-^) for the first 25 minutes after being subjected to magnetophoresis. The images in the first row illustrate the dye motion within ablank solution
exposed to an external magnetic field, which was used as the controlled experiment
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light intensity standard deviation)increases with the concentration
of MNPs solution.Therefore,according to this analysis, convection
is more vigorous in more concentrated MNPs solution that is
undergoing magnetophoiesis, which is consistent with the time
lapse imagesdisplayed in Fig. 6. Basedon this observation, it can
be deduced that convective motion, which occurs during the
magnetophoresisof MNPs, is also dependent on the concentration
of MNPs. This unique featureof magnetophoresis, in which fluid
convection is induced as a consequence of the MNPs/fluid inter
action throughout the process, is not well documented and is the
focus of the following discussion.
Macroscopically, the occurrence of fluid convection during
the magnetophoresis of a MNPs solution can be rationalized
using the magnetic buoyancy concept. Magnetic buoyancy is
defined as force exerted on an object that is immersed in a
fluid, in which the surrounding fluid has higher volumetric
magnetization compared to the object itself, under an externally
applied magnetic field (Fig. 8a).'*® This magnetic buoyancy con
cept has been demonstrated by the migration of non-magnetic
particles, which are immersed in an MNPs solution, in the
opposite direction to the magnetic source (magnet) when the
MNPs solution issubjected to magnetophoresis.'*®'''^ By takingthe
underlying principle of buoyancy as a reference, there is an
analogy that can be drawn between the natural convection of a
fluid above a horizontal heating plate and magnetophoresis of
MNPsunder our experiment conditions (Table 1).When a fluid is
in thermal contact vwtha hot horizontal plate, the temperature of
the fluid layer in the vicinity of the contacted surface increases,
and the fluid becomes less dense and experiences lower gravita
tional force per unit volume compared to the surrounding fluid.
Thus, the bottom layer of the fluid is driven upwards by the
gravitational buoyancy force. As the hot fluid with less density
moves upward, the cooler fluid at the top moves down to replace it
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Fig. 7 Evolution of light intensity standard deviation throughout the MNPs
solution (calculated from about 85000 pixels) with time. The image
analysis was performed using imageJ. The lower the light intensity stan
dard deviation, the smallerthe dispersion of light intensityand hence the
more uniform the dye distribution in the MNPs solution. Continuous lines
are inserted to guide the eyes.
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and complete the flow cycle, which causes convectively driven
fluid circulation. Likewise, the convective flow in the magneto
phoresis of a MNPs solution can also be explained in a similar
manner. Because MNPs tend to be attracted towards the region
with higher magnetic flux density, MNPs at the bottom of the
solution are continuously depleted (captured on the cuvette wall)
due to magnetophoretic collection. This condition causes a
temporary decline in the MNPs concentration and hence
reduction of volumetric magnetization of the bottom portion of
the solution. Consequently, the magnetic force per unit volume
experienced by this portion of MNPs solution is relatively lower
compared to that of the upper portion of the MNPs solution.®'
Therefore, the MNPs solution with lower volumetric magnetiza
tion is driven upwards by magnetic buoyancy force so that the
fluid at the upperportion moves down to replace it In this way
convective current is generated in the MNPs solution during
magnetophoresis, which is consistent with the experimental
observation (Fig. 6). This scenario is in fact the driving mechanism
for continuous homogenization of the solution, vMch causes the
uniform distribution ofMNPs asmagnetophoresis proceeds (Fig. 4).
In conjunction with the case of natural convection, the
significance of magnetophoresis induced convection is dictated
by magnetic buoyancy and viscous force. To have a better
quantitative characterization of these two forces under the
contextof magnetophoresis induced convection, a newconcept
known as the magnetic Grashof number, Grn,, is introduced.
Conventionally, the Grashof number is a dimensionless number
used to represent the ratio of the buoyancy force to viscous force
in a natural convective flowsystem, which is given as follows:"®
(n -
Gr = (21)
where V is volume per unit mass, Tg is the temperature of the
heating plate, T^o is the bulk temperature of the fluid, Lcis the
characteristic length and v is the kinematic viscosityof the fluid.
To analogously definethe Grashofnumber in the magnetophoresis
system, the classical Grashof number for a natural convection
system was classified into five parts: (1) force (gravitational force)
experienced bya unit mass of fluidunder a forcefield(gravitational
field), (2) fractional change offluid property (volume perunitmass)
with respectto another fluidproperty(temperature), which induces
the bucyancy effect on the fluid, (3) drivingforce for transportation,
(4) characteristic length and (5) kinematic viscosity of fluid.
Table 2 shows a breakdown of the Grashof number as stated
above. Likewise, themagnetic Grashofnumber, Gr^,isanalogously
defined according to the five parts of the Grashof number division
as listedin the third column ofTable2. Therefore, Grm is givenas
follows:
Grm — pv^
,)Lc
(22)
where M is magnetization per unit mass of MNPs solution, c is
concentration of MNPs solution, Cg is MNPs concentration of the
surface adjacent to the magnet, is bulk MNPs concentration
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Fig 8 (a) (1) When amore magnetically responsive object immersed in afluid with lower volumetric magnetization is exposed to an external rnagnetic
field the object will be driven to the region where magnetic flux density is higher, (ii) In contrast, if the surrounding fluid is more nnagneticaUy responsive
thin' tte rmmlsld obiect, the object experience anegative magnetic force which drives it to aregion where the magnetic flux density rs relabvely
lower. This opposite force is generally known as magnetic buoyancy, lb) The plot of distance from magnet pole against rnagnetic Grashof nurnter o
MNPs solution at different MNPs concentrations. The magnetic Grashof number is calculated according to the experimental configuration in the current
study (c) The graph of magnetic Grashof number against MNPs concentration. The calculation was done by adopting the average magnetic flux densitygradient in the experimental setup illustrated in Fig. 1. Magnetic Grashof number can only be less than unity provided the concentration of MNPs solution
isbelow 0.05 mg L~^ (red arrow).
Table 1 Analogous comparison between natural convection and magnetophoresis
Process Illustration
'Substance' to
be transferred Type of field Driving force
Fluid property which
induces convection
Natural convection Heat energy Gravitational field Temperature gradient Volume per unit mass
temperature,
Direction
of heal
transfer
Surface
temperature^
Heat source
Magnetophoresis
MNPs concentration in
solution. T MNPs Magnetic field Concentration gradient Magnetization perunitmass
MNPs corKcntration
on surface, g
Direction of
of the MNPs solution, is characteristic length, p is density of
MNPs solutionand is kinematicviscosity of the MNPs solution.
The magnetophoresis induced convection isnoteworthy ifGr^ is
larger than unity.
Because Gr^ is a function of VB, its magnitude decreases with
respect to the separation distance from the magnet pole due tothe
rapid decay of VB (Fig. 8b). However, even at the very low MNPs
concentration of10mgL"Sthe Gr^ of the solution is still greater
than unity. This isbecause magnetophoresis induced convection is
inevitable and serves as a critical element, which mfluences the
dynamic behavior of the magnetophoresis process in this experi
ment. According to eqn (17), it is apparent that Gtm is also
dependent on the concentration of the MNPs solution subjected
tomagnetophoresis (Fig. 8c). With ahigher Gr^ value, the convective
flow becomes more vigorous ina concentrated MNPs solution and
this analysis is consistent with our experimental observation, as
indicated in Fig. 6and 7. Furthermore, according to our calculation,
Grm is less than unity only when the MNPs concentration is smaller
than 0.05 mg L~^. However, this concentration is too low to be useful
This journal is ©The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
Table 2 Breakdown of the classical Grashof number into five parts in
order to facilitate the analogous derivation of the magnetic Grashof
number
Part Natural convection
18^1
V\dTjp
Ts 7*00
Lc
Magnetophoresis
MVB
P
I /dM\
M\dc)„
Cs - Coo
L.
for any engineering practical purpose. Ttierefoie, magnetophoresis
induced convection will always be significant for any type of
engineering application that involves LGMS.
4.5 Hydrodynamically interacting magnetophoresis model
Magnetophoresis induced convection demonstrates the signif
icance of the MNPs/fluid interaction in governing the transport
Soft Matter, 2015.11, 6968-6980 I 6977
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behavior of MNPs under a magnetic field. This is the main reason
for the failure of the non MNPs/fluid interacting magnetophoresis
model to describe the real time magnetophoresis process precisely.
Consequently, the hydrodynamically interacting magnetophoresis
model, which takes the MNPs/fluid interaction into consideration,
was developed (Section3.2) to predict the separation kinetic profile
of a MNPs solution undergoing low gradient magnetophoresis.
Indeed, the simulation result from this model shows good agree
ment with the experimental observation (Fig. 9a),which implies the
significance of the MNPs/fluidinteraction throughout LGMS. There
are two important features that can be noticed from the simulation
result of the hydrodynamically interacting magnetophoresis model.
The first feature is the uniform distribution of MNPs throughout
the entire solution during magnetophoresis, regardless at which
position the MNPsconcentration is recorded (Fig.9b).This simula
tion results is consistent with our previous experiment, which
shows a constant separation kinetic profile with respect to spatial
distribution in Fig. 3b. For instance, according to the simulation
result from the non MNPs/fluid interacting magnetophoresis
model, 500 minutes after the magnetophoresis started, the normal
ized MNPs concentration is given by 0.2522, 0.7531 and 0.9546 at
the positions with the vertical distance of 4 mm, 13 mm and
— Expefimenl (10 (ngfL)
o Simulsl'ontlOnigA.)
Eipefimenl (100 ms'L)
A Simulalion (100 ins/L)
1000 2000 3000
Time (miti)
(a)
23 mm from the magnet pole, respectively. On the contrary, the
hydrodynamically interacting magnetophoresis model predicts
that the normalized MNPs concentration is given by 0.4748,
0.4643 and 0.4705 at the three given positions at the same
moment. These values are close to each other and this indicates
that the MNPs are almost uniformly distributed throughout the
whole solution. The second feature is the occurrence of con-
vective flow in the MNPs solution during the magnetophoresis
process (Fig. 9c) and its convective rate is dependent upon
particle concentration. According to our simulation result, con
vective flow ranging from 10"® to 10""' m s"^ is induced in the
magnetophoresis of a MNPs solution with the concentration of
10 mg L"\ The occurrenceof induced convective flowindicates
that the fluid possesses momentum throughout magnetophor
esis. For instance, the momentum in this systemoriginates from
the magnetic force that is acting upon the MNPs suspended in
the solution under an external magnetic field. Due to the viscous
property of the surrounding fluid, momentum is transferred to it
when a velocity gradient is present in the solution and the fluid
starts to flow. The two important features mentioned above are
observed in our experiment, as described in the previous sec
tions. The agreement between our experiment and simulation
o
y
o
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Fig. 9 (a) Comparison between experimental and simulation result. The simulation result is generated by COMSOL Multiphysics according to the
hydrodynamically interacting magnetophoresis model. Thenormalized MNPs concentration isprobed at a position that isvertically 2.3 cmaway from the
magnet pole, (b) Comparison between separation kinetic profiles (predicted from simulation of the hydrodynamically interacting magnetophoresis
model) at three different locationsof the MNPs solutionwhere vertical distances from the magnet pole are given by 0.3 cm. 1.3cm and 2.3cm. Initial
MNPs concentrationof10 mg isadopted inthissimulation, (c)Timelapse images of MNPs solution generated byCOMSOL Multiphysics based on the
simulation result from the hydrodynamically interacting magnetophoresis model.The color bar indicates the normalized MNPs concentration in the
surface plots oftheMNPs solution, (d) Comparison between MNPs removal profile predicted by thenon MNPs/fluid interacting magnetophoresis model
and hydrodynamically interacting magnetophoresis model. The experimental result agrees with the simulation result from the hydrodynamically
interacting magnetophoresis model.
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results confirms the importance of the MNPs/fluid interaction in
controlling the LGMS performance.
Apart from this, it is desirable to study the effect of the
MNPs/fluid interaction on the magnetophoretic capture rate of
MNPs during low magnetic field gradient magnetophoresis. As
shown inFig. 9d, it can beobserved thattheinduced convection
accelerates themagnetophoretic collection rate ofMNPs (hydro-
dynamically interacting mag^netophoresis model) incomparison
to the qrstem in which the surrounding fluid remains stagnant
(non MNPs/fluid interacting magnetophoresis model). Based on
the simulation result from the non MNPs/fluid interacting
magnetophoresis model, approximately 85 000 minutes isrequired
to achieve 99%ofMNPs removal. In contrast,the separationtime is
greatly reduced to 3100 minutes, according to the simulation result
from the hydrodynamically interacting magnetophoresis model,
which is about27timesfaster compared to the result predicted by
thenonMNPs/fluid interacting magnetophoresis model. The rapid
magnetophoretic capture rate is mainly due to the continuous
sweeping ofthe MNPs that are located for from the magnet, where
VB is relatively lower, to the region closer to the magnet; at this
point it experiences a much stronger magnetic force by magneto
phoresis induced convection and the MNPs are separated firom the
solution within a shorter time scale. In this way, the MNPs/fluid
interaction greatly alters the dynamic behavior ofmagnetophoresis,
accelerates the magnetic separation process and improves the
practicability ofLGMS inengineering applications.
Soft Matter
size formed, which leads to fast motion of the cluster under
magnetophoresis. In conclusion, the MNPs/fluid interaction
(which is generally known as the hydrodynamic interaction) is
the influential fundamental interaction that controls the magneto
phoretic behavior ofa MNPs solution that is undergoing magne
tophoresis and it should be taken into consideration in the
modeling ofthe magnetophoresis process and design ofmagnetic
separators.
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ABSTRACT
Silica coiloid-polyelectrolyte-iron oxidenanocomposite with both magnetic and catalytic properties has
been synthesizedvia layer-by-layer assembly. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and electrophoreticmobil
ity measurements were employed to monitor the evolution of these structures from silica colloid to silica
colloid-polyelectrolyte-iron oxidecomposite. In addition to DLS, transmission electron microscope was
used to investigate the morphology of nanostructure synthesized at each stage. The final structure
formed show good colloidal and catalytic stability and real time magnetophoretic response under low
magnetic field gradient. Here we demonstrated the potential environmental engineering application of
this nanocomposite by taking organic dye, Methylene Blue (MB) and Methyl Orange (MO),as our model
system. The experiment was conducted by testing the capability of nanomaterials synthesized at each
stage, namely silica colloid, polyelectrolyte-functionalized silica colloid (silica-PDDA), and silica
colloid-polyelectrolyte-iron oxide composite (silica-PDDA-IOMNPs), for dye removal. By taking into
account the electrostatic interactions between the dye molecules and the as-synthesized nanomaterials,
we verified that silica colloid-polyelectrolyte-iron oxide composite is superior for pollutant removal
from aqueous environment mainly due to its catalytic property. We rationalized our finding by
performing (1) Langmuir and Freundlich adsorption analysis, and, (2) pseudo-first-order and pseudo-
second-order kinetic study for all three species of aforementioned nanomaterials. The reusability of
silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite was tested by subjecting this nanomaterial for multiple cycle of
dye removal process. This hybrid material remained cataiytically active after six months of storage.
© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Magnetic nanoparticle has been used extensively for biologicaljl-4] and environmental 15,6] applications mainly due to its un
ique catalytic and magnetic properties with extremely high sur
face-to-volume ratio 16). Iron oxide magnetic nanoparticles(lOMNPs) are sometimes used solely, without further modification,
to remove heavy metals from industrial wastewater [7]. However,
pure inorganic magnetic iron based nanoparticle can easily form
large aggregate driven by inter-particles van der Waals and mag
netic attractions, and hence negate the benefits associated to its
nanoscopic dimension [8]. In addition, the nanotoxicity exhibited
by lOMNPs (91 has also discouraged the large scale implementation
ofthis nanomaterial for environment remediation. Therefore, sur
face modification oflOMNPs isnecessary to promote colloidal sta
bility of the particles suspension formed and also minimize
nanotoxicity effect in order to enhance its functionality for tar
geted application [lOj. The most popular way to achieve this target
are either surface modified lOMNPs with organic [11,12] or inor
ganic material (13,141 or integrating the lOMNPs into polymeric
matrix (15]. In former case, the lOMNPs remained as an individual
particle, whereas in later scenario, the particles are artificially
coagulated into loosely packed polymeric matrix. Nevertheless, in
all these cases thelOMNPs retained both itsmagnetic and catalytic
properties, which are crucial for environmental engineering related
application. In this article, we proposed the assernbly of lOMNPs
with layer-by-layer approach (161 onto silica colloid which served
as nanotemplate and use this nanostructure for water treatment
purpose. Cationic polyelectrolyte was employed as binding agent
to promote the attachment of lOMNPs onto the silica colloid. The
final nanocomposite composed of silica colloid as the inner core
coated with polyelectrolyte and lOMNPs asouter-shell.
There present numerous chemical routes for the synthesis and
surface modification ofsilica colloid and all these aspects contrib
utetotheversatile use ofsilica colloid for engineering applications(171. Silica alone is widely used in water remediation (1 S.I 9] where
it served as adsorbent to remove Basic Blue 3 and Astrazone
Blue(Basic) dyes respectively from textile effluent Moreover, sur
face functionalization of silica colloid by decorating its micro or
meso-porous channels and/or the external particle surface wth
various functional groups has significantly enhanced itseffective
ness for environmental application (20,21 (. Combining silica colloid
andlOMNPs intooneunified nanostructure offers attractive archi
tectureforwaterremediation. Silica iswidelychosen as material to
functionalize lOMNPs due to its stability, possible reuseand relative
rapidity in reaching equilibrium, high mechanical resistance and
high surface area (22]. Deposition ofsilica shells on lOMNPs has
beensuccessfully carried out by different procedures (23,24]. On
the other hand, embedding lOMNPs into silica matrix for
wastewatertreatmentby takingadvantage ofits highsurface areas
and pore volumes has also being developed (13|. But the direct
deposition of iron compounds on silica template is much more
difficult (25]. There were some studies about the method of
repetitive heterocoagulation to synthesize composite of silica
core-repetitive magnetic/silica-shell (26] and developing
nanoparticle/polyelectrolyte multilayer assembly on colloidal silica
(27].
Even though thedesign and synthesis ofsilica-core with mag
netic-shell composite has been widely discussed in literature, to
best ofour knowledge, there are no any illustrations about the
environmental engineering application ofthis composite matena.
There are several advantages to incorporate the lOMNPs onto silica
colloid. Firstly, due to the cooperative nature of the magnetophore-
sis [28 29], these nanocomposite should be less susceptible to the
thermal randomization energy compared to individual particle
(30] and experienced much greater magnetophoretic force to over
come the viscous drag (31,32]. These scenarios would enable rapid
magnetic collection of nanocomposite which composed of mag
netic particles clusters after their usages for water remediation.
Furthermore, theconfinement oflOMNPs onto thesurface ofsilica
colloid mitigates the particles aggregation problems and also
reduces thedirect exposure oflOMNPs to environment. Thus, les
sen the nanotoxicity oflOMNPs associated to itssmall dimension[33]. In addition, since the lOMNPs are artificially immobilized
onto the silica colloid with loosely bound polyelectrolyte matrix,
we anticipated that the deprivation of catalytic active sites of
lOMNPs can be minimized. Subsequently, this open matrix struc
ture allows the full utilization of catalytic capability of the nano
composite formed for degradation oftargeted pollutants.
In this work, positively charged Methylene Blue (MB) and nega
tively charged Methyl Orange (MO) dyes are chosen as modeled
pollutants to test the aptitude of our as-synthesized silica colloid-
polyelectrolyte-iron oxide composite for water remediation. In
addition to ease of detection by colorimetric method, both MB
and MO wereselected as our model system due to theirsimilarity
in molecular structure (Fig. 1)and, obvious chargedifferences. By
having very similar molecular structure, both MB and MO mole
cules would have comparable transportation behaviors. This fea
ture allowed us to neglect the differences associated to their
transport properties while comparing separation efficiency ofthese
molecules in our dye removal experiments. Whereas, the charge
differences between MB and MO provide us a unique opportunity
to test the criticalrole of electrostatic interactionsfor pollutant re
moval by the silica colloid-polyelectrolyte-iron oxide composite
via adsorption and catalytic degradation. We anticipated thatelec
trostatic interactionwouldhavemuchadverseeffecton the former
mechanismand is less influentialon the latter case.Inaddition,MB
and/or MO have been widely used in textile, printing, food, and
pharmaceutical industries [34,35], and hence, industrial effluents
containing thesemolecules needtobetreatedeffectively toprevent
further deterioration of our water resources. By investigating the
feasibility ofsynthesized nanoparticles indyes removal, thedegra
dation ofotherorganic pollutants from contaminated watercanbe
readily carried outbyusing advanced oxidation process inthis het
erogeneous catalytic reaction system. In fact, the advanced oxida
tion process (36] is a promising method which has been used in
various emerging heterogeneous Fenton system to treatcontami
nants in wastewater, for example colorants (37-40], herbicide
[41], insecticide [42] aswell aspharmaceutical waste [43,44].
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
All the reagents employed in thisworkwereofanalytical grade
and used as received without further purification. Ethanol
(a)
C) \
/ \=
Fig. 1. The structural formula for(a) positively charged Methylene Blue (MB) and
(b) negatively charged Methyl Orange (MO).
ci-
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(absolute) and Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2. 100 volumes >30%w/v)
were obtained from Fisher Scientific (M) Sdn. Bhd. Ammonia solu
tion (25%), Methylene Blue (MB. 319.86 g/mole) and Methyl Or
ange (MO. 327.34 g/mole) were supplied by Merck.
Tetraethylorthosilicate. (TEOS, 98%) was purchased from Acros
Organics. Poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride), (PDDA, low
molecular weight with average molecular weight, My, ~ 100,000-
200,000 and 20 wt% in water) was purchased from Aldrich Chem
istry. Iron oxide nanopowder (Fe304. 20-30 nm, 98 + %purity) was
obtained from Nanostructured & Amorphous Materials Inc. In all
experiments, deionized water was employed from Purelab Op-
tion-Q. with resistivity at 18 Mil cm from a potable water source.
2.2. Preparation o/sr7ica co/loid-polyelecfroiyfe-iron oxidecomposite
The pictorial representation of major steps involved in silica
colloid-polyelectrolyte-iron oxide composite synthesis was shown
in Fig. 2.
2.2.1. Synthesis ofsilica colloids
Submicron sized, monodispersed silica colloids were
synthesized via modified Stober process [45] to serve as a submi
cron template for the assembly of surface functionalized lOMNPs
via layer-by-layer assembly with the introduction of polyelectro-
lyte layeifs) between them. In this method, ethanol, tetraethoxy-
orthosilicate and ammonia with ratio 30:1:3 were mixed and the
reaction mixture was allowed to magnetically stir continuously
for 2 h. At the end of reaction time, the initial colorless reaction
mixture turned milky and the silica colloids were obtained as
sediment by centrifugation at 3500g for 25 min to remove the
excess reactants (see Fig. SI (a) in Supporting Information). The
silica colloids were redispersed in deionized water and were cen-
trifuged again with the same speed for 3 times in order to get pure
silica nanoparticles before suspending in 1.0 mM NaCl solution.
2.2.2. Synthesis of polyelectrolyte-functionalized silica colloids
Since silica colloids are negatively charged with zeta potential
of -65.3 mV, cationic PDDA was introduced to decorate silica col
loids surface and promote charge reversal. For PDDA attachment,
initially 0.01 g/mL of PDDAsolution was prepared and was ultraso-
nicated for at least 60 min to assist their dissolution as well as to
promote good dispersity of the polyelectrolyte solution. The PDDA
concentration is chosen to make sure the available polyelectrolyte
molecules are at least 500 times excess the estimated amount
needed to form monolayer on the silica surface. Later silica colloids
were added in the PDDA solution in mass ratio of 1:7.5 under
intense ultrasonication. The mixture was left overnight on an
end-to-end rotator mixer with rotational speed at 40 rpm to pro
mote full attachment of the PDDA onto silica colloids. Then, the
o
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polyelectrolyte-functionalized silica colloids were separated out
as white precipitate from the solution after subjected to centrifu
gation at 3500g for 25 min (see Fig. SI (b) in Supporting Informa
tion). The nanoparticles obtained went through three repeated
deionized water redispersion/centrifugation cycles in order to get
pure polyelectrolyte-functionalized silica colloids before transfer
to 1.0 mM NaCI solution.
2.2.3. Synthesis of silica co//oid-po/ye/ecfro/yte-iron oxide composite
The silica colloid-polyelectrolyte-iron oxide composite was
fabricated byusingpurchased lOMNPs. Theratio of lOMNPs weight
to PDDA-coated silica nanoparticles surface area was approxi
mately 126.29 mg/m^ Later. 1.0mL of 0.01 g/mL polyelectrolyte-
functionalized silica colloids was added drop-by-drop into
500.0 mL lOMNPs solution and this process was carried out under
sonication in order to maximize the dispersity of lOMNPs. The mix
ture was then transferredto centrifuged tubes and left for 1 dayon
an end-to-end rotator mixer with rotational speed at 40 rpm.This
step is necessary to promote full attachment of the negatively
charged lOMNPs onto the polyelectrolyte-functionalized silica col
loids. The silica-polyelectrolyte-iron oxide nanocomposite formed
was collected by centrifugation at lO.OOOg for 10min. The
retantate was dispersed into deionized water by ultrasonication.
For full removal of freely suspended lOMNPs, this centrifugation
and washing steps were repeated for 2 more times. As a result, a
novel silica-polyelectrolyte-iron oxide nanocomposite exhibiting
catalytic and magnetic bifunctionalities was obtained.
2.3. Decolorization experiments
The stock solution for MB and MO were first prepared at the
concentration of 10.000 mg/L Depends on the need of each exper
iment, the working concentration were obtained by dilution using
deionized water. The decolorization experiments were carried out
using nanoparticles synthesized at each stage, namely silica
colloids, polyelectrolyte-functionalized silica colloid (silica-PDDA)
and silica colloid-polyelectrolyte-iron oxide nanocomposite
(silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite). In this work, all the exper
iments were conducted by adding 1.0 mL of silica colloid and
silica-PDDA with concentration at 0.01 g/mL to 9.0 mL dyes solu
tion whereas 1.0 mL of 0.01 g/mL silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocom
posite was added to solution containing 0.5 mL of H2O2 and
8.5 mL of dyes solution in order to make up the right particle con
centration. It is worth to note that there is no pH control was per
formed during the decolorization experiment. With the presence of
H2O2. the reaction mixture was in the pH range of 6.47-6.56. The
solution pH would influence the degradation kinetic of the dyes
molecules |46.47j, conformation change of the PDDA network
148.49] and also the surface charge of the lOMNPs [50,51 j. Hence,
I
\
Siliei-PDDA-lOMNPi
nanocompoiite
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram showing the major steps involved in layer-by-layer assembly ofsilica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite.
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the role of pH in dictating the removal mechanism is a complex
interplay of these three factors. The mixture was placed in a
capped glass vial and left on an end-to-end rotator mixer with
rotational speed at 40rpm. Upon the completion of each experi
ment, for non-magnetic particle suspension, suchas silica and sil-
ica-PDDA, centrifugation at 3500gwere conducted to separatethe
particles outfrom thesuspension. Whereas, for silica-PDDA-lOM-
NPs nanocomposite, a neodymium boron ferrite (NdBFe) cylindri
cal magnet with surface magnetization at ~6000 Gauss (Ningbo
YuXiang E&M Int'l Co., Ltd.) wasemployed to harvest the particles
out from the suspension. The time dependent magnetophoresis
curve of silica-PDDA-lOMNPs nanocomposite under the influence
ofNdBFe magnet wasevaluated before andafterthe decolorization
work. Fig. S2 in Supporting Information revealed that the
nanocomposite remained magnetically responsive afterthe usage
and registered similar magnetophoretic collection rate and time.
The remaining concentration of dye in the supernatant was
determinedcalorimetrically with solution depletion method.
2.4. Measurement of dye concentration
The absorbance ofdyes wasanalyzed using UV-vis spectropho-
tometer (Shimadzu Company, UVmini-1240) with the maximum
absorbance wavelength, Amax for MB at 666nm and for MO at
480 nm. Prior to the measurement, calibration curves were con
structed by using thestandard MB and MO solution with a known
concentration to obtain absorbance-concentration profile. The in
stant concentration of dyes in the reaction mixture at different
reaction timeswasdetermined bymeasuring the absorption inten
sityat respective wavelengths and with calibration curves.
The amount of dye adsorbed on nanoparticles at a predeter
mined time t. qt(mg/g), was determined using solution depletion
method with following equation:
^(Co-Q)V (1)
m
The dye removal percentage iq)can be calculated by the follow
ing equation:
X 100%
Co
(2)
where Co and Q is the dye concentration (mg/L), at initial and in
stant time, t (min), Vis the volume ofsolution (L) andmis the mass
of nanoparticles used (g).
2.5. Characterization of the synthesized nanoparticles
The size distributions of the nanostructures at each stages of
synthesis were determined by dynamic light scattering (DLS)
(Malvern Instruments, Zetasizer Nano-ZS). The CONTIN algorithm
was employed to fit the light scattering intensity autocorrelation
functionto providean intensity-weighteddistribution of hydrody-
namic diameter (see Table 1). By using the same analytical
instrument, we measured the electrophoretic mobility of the silica
colloid before and after surface modificatioa We then calculated
the zeta potential of the nanostructures formed at eachstages of
Table 1
Zeta potential and hydrodynamic diameter ofdifferent nanoparticles measured by
Zetasizer Nano-ZS (Malvem Instruments).
Zeta potential (mV) Hydrodynamic diameter(nm)
Silica colloids -65.3 253.6 ±1.59
Silica-PDDA +58.3 277.5 ±3.13
Cluster of lOMNPs -6.6 297.6 ±104.13
Silica-PDDA-lOMNPs +25.8 392.9 ±51.86
synthesis in 1.0 mM NaCl by Helmholtz-Smoluchowski limit (see
Table 1). Transmission electron microscope (TEM) OEOL, JEM-
200CX) wasemployed to verify the structure evolution ofthe par
ticles at different phases of synthesis (see Fig. 3).
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Characterization of the synthesized nanoparticles
The morphology of nanoparticles involved at each stage of
silica-PDDA-lOMNPs nanocomposite synthesis was revealed by
TEM (Fig. 3).As illustrated in Fig. 3a,the silica colloids are spherical
inshapewith polydispersity indexof0.016 and having an averaged
diameter at around 260.9 ± 1.9 nm (comparable with hydrody
namic diameter of 253.6 ± 1.6 nm measured by DLS). Fig.3b shows
TEM micrograph of lOMNPs with diameter at around
20.0 ± 76.5 nm. However, the hydrodynamic diameter of lOMNPs
measured by using DLS is 297.6 ±104.1 nm. Therefore, the size
mismatch observed for lOMNPs between the measured hydrody
namic diameter using DLS and the TEM image analysis suggested
that the lOMNPs aggregated into small clusters when dispersing
in the aqueous environment for DLS measurement.This is consis
tent with our previous observations, in which without surface
modification, electrostatic repulsion alone is insufficient to over
come the flocculation inducing forces, such as van der Waals and
magnetic dipole-dipole interactions between the lOMNPs [311.
Under this scenario, the attachment of lOMNPs onto silica colloids
need to be carried out instantaneously after their full dispersion
into the working media and the entire process should be con
ducted under intense sonication. Fig. 3c and Fig. 3d shows the
physical appearance of silica-PDDA-lOMNPs nanocomposite after
the attachment of lOMNPs. The inevitable clustering of lOMNPs
due to van der Waals and magnetic forces on the surface of a
silica-PDDA could be visualized in Fig. 3c. Due to the excessive
wetting and drying nature of the silica-PDDA-lOMNPs nanocom
posite on TEM grid, the particles lookedaggregate extensively as
shown in Fig. 3d.
In all cases, we prolonged DLS monitoring on these silica-PDDA-
lOMNPs nanocomposite and bare lOMNPs at 10.0 mg/L to compare
the colloidal stability of these two suspensions (Fig. 4), individual
lOMNPs flocculated into large clusters in aqueous solution. Initially,
the bare lOMNPs appeared as small clusters with average hydrody
namic diameter of 245.3 nm and the clusters continue to flocculate,
forming larger clusters with higher hydrodynamic diameter. This
flocculation tendency of the bare lOMNPs was attributed to both
the long-range van der Waals and the magnetic attraction [45].
Byconstruction of silica-PDDA-lOMNPs nanocomposite. the aggre
gation is mitigated and the colloidal stability is promoted. As seen
from Fig. 4, the average hydrodynamic diameter of silica-PDDA-
lOMNPs nanocomposite was almost constant over the entire time
course of 5 h. In addition, the particle stability of nanocomposite
in real-life environment was demonstrated by anticipating
1.0 mM NaCl and 10.0 mM NaClas the background medium. In fact,
the electrolyte condition of 1-10 mM NaCl indeed represents the
groundwater condition [52[. From Fig. S3 in Supporting informa
tion, nanocomposite retained colloidal stability even in high ionic
strength environment
As seen from Table 1, the synthesized silica colloids yield zeta
potential of -65.3 mV in 1.0 mM NaCl. The presence of PDDA poly-
electrolyte on the outmost layer of silica colloids caused a reversal
of zeta potential to +58.3 mV.On top of that, the orientation of the
adsorbed polyelectrolyte on silica particle surface is most probably
appeared as trains, loops and tails which has been well-investigated
by the Fleer's group [53,541. This adsorbed layer of cationic PDDA
serves as the binding agent to facilitate the attachment of
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Fig. 3. TEM micrographs of(a)silica colloids, (b) lOMNPs and lOMNPs covered on(c) one and (d) four PDDA coated silica colloid.
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Fig. 4. Colloidal stability is conducted by studying the changing of averaged
hydrodynamic diameter of silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite and bare lOMNPs
over predetermined time where the data were collected every 3 min for total 5 h
negatively charged lOMNPs with zeta potential at -6.6 mV. After
silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite was formed, the entire struc
ture registered a positive zeta potential value at +25.8 mV even
though the outmost area of this structure is occupied by negatively
charged lOMNPs. This result indicated that lOMNPs haveintegrated
into polyelectrolyte-silica matrix which subsequently suppressed
the highly positive charged PDDA intermediate layer resulting in
a net loss ofzetapotential ofsilica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite
from +58.3 mV to +25.8 mV. Thus, the drastic surface charge
changes as observed at eachstageof synthesis suggest successful
attachment ofPDDA and lOMNPs onto the silica colloid forming a
three-layers-composite, The synthesized nanocomposite can be
collected by external magnet in much more rapid manner than
the bare lOMNPs as illustrated in Fig. 5. It can be seen from Fig. 5
that there was a rapid collection and obvious clearance of silica-
PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite suspension within the first minute
of magnetic separation, whereas the solution of bare lOMNPs was
still remained as brownish suspensioneven after 4 min exposure
to a permanent magnet. The snap shot shown in Fig. 5 is a perfect
illustration of the magnetic superiority of nanocompositeover bare
lOMNPs. Since in the nanocomposite, the lOMNPs are artificially
assembled on the surface of silica colloid, the cooperative magne-
tophoretic force imposed on this structure is greater than the ther
mal randomization and viscous dragexperienced by it 130].
3.2. Removal of MB and MOfrom aqueous environment
Concentration of MB and MOdyes at 5.0 mg/Lwas used to test
our hypothesis of using silica, silica-PDDA and silica-PDDA-IOM
NPs nanocomposite as dye decolourization agents. The temporal
evolution of the dye removal efficiency of these three species of
nanomaterial within two days was shown in Fig. 6.
Silica colloids, used as a nanotemplate for further construction
of silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite, exhibited negative sur
face charge which can be confirmed from the electrophoretic
mobility measurement (Table 1). This highly negative charged sil
ica colloids managed to remove positively charged MB with 86.64%
efficiency (I'ig. 6a and Fig. Sl(c) in Supporting Information) com
pared to only 4.91% removal of negatively charged MO within
the same time interval (Fig. 6b and Fig, Sl(e) in Supporting
Infonnation). This observation is mainly due to the electrostatic
interaction between the negatively charged silica colloids and
dye components as illustrated in Fig. 7a. The large discrepancy of
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at 500 mg/L The crystal clear solution formed at the end of magnetic collection for silica-PDDA-IOMNPs suspens.on also d.rectly proved that
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Fig. 6. Dye removal percentage ofdifferent as-synthesized nanoparticles used in(a)
MB and (b) MO.
MB and MO removal by silica colloid suggested that electrostatic
interaction plays an important role in dictating the adsorption-dri
ven removal mechanism. Negatively charged silica colloids at
tracted and adsorbed positively charged MB but repelled MO
with the same charge.
Silica colloids were then surface modified by the attachment of
cationic PDDA. After the coatingprocess, silica-PDDA turned out to
be positively charged due to the outer PDDA shell formed on silica
colloids. This highly charged silica-PDDA in turn can remove neg
atively charged MO (48.32%) (Fig, 6b and Fig. 51(0 in Supporting
Information) better compared to MB (10.68%) (Fig. (ia and
l-ig. Sl(ci) in Supporting Information). Compared to the 86.64% re
moval of MB by oppositely charge silica colloids, there is only
48.32% removal of MO by silica-PDDA. We suspect that the
underlying silica layer do play an important role in causing low
percentage removal ofMO by silica-PDDA structure. Even though
there presents anextended layer ofPDDA coating onthesurface of
silica colloid, as revealed by DLS measurement (see Table 1 for
hydrodynamic diameter increment after PDDA attachment), this
layer haslimited capability to register oppositely charged MO into
its matrix. The localized neutralization of charge after adsorption
of MO onto PDDA layer(s)would cause the incoming MO to suffer
higher resistant as the repulsion from underlying silica layer is
more pronounced. This scenario is totally different from the case
of MB adsorptiononto bare silica colloid, in which the incoming
MB can diffuse into mesoporous channel of silica and adsorbed
on the inner surface of silica pore.
Apart from that, the removal ofMB bysilica-PDDA registered a
none-zero value at 10.68% implied that, besides electrostatic, there
is other interaction involved between MB and silica-PDDA even
though they are bothcationic. This observation lead us to believe
hydrophobic interaction may also happened between hydrocarbon
portion ofdye molecule and non-polar partofPDDA [55 j. Under this
context, Seo and coworkers 156] discussed the contribution of
electrostatic, hydrophobic and hydrogen bonding interaction on
the sorption behavior of hydrogels and MO. In addition, Nandini
and Vishalakshi [57] reported that reversal of metachromasy in
MO-polyion complexes by adding alcohols/urea suggested the
involvement of hydrophobic forces in polymer-dye interaction. As
reportedby both groups, the bindingof dye molecules is primarily
electrostatic force which is further reinforced by hydrophobic inter
action. Therefore, the charge density and the flexibility of polyelec-
trolyte in terms of hydrophobicity of non-polar part and the
bulkinessofthe polar-part playvital role in polyelectrolyte-organic
dye interaction. However, their work revealed that the electrostatic
force is still the principal contributor to the dye removal.This is in
consistent with our experiment results where the removal efficiency
of MO (48.32%) is higher compared to MB (10.68%) by silica-PDDA
Introduction of negatively charged lOMNPs into the positively
charged silica-PDDA colloid has greatly suppressed the overall
net surface charge of the final structure formed. At almost neutral
pH, this silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite exhibits a zeta
potential value of +25.8 mV (as shown in Table 1). In this case,
100% removal of MB and MO was achieved by using silica-
PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite (see Fig. 6) where at the end of
the dye removal experiment, initial blue color of MB and orange
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Fig. 7. Schematic diagram showing the electrostatic interactions and mechanisms involved Tor MB and MO removal by(a)silica colloid, (b)PDDA coatedsilica colloid, and(c)
silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite. For processeswhich are mainlydriven by adsorption,such as (a) and (b), electrostatic play an important role in either promote or
suppress the MB and MO removaldepends on the chargesof adsorbate (here dye molecules) and adsorbent (silicacolloid and PDDA coated silicacolloid). Forsilica-PDDA-
IOMNPsnanocomposite, process (c), the influence of electrostatic interaction is negligible as Fenton-reaction dominating the removal mechanism.
color of MO will be completely decolorized. This scenario leads us
to believe that both MB and MO have to be adsorbed onto
silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite, before Fenton reaction took
place. According to Xue and coworkers, Fenton-like reaction is a
surfaced-mediated process where the adsorption of H2O2 onto
the surface of magnetite affected the whole reaction rate [58|.
The proposed mechanisms required MB to be first adsorbed onto
Fe304/FeMn0x before being decomposed by hydroxyl radical in a
heterogeneous catalytic reaction [59|. At this point, the underlying
mechanisms involved for the removal of both MB and MO by sil
ica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite is unclear. However, it is quite
certain that the dye molecules were adsorbed first before catalyti-
cally degraded via surface-mediated Fenton and Fenton-like
reaction facilitated by lOMNPs within the nanocomposite. As a
result, silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite recorded the highest
removal percentage for both MB and MO (see Fig. 6). This result
also makes silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite a superior
candidate for water treatment purposes as its performance is
independent of the charge of targeted pollutant
From Fig. 8, it can be seen that without H2O2 (only dye and
silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite), dye removal by silica-
PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite is significantly lower. In the
presence of H2O2, both MB and MO were completely removed by
silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite of different loading. Higher
silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite loading leaded to faster
degradation of dye components to achieve 100% removal
efficiency. In consistent with Fig. S4 presented in the supporting
document, we believe that the dominant mechanism for dyes
removal of silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite is catalytic degra
dation rather than adsorption. Nevertheless, adsorption does play a
minor role as up to ~20% of dyes removal can still be achieved
without the addition of H2O2 (see Fig. 8).
The lifespan of the as-synthesized silica-PDDA-IOMNPs
nanocomposite was determined by repeating dye degradation for
five runs with identical reaction conditions. To further ascertain
the storage stability of the as-synthesized silica-PDDA-IOMNPs
nanocomposite, the recycleddye degradation experiment was per
formed with the silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite which have
been stored for six months after its synthesis (see Fig. S4 In
Supporting Intormation). Both MB and MO have been completely
removed by the recycled silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite.
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Fig. 8. Dye removal percentage of silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite used in (a)
MB and (b) MO.
This result implies that the silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite
has excellent reusability and can be used repeatedly for water
treatment purposes.
3.3. MB and MO removal by adsorption
Adsorptionisotherms are derived to relate the amount of solute
adsorbedper unit mass of the adsorbent with the concentration of
adsorbate in bulk solution at equilibrium condition. Althoughthere
are many well-established isotherms, none of themis found to be
perfectly fitted the experimental data under all given conditions
due to the complex nature of silica-PDDA-IOMNPs structure
formed. Therefore, careful evaluation of adsorption isotherm is
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Fig. 9. Ungmuir and Freundlich adsorption Isotherm plots of (•) silica. (♦) silica-PDDA and (J) silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite in MB and MO dyes removal.
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needed based on (1) the relevancy ofunderlying assumptions, and(2) mathematically well fitted data. Langmuir and Freundlich mod
el will be tested in this work as both of them have been widely
used insolid-liquid adsorption system This analysis might not be
physically valid due to the underlying assumption of both models
butit does provide us a quantitative way toscrutinize the perfor
mance of silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite in dye removal
compared tojustsilica and silica-PDDA colloid.
Langmuir model assumed that monolayer coverage ofadsor-
bate over a homogeneous adsorbent surface with energetically
identical ofallthe adsorption sitesandtheisotherm isgiven as fol
low [60):
as:
Ce
QobCe
1 +faCe
Afterlinearization, Langmuir isotherm is in the formofequation
Qe bQo Qo
where Qo is a constant reflecting acomplete monolayer (mg/g), bis
adsorption equilibrium constant (L/mg) relating tothe apparent en
ergy of sorption, Qe is the equilibrium amount of solute adsorbed
per unit weight of adsorbent (mg/g) and Cg is the equilibriurn adsor-
bate concentration in solution (mg/L). In addition, equilibriunn
parameter Ri is used to express the essential characteristics of
Langmuir isotherm. Rl is defined as follow [61):
n 1_ (5)
'^ '"1+bCo
where Q is the highest initial concentration of adsorbate (mg/L)
used in adsorption isotherm study, and b(L/mg) is Langmuir con
stant. The value of Rl indicates the type of the Langmuir isotherm
(3)
(4)
to be either unfavorable (Rl>1). linear (Rfl), favorable
(0<J?L <1),or irreversible (Rt =0) [61 [. By plotting Langmuir linear
regression of Ce/fle versusCg shown in Fig. 9, the slopeand intercept
represented the 1/Qo and l/bQo, respectively. The Langmuir equilib
rium adsorption curves related the solid and liquid phase concen
trations for dyes onto the as-synthesized nanoparticles [62].
On the other hand, Freundlich isotherm relates the liquid and
solid phase capacity at equilibrium condition based on the multi
layer adsorption takes place at heterogeneous surface byassuming
that the adsorption sites are distributed exponentiallywith respect
to the heat of adsorption and the equation is givenas follow [63]:
qg = fCrCr (6)
After linearization, Freundlich model in linear form is expressed
as follow:
ln(qg) = ln(RF) + (l/n)ln(Cg) (7)
where Kf and n are Freundlich constants with Kp (mg/g (mg/L)""")
is the multilayer adsorption capacity of the adsorbent and n is an
empirical parameter related to the intensity of adsorption which
varies with the heterogeneity of the adsorbent. Avalue in the range
of 0.1<l/n<l represents favorable adsorption condition [62].
Greatervalue of 1/n indicates that better is the favorability of the
adsorption process [62|. By plotting In(qe) versus In(Cg) shown in
Fig. 9, the slope and intercept represented the 1/n and In(KF) respec
tively [62].All isotherm parameters (Qo, b.Kp, 1/n) correspondingto
Langmuir and Freundlich model together with regression coeffi
cient, R^ were summarized and compared in Table 2.
In the present study, for dyes removal by using silica colloids,
the Rl for MB was 0.023 and for MO was 6.29, respectively,
whereas the 1/n for MB and MO was 0.29 and 1.63. In both cases,
the low Rl and 1/n values of MB indicated that the adsorption of
MB onto the silicacolloids is favorable whereas the adsorption of
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Table 3
Comparison of the pseudo-first-order, pseudo-second-onder adsorption rate constants and calculated and experimental q, values with regression coefficient and nonlinear
regression chi-square.
Pseudo-first-order Pseudo-second-order
(mg/g) gehcal(mg/g) kj XlO' (1/min) QcZcal (mg/g) k2 X10^(g/mg/min) Z^xlO®
Silica colloids MB 432 1.76 1.80 0.61 3.72 4.33 8.40 1.00 2.51
MO 0.24 0.066 0.80 0.14 0.47 0.24 160.00 0.99 430
Silica-PDDA MB 0.53 0.19 0.80 034 0.61 0.52 57.70 0.99 24.20
MO 2.38 0.88 2.60 0.86 2.54 239 23.30 1.00 4.82
Silica-PDDA-IOMNPs MB 4.95 4.13 2.30 0.94 0.16 5.14 1.26 0.96 756.00
MO 5.33 433 0.80 0.90 0.23 5.28 1.12 0.97 53.60
O
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Fig. 10. Pseudo-first-order and pseudo-second-order kinetic plots of (•) silica, (4) silica-PDDA and (J) silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite in MBand MO dyes removal.
MO onto silica colloids is completely unfavorable. This observation
provided indirect hint that the electrostatic interaction played the
major role for negatively charged silica colloids to remove oppo
sitely charged MBinstead of MO with same charge. In MB removal
by silica colloids, higher was obtained from Langmuir isotherm
compared to Freundlich isotherm reflected that the adsorption of
MB on silica colloids can be explained via Langmuir model. This
is consistent with the underlying assumption of Langmuir iso
therm |60| suggesting that once the MB molecule occupies a site
on silica surface, no further adsorption can take place at the occu
pied site due to electrostatic repulsion.
In second stage, silica-PDDA nanoparticles were employed in
dyes removal test where the Rl for MB and MO was 0.39 and
0.48 respectively and 1/n for MB and MO was 0.60 and 0.77
showing that the adsorption of both MB and MO was favorable
on silica-PDDA. However, higher 1/n value for MO indicated that
the MO was more favorable to the electrostatic driven entrapment
(Fig. 7b)ofoppositely charged MB into PDDA openmatrix. Higher
of MB and MO in Freundlich compared to Langmuir isotherm
indicated that the adsorption of both dyes by silica-PDDA at equi
librium can be described using Freundlich isotherm model. This
finding is consistent with the fact that the silica-PDDA colloids
surface is more heterogeneous with the extension of polyelectro-
lyte layers allow the multilayer adsorption ofdye molecules.
The Rl values for both MB and MO in dyes removal test of
silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite were 0.0010 and 0.043,
respectively. Whereas 1/n values for MB and MO were 0.35 and
0.16. These results indicated that the adsorption of both MB and
MO wasfavorable. Moreover, ^ from curve fitting ofbothdyes re
moval by silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite registered higher
values for Langmuirmodel.This result showed that the adsorption
of both dyes by silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite in time
constraint can be illustrated better using Langmuir theory where
the dyes were adsorbed with equal activation energy as monolayer
onto homogeneous silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite surface.
This puzzling observation should be related to the time scale for
adsorption and catalytic degradation to happen. We suspect the
catalytic degradation of dye molecules by lOMNPs prohibits the
multilayer adsorption as observed in silica-PDDA system.
3.4. MB and MO removal by reaction
In this work two kinetic models, namely pseudo-first-order and
pseudo-second-order, were used to fit the kinetic data. The equa
tions are formulated by considering the driving force of removal
is proportional to the difference of dye removed by nanoparticles
at each time steps prior to equilibrium condition.
Pseudo-first and pseudo-second kinetic models for the dye re
moval from aqueous solution are written as follow [64]:
dt = fei(qe-9t) (8)
dt^ = k2(qe-qtf (9)
where qg and qt are the amounts of solute (mg/g) per unit of dye re
moval agent at equilibrium and at time t, respectively. ki is the
pseudo-first-order rate constant (1/min) and ka is the pseudo-sec
ond-order rate constant (g/mg/min). After integration by applying
the initial conditions ijf =0 at t =0 and =Qt 3t t= t, a linear form
of pseudo-first-order and pseudo-second-order models are shown
as below [64]:
ln(qg-q,) = ln(qe)-kjt (10)
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Qt ~ ^29? Re (11)
In this nianner. kinetic model is evaluated by analyzing the cor
relation coefficient (R^) and nonlinear regression chi-square (x^)
obtained from the curve fittings.
The values of the calculated and experimental of Re and rate
constants kj and ka determined from the models are presented in
Table 3 along with the correlation coefficient (R^) and nonlinear
regression chi-square (x^).
Comparing kinetic plots of pseudo-first-order and pseudo-sec
ond-order in Fig. 10. good linearization of the experimental data
was observed forpseudo-second-order kineticplots.It can be seen
from Table 3. all values of R^ were closer to unity for pseudo-sec
ond-order model than the pseudo-first-ordermodel.Furthermore,
the calculated equilibrium adsorption capacity values. Repeal from
pseudo-second-order equation were much closer to theexperimen
talvalues. Re.exp 3"^this was confirmed by thelower values ofnon
linear regression chi-square (x^)- Thereby, the results implied that
therateofdyeremoval bythesynthesized nanocomposite followed
pseudo-second-order kinetic model. Itisworth mentioning thatthe
pseudo-second-orderequation ismorewidely applicable than pseu
do-first-order equation to mostof the studied system because the
sorption capacity, rate constant ofpseudo-second-order aswell as
the initial removalrate can be determined fromthe equationwith
outany prior knowledge ontheparameters involved [65].Therefore,
as organic dye removal by Fe-based hybrid material is concerned,
the associated kinetic isbetter represented bypseudo-second-order
modelsuch as those observed in the MB and MO removalbygreen
tea leaf-iron nanoparticles |37]. MB removal by perlite (66] and
montmorillonite/CoFe204 composite 167) as well as MO removal
by maghemite/chitosan nanocomposite films 168] and activated car-
bon/Fe304 nanoparticle composite 169].
4. Conclusion
Iron oxide magnetic nanoparticles decorated silica colloid can
be synthesized through layer-by-layer assembly with PDDA as
binding agent. At each stage ofsynthesis, due to charge reversal,
the nanostructure formed could remove oppositely charged dye
molecules. For simple silica colloid system, electrostatic interac
tion is the sole contributor in dictating the removal of MB. After
surface functionalized by PDDA polyelectrolyte. the silica-PDDA
structure formed is more effective in removing MOthan MB. Under
this scenario, in addition to electrostatic driven adsorption, we be
lievethat hydrophobic interaction plays an important role for the
full functioning of silica-PDDA particles. The presence of hydro-
phobic interaction between the dye molecule and non-polar seg
ment of PDDA is also the main reason for silica-PDDA particles
to be capable of removing MB even though there is obviouselec
trostatic repulsion between them. The final silica-PDDA-IOMNPs
nanocomposite formed has exhibit magnetic and catalytic dual
functionalities. This nanocomposite can be magnetophoretically
collected by a permanent magnet at much rapid rate (<1 min)
compared to the lOMNPs at sameconcentration. For dyeremoval.
silica-PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite has recorded a dye removal
efficiency of ~100% neglecting the charge of dye involved. This
nanocomposite is a much versatile nanoagent for environmental
engineering application and can be repeatedly used for at least 5
timesforwatertreatmentpurpose andremained to becatalytically
active after 6 months. The adsorption isotherm data for silica-
PDDA-IOMNPs nanocomposite in dye removal were well fitted
with Langmuir model suggested that the adsorption occurred with
monolayer coverage before Fenton and Fenton-like reaction took
place tocatalytically degrade the adsorbed MB and MO dyes. Dye
removal kinetic ofthisnanocomposite which involves electrostatic
interaction on adsorption process andfurthercatalytic degradation
mechanism was described appropriately by pseudo-second-order
kinetic model.
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after usage. Fig. S3: Colloidal stability profile of silica-PDDA-IOM
NPs and bare lOMNPs in electrolyte condition Fig. S4: Removal of
MB (a) and MO (b) by using 6 months old silica-PDDA-IOMNPs
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Magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) have been proposed as one of the effective tools for pollutant removal
fromaqueous environment. In most of the new strategies investigated, which involved the use of MNPs.
the ability to reharvest back this nanomateriai byan externally applied magnetic field is always being
emphasized. Inthisshortcommunication, we discuss the challenges associated to the magnetic separa
tionofMNPs from itssuspending media through magnetophoresis under lowmagnetic field gradient. We
highlight the major constraints, such as thermal energy, Stokes drag and gravitational pulling, which
influence thesuccessful separation ofMNPs from aqueous environment by low gradient magnetic sepa
ration (LGMS). Dimensionless numbers are introduced to provide a more quantitative comparison
between the aforementioned constraints with magnetophoresis at low field gradient. Finally, we focus
our discussion on the role of (1)guided/self-assembly approaches and (2) on-site LGMS strategyas the
most practical routes of using MNP for water remediation.
© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
I. Introduction
In last decade,we have observed a boomingof research findings
on the huge potential of magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) in remov
ing dangerous pollutants, such as arsenic (1}, heavy metals [2|,
chlorinated compounds 13], and also organic dyes i4| from water
resources. One of the great advantages of this MNP based water
treatment technique is the recollection ability of MNPs, which
can be easily achieved by using a hand held permanent magnet
II.4), after the hazardous compound was adsorbed onto the parti
cle surfaces. The underlying principle behind this separation tech
nique is remarkably straightforward. It relies on the simple fact
that the magnetic materials experience magnetophoretic force in
the presence of magnetic field gradients and thus these materials
can be physically separated out from the surrounding fluids by a
magnetic source. In addition, MNPs can also be employed to impart
a magnetic dipole moment to biological cells, through immobiliza
tion on the cell surfaces, which subsequently leading to magne
tophoretic separation of biological substances [5|.
The rapid magnetophoretic separation of MNPs under low
magnetic field gradient (VB < lOOTesla/m), as observed by others
is very likely through field-induced reversible aggregation of
* Corresponding authorat: School ofChemical Engineering. Engineering Campus.
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particles 16]. Under this scenario, the particle clusters formed
would migrate to the region where the magnetic field gradient is
the highest.Along its migration pathway, the movingMNP clusters
collide with each other and integrated into larger aggregates with
higher magnetophoretic velocity [6,7|. This mechanism is the key
factor for successful separation of MNPs in real time and revealed
the opportunity for the implementationof low gradient magnetic
separation (LGMS)for engineering applications.
In contrast to conventional industry practice in which high gra
dient magnetic separation (HGMS) is normally being employed,
the design rules for LGMS is ill-defined and poorly understood.
Moreover, the key parameters involved for implementation of
LGMS in water treatment technology are also not being fully ex
plored yet. Recently, Mandel and Mutter have briefly discussed
the problems related to MNPs separation [Sj. They raised an inter
esting point in which the use of ferrofiuid as a nanoemulsion pro
vides better alternative for water treatment purpose compared to
easily agglomerated MNP suspension. However, the liquid-liquid
interface between the nanoemulsion and the aqueous media can
be the major barrier toward the full realization of this noble idea.
Nevertheless, the key question here is how the nanosized magnetic
particles can be used effectively for water treatment, and more
importantly, the recollection of these particles from their suspen
sion. It is the purpose of this paper to illustrate some general rule
of thumbs related to the separation of MNPs under low field
gradient.
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2. Underlyingproblems associated to LGMS
It is often being illustrated that by introduction ofa magnetic
field, the separation of MNPs from aqueous environment can be
made possible inreal time as shown inFig. 1. Even though, thesep
aration time involved is very feasible for practical usages at lab
scale, the possibility for this kind of setup to be fully implemented
for water treatment purposes is as good as none. By taking the
example ofacylindrical NdFeB magnet, the magnetic field along
its symmetry axis as a function ofthe distance x away from the
magnet pole face can be estimated quite accurately by following
equation [9]:
B +^ " (1)
where Ris the radius ofthecylinder. Listhe length ofthecylinder.
Br is the remanence or residual induction of the magnetic material.
For agrade N50 NdFeB. Br is about 1.45 Tesla. This calculated has
a very good match with experimentally measured results [10] and
for the permanent magnet shown in Fig. 1, with a dimension of
R=0.7 cm and L=1.5cm. its magnetic field B* decay rapidly from
the magnet pole face (Fig. 2). Once, the MNPs has been released into
environment forwater treatment purposes, there is nosuchmagnet
or magnetic separation devices/strategies can be employed to cope
with the length scale involved, up to kilometers, in re-harvesting
them back.Foran example,accordingto Eq. (1). in order to generate
an appropriate field gradient to achieve LGMS at separation dis
tance of1 km (x =1000 m) would require a cylindrical NdFeB mag
net (at the same aspect ratio ofthe magnet shown in Fig. 1) with
radius of 140 m and length of 300 m.
This analogy bring out an important message in which for any
in situ water treatment technology that involved the usages of
MNPs. it is misleading to emphasize on its magnetic separation.
Once being released into the environment there is no way for
MNPs to be re-harvested back, at least not by magnetic separation.
Thus, it is more appropriate for theimplementation ofMNPs under
the setting ofa on-site treatment facility. Under this context, the
application ofLGMS as a downstream separation unit can be both
economical and technological feasible [5|.For engineering applica
tion, the (a) inhomogeneous field gradient and (b) complex distri
bution of magnetic field lines in three dimensional space of a
permanent magnet can be extremely challenging to be properly
integrated into a LGMS system.
3.Transport behaviors ofMNPs dueto "nanosize effects"
By taking non-interacting particles assumption, at magnetic
field 6, the magnetophoretic force Fmag needed toinduce separation
of spherical MNPs is 111.12]:
= (2)
where fp, and Mare the radius and the magnetization (per unit vol
ume) of the MNP. respectively. By equating the F„,ag with viscous
S \ Calculated
O-i " O Measured
0ol
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X(m)
Fig. 2. Magnetic field B, extended out from acylindrical NdFeB magnet with radius
of0.07 mand length of 0.015 m.B,is calculated by using Eq. (1).
drag force (Fdrag^ GTiijrpc •Um^g) experienced by a sphere {\3\. the
magnetophoretic velocity Umag can be calculated as
(3)
where t? isthe viscosity ofthe suspending medium. For the case of
very weak magnetic field. Eq. (2) can be further simplified to [141:
F„. =^ (VB)B (4)
ho
where f.to is the vacuum permeability. Vp is the particle volume
{Vp =47tr^,/3) and Ax is the different in magnetic susceptibility be
tween the particle andthe fluid. Eq. (4)raised an interesting obser
vation. in which the F^ag experienced by a nanoparticle is not only
dependent on the magnetic field and field gradient but the volume
of the MNP involved is equally important. Forany design purposes
which involved transport behaviors of MNP. knowing the value of
Umag is vital as various transport phenomena analyses can be per
formed [151.
Since the particlesizeis in nanometer range, its motionis heav
ily influenced by thermal energy and viscous drag; hence, conven
tional dimensionless number analysis can be very helpful to
characterize the flow behavior, (able I summarized some of the
useful dimensionless numbers which are familiar to the chemical
and mechanical engineers and can serve as an effective way to
rationalize the transport behavior of MNPs under magnetophore-
sis. By usingthe valueof6 and VB as shown in Fig. 2 and hydrody-
namic radius of the MNPs (Fig, 1) at 150 nm as determined by
dynamic light scattering (DLS), the Reynolds (Re), Peclet (Pe) and
Froude(Fr)numbers with respect to the separation distancex from
the pole surface of NdFeB magnet can be calculated (see Fig. 3a).
Here we used the mathematical equations presented in Table I
for the calculation of each dimensionless number and according
to Eq. (3) the MNPs would typically having a magnetophoretic
velocity within the range of 0.5 pm/s to around 9000 pm/s. As
0.5 min 1.0min 1.5min 2.0 min 4.0 min
Fis Magnetophoretic collection of iton .Fide MNPC with -150 nm h,drod,namic radios in reai tinre.
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Table 1
Useful dimensionless numberfor characterization of MNP flow behaviors under magnetophoresis.
Dimensionless number Equation^ Physical interpretation
Reynolds number. Re Re =e^ Re defined the ratio of inertia to viscous force, as
1 Re 1, magnetophoresis dominated
Re<s: 1, viscosity dominated
Peclet number, Pe Pe =Y Pe defined the ratio of inertia to diffusion, as
Pe»l, magnetophoresis dominated
Pe 1, diffusion dominated
Froude number, Fr Fr =%t Fr defined the ratio of inertia to gravitational pulling
p Fr> 1, magnetophoresis dominated
Fr < 1, gravitationai pulling dominated
* where 1istheassociated characteristic length scale, andfor magnetophoresis study isconcerned, it istypically taking asthediameter ofMNP, p isthedensity ofMNP and
hereweassumed it ispurely magnetite withdensity of5.2g/cm',Disthediffusivity ofMNP andcanbecalculated byusing Stokes-Einstein equation, andg istheacceleration
due to gravity.
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Fig. 3. Reynolds (Re),P^clet (Pe) and Froude (Fr) numbers calculated at (a) separation distance x from surface of a cylindrical NdPeBwith varying Band VB values as shown in
Fig. 2 and (b) different radius of MNPs at B-*0.049Tesla and VB <> 6.62 Tesla/m. Broken line indicate the dimensionless number at one, so, above this point the
magnetophoretic flow of the MNPdominates viscous drag, thermal randomization and also gravitational pulling.
dearly depicted in Fig. 3a, under this setup there presents a critical
distance at around x=15mm in which magnetophoresis of a
spherical MNP dominates other disturbances, such as Brownian
motion, viscous drag and gravitational pulling. Below this separa
tion distance, all three calculated dimensionless numbers are
greater than unity. The shaded area above the broken line in
Fig. 3a defines the effective operation region where the magne
tophoretic collection could occur deterministically. In fact, this is
the same area in which magnetic field B decayed drastically with
respect to the separation distance x as shown in Fig. 2. The aver
aged magnetic field gradient VB within this zone at around
54.67 Tesla/m certified the nature of this process as LGMS. Detailed
spatial resolution revealed by this dimensionless number analysis
provides useful information for the design of LGMS system.
In general, the migration of MNPs under LGMS as shown in
Fig. 1 is a complex interplay between magnetophoresis, viscous
drag and random Brownian motion in which all these phenomena
scale differently with the particle size. By taking B = 0.049 Tesla
and VB = 6.62 Tesla/m at critical separation distance of 15 mm,
the Reynolds (Re), Peclet (Pe) and Froude (Fr) numbers can be cal
culated (see Fig. 3b) for MNPs with different radius. For magneto
phoresis to playa dominant role, by havingall three dimensionless
numbers to be greater than one, MNP with radius between 140 nm
and 180 nm is required. Bytaking the superparamagnetic size limit
of magnetite (Fe304) particles at around r=17.5nm 116) gives
dimensionless number of Re = 0,0013, Pe= 0.0002 and Fr=0.0011,
respectively. These very low values of Re, Pe and Fr numbers im
plied that the magnetophoretic motion of the MNP at this size
would be overwhelmed by viscous drag, thermal energy and also
gravitational pulling. This examination is contradicting with the
surprised results as observed by Yavuz and coworkers 11j. In di
rectly, it has suggested the cooperative nature of the magnetopho
resis and can also be generalized to our observation in Fig. 1.
At very high concentration in which the non-interacting parti
cles assumption is not longer valid and magnetophoresis become
concentration dependent [6], Eq. (3) alone is not suffice to estimate
Umag accurately. Under this scenario, a more sophisticated mathe-
matic analysis such as the one suggested by Faraudo and Camacho
is needed to estimate the separation time by taking into account
the field induced aggregation of MNPsduring the magnetophoresis
[6,17]. For cooperative magnetophoresis, it is estimated that the
recorded velocity can be 65 times higher than those predicted by
conventional method |18|. Nevertheless, the dimensionless num
ber analysis is still an easy route to provide quick feedback for
checking the relation among important physical properties rele
vant to magnetophoresis of MNPs under LGMS as longas the u^ag
can be estimated reasonably. More importantly, it also gives a use
ful approach to rationalize the complex interplay between the
magnetophoresis with thermal energy. Stokes drag and gravita
tional pulling that eventually dictates the success or failure of
LGMS in harvesting MNPs.
4. MNPs for engineering applications
For environmental engineering applications are concerned,
MNP is typically being surfacefunctionalized by macromolecules.
This step is taken to mitigate the nanotoxicity associated to its
small dimension [19], and to maintain its colloidal stability in
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suspension [20]. However, just recently ourgroup hasrevealed the
conflicting roleofcolloidal stabilityin suppressing the magnetoph-
oreticseparation ofMNPs |21.22j. After achieved good dispersibil-
ity, the polyelectrolyte coated iron oxide MNP become extremely
difficult to be magnetophoretically separated out from its suspen
sion even with the introduction of very high magnetic field gradi
ent VB>100aTesla/m [22j. This in turn would suppress the
cooperative effect asdiscussed in previous section and alsoprevent
the chainingofMNPsthat ultimately contribute to the rapid mag-
netophoresis [6]. The huge time lag and low efficiency observed
might posed a serious challenge for the effective use of surface
functionalized MNPs in any applications that required rapid
separation.
It is obvious that MNPs cannot be a standalone nanoagent for
most of the water treatment technology that required good colloi
dal stabilityand achieving rapid magnetophoretic separationwhile
maintaining its other important properties, such as high specific
surface area, catalyticactivity, low nanotoxicity and etc. We antic
ipated that MNPs need to be combinedwith other components to
fully realize its potential for water treatment applications. The
integration of MNPs into polymeric microcapsule can be a feasible
solution [23,24]. Other guided/self-assembly approaches, such as
magnetoliposomes [25], pickering emulsion [26], templated-struc-
ture like silica-MNPs and activated carbon-MNPs [27.28], can also
be a viable option. For the development of next generation MNP-
enhanced nanomaterials for water treatment applications, the syn
thesis proceduce employed should becosteffective, environmental
friendly and can produce large amount of nanomaterials within
reasonable time frame. In addition, the magnetophoretic property
should also beemphasized. This feature is necessary to ensure full
recovery of the MNPs from treated water.
5. Conclusion
A more localized usages of MNP for water treatment purpose,
such as in an on-site treatment facility, should be implemented
in order to take full advantage of its magnetophoretic property.
The ideaofreleasing enormous amountofMNPs intoenvironment
for water treatment purpose and magnetophoretically re-collect
ing this nanomaterial back is highly unrealistic Cooperative phe
nomenon during the MNP magnetophoresis has greatly
complicated the mathematical analysis on predicting the MNP
velocity. Inaddition, thecontribution ofcolloidal stability ofMNPs
toward LCMS is critical and should not be overlooked in any engi
neering applications. Dimensionless numbercalculation provides a
fast and reliableanalysison the flow behavior of the MNPs under
magnetophoresis. This analysis also related important physical
properties associated to the magnetophoresis of MNPs under low
field gradient There are still many interesting opening questions
related to magnetophoresis of MNPs ]29]. More research efforts
are needed in developing a practicable guided/self-assembly ap
proach and efficient LGMS process for full utilization of MNPs in
environmental engineering applications.
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ABSTRACT: Particle size is one of the most important requirements for the successfiil Lw Field Magnetic G.ad«nt (< 100 T/m)
implementation of magnetic nanoparticles in numerous scientific and engineering I ^ • j H IT—T"!"] i
applications. Here we proposed the use of low-gradient magnetic separation (LGMS) I j
technique for size firactionation of magnetic nanoclusters (NCs) due to its ease of ^ aJ
implementation. PoIy(sodium 4-styrenesuIfonate) (PSS)-grafted iron oxide NCs, with I ! ' ! |
excellent colloidal stability needed for most environmental engineering applications, ^ -h ' i !• j ' Jk •#>, M
were employed as amodel system to test the effectiveness of our separation strategy. 'Lnri^r**-
Results showed that successive reduction in average hydrodynamic size and sample
polydispersity was achieved after going through LGMS. This size-selection process is E,' .T 'L
independent of initial particle concentration and gives consistent results over abroad .1 '^),"^
range of particle concentration (from 0.025 g/L to 10 g/L). By fine-tuning the iMMHilMiiiM iMii'I
eternally applied field strength from -4600 to -1100 gauss, we observed a well- 1
characterized, predictable separation behavior which can be rationalized based upon our
understanding of low-gradient magnetophoresis. In addition, we found that the time-
dependent magnetophoresis profiles of PSS-grafted iron oxide NCs registered dissimilar behavior as compared to its bare
counterpart, at which the latter is more concentration-dependent than the previous ones. Occurrence ofsize fractionation-based
magnetophoresis is believed to account for this variation.
LSwj' ^ .
RedueHon Inmnn sla. Rcdunlon inftl
• INTRODUCTION
Magnetic nanoparticles exhibit very unique physical and
chemical pro|)erties which cannot be found in their bulk
counterpart. ' These special features ofmagnetic nanoparticles,
especially its magnetic and magnetophoretic property, are
highly dependent on its size. '^"* For instance, the saturation
magnetization value was found to increase as a function of both
particle core"' and cluster size. '^^ Moreover, after the individual
magnetic nanoparticles are being assembled into the cluster,
their magnetophoretic coUectability significantly enhanced due
to thecooperative nature of themigration process.^ Since these
size-dependent characteristics are one of the most important
factors in determining practicability of almost all engineering
applications which involved the use of magnetic nanomateri-
als, '^^ choosing the right particle size that fit the requirement of
its targeted application is therefore critical, A common and
well-developed strategy to get monodisperse magnetic nano
particles with desired size is through a controlled growth
method. ' This approach however is technically challeng
ing and suffers from low production output. In addition,
the monodisperse nanoparticles could be subjected to
aggregation, leading to the formation of polydisperse clusters
after being dispersed in aqueous medium. Alternatively, other
size selection and fractionation strategies have also been
proposed to reduce particles polydispersity but are restricted to
small sample volume,'^ while some are not really taking the full
advantage of the magnetic property."*''^ In this manuscript, we
ACS PubliC3tiOnS ®2014 American Chemical society 2'
e3q)lored the possibility of using a low-gradient magnetic
separation (LGMS) to achieve size fractionation of iron oxide
nanoparticle clusters to various sizes.
LGMS is a separation process which could be achieved at a
field gradient ofless than 100 T/m (tesla per meter). Infact,
this low field gradient could easily be generated by just using a
hand-held permanent magnet. In their seminal work, Yavuz and
coworkers demonstrated the feasibility of isolating super-
paramagnetic magnetite nanoparticles from its original
dispersant by just using a permanent magnet after employing
them for arsenic [As(III) and As(V)] removal.'^ This exciting
finding has led to multiple follow-up studies on magneto
phoresis, in which this process provides numerous advantages
such as faster and more selective than both centrifugation and
filtration, ' ease of implementation, and nonchemical
invasive. Even though there are still numerous challenges
associated with the magnetic separation at low field gradient,
mainly due to its spatial resolution,'® LGMS has proved to be
very feasible in various environmental-related applications."'^ "
As compared toconventional high gradient magnetic separation
(HGMS), which requires elevated magnitude offield gradient
(>10'' T/m), '^ LGMS ofiers a less complex^^ and more cost-
effective^" choice. Besides, the possibility of using this magnetic
Received: May IS, 2014
RcvLsed: September25, 2014
Published: September 26, 2014
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separation technique to fractionate magneUc nanoparticles
according to their size is another interesting research area which
is under active pursue'"'" and stiU requires more research
efforts.^" , 1
For most practical applications, magnetic nanoparticles need
to be surface-modified either with surfactants or polyelec-
trolytes There are several advantages associated with this
necessity. First and foremost, such surface functionalization
could impart electrostatic and extra steric stabiUzation to limit
the occurrence of particle agglomeration. Here, well-dispersed
magnetic nanoparticles are capable of retaining their high
surface area to volume ratio, which is typically vital for any
engineering applications. Simultaneously, the coated shell layer
also acts as aprotective barrier to prevent the particles from
oxidation." Furthermore, through custom surface modification,
the nanoparticles could be manipulated to develop specific
functionalities"'" which further extend the scope of
applications into amore specific manner. However, formation
of multicores structure (mosaic-like) with wide range of size
distribution, instead ofsingle core monodisperse suspension, is
commonly observed in most Uterature involving either pre- or
post-grafting their magnetic nanoparticles with rnacromole-
cules. For instance, in our previous work, the hydrodynamic
diameter dn of poly(diallyl dimethylammonium chloride)-
coated magnetite was around 383.2 ±14.6 nm, wkch is much
larger than the core size of the base particles (-20 nm)
Similarly, it was found that magnetite nanopartic es coated with
different homo- and block copolymers yields a resultant
nanoentity with an average hydrodynamic size of ~200 nm
accompanied by a significant broadening in size distribution(-1-100-160 nm)." This phenomenon also observed by Uu
and coworkers who found their humic acid "ated Fe.,0,
nanoparticles presence in nonuniform aggregates of 104-189
nm with primary particles size as tiny as -10 nm. Mthese
observations could be attributed to self-agg omeration of
magnetic nanoparticles into different nanoclusters (NCs)
prior to surface functionalization. , , . • u.Unfortunately, broadening in size distribution might
eventually complicate the appHcation efficacy of the nano
particles employed. This problem can cause significant
disturbance in the mass transfer behavior of the magnetic
nanoparticles and is more pronounced for particle trans
portation in porous medium, ' their "'''2*32^35 n
environment,^ reactivity, and performance, ' ' ' which all
depend on the size. Therefore, subsequent size fractionation ot
the synthesized macromolecules-grafted NCs into a selective
size range is greatly needed. In spite of the excellent progress^m
terms of synthesizing techniques and potential applications,
an available study on magnetophoresis of electrosteri^lly
stabilized NCs and its correlation to the size fractionation effect
under the application ofLGMS remains unknown.
Therefore, present work is initiated to address this particular
issue. This study begins with the preparation of iron oxide NCs
grafted with macromolecules. The resultant entity was
characterized for evaluation on its physical and magnetic
properties. Next, coUoidal stability assessment was done to
confirm effectiveness of the electrosteric stabilization before
both magnetophoresis and size fractionation studies. Inves
tigations were also carried out at different particle concen
tration, ranging from diluted suspension (0.025 g/L) up to
extreme concentrate suspension (-10 g/L). The attempt to
study at elevated concentration is motivated from the common
high concentration needed for practical in situ water
remediation."-"' Moreover, the magnetophoresis profile of
these electrostericaUy stabilized NCs was closely momtored
optically and was compared to its pristine counterparts, which
have gone through strong self-agglomeration. ^so, the
underlying magnetophoresis processes of the particle clusters
and their size fractionation effect were being evaluated and
discussed. In order to avoid confiision, in the present work, the
unmodified particle is designated as "bare ^£304 , while the
term "macromolecules-grafted Fe304 NCs" is used to refer to
Fe304 clusters coated with macromolecules.
• EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Materials. Iron (II, III) oxide nanopowders, Fe304 (APS.
98+% purity; density; 4.8-5.1 g/cm^), were obtained from
Nanostructured &Amorphous Materials, Inc. This mapetic
nanoparticle was produced via a wet chemistry method and
presence in spherical shape (Figure l). The mean core size of
Mean-30.6 nm
Std Oev°e.2nm
N»157
.1 I I I ) I I n-i _ . j®o—M *0 to ib loopn^to^^
PattleUs OiameWf
Figure 1. TEM image of nano iron oxide used in this study. Inset:
number-weighted particle size distribution (PSD) of the iron oxide
nanoparticles). No particles with core size >100 nm detected. Both
mean particle size and standard deviation are 30.8 and 8.2 nn^
respectively, generating a monodisperse nanoparticles of PDI -
0.0709.
the particle is 30.8 ± 8.2 nm, obtained by performing image
analysis on 150 particles with transmission electron micro
graphs. Macromolecules employed in this work [i.e., poly-(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) (PSS) and humic acid] were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. For pH adjustment, 1Mof
hydrochloric acid (HCl) was prepared from analytical-grade
reagent obtained from Fisher Scientific. Cylindrical permanent
magnet made of neodymium iron boron (NdFeB grade N50)
was obtained from Ningbo YuXiang E&M Intl Co., Ltd.,
China. In this study, all sample dissolution, dispersion, and
dilution were done in deionized water produced from Milli-Q.
ultra water purification system with resistivity of 18.2 Mfi cm.
All chemicals were used as-received without further mod
ification or purification.
Synthesis of PSS-Grafted Fe304 NCs. The nanoscaled
iron oxide particles were surface-grafted with PSS through
physically "grafting-to" technique. Briefly, PSS powders were
completely dissolved in Mili-Q. water by stirring at constant
speed of700 rpm for 60 min. This PSS solution was then kept
in a water bath at 40 ''C before being used. A suspension of
nanoparticles was prepared by dispersing the dried nano-
)43 dx.doi.org/10.1021/]p5048DBvU Phyj. C/iem. C2014.118.24042-240S4
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powders in Mili-Q_ water under ultrasonication for 60 min.
Lateron, the pH of both 2.5 g/L nano iron oxide particles and
5.0 g/L PSSwas adjusted to 3.5 + 0.3 and whirl mixed in a 50
mL container by diluting the previous into the latter solution.
The pH adjustment is to facilitate physisorption through
electrostatic attraction.^^ During the mixing step, nanoparticle
suspension was kept sonicated in order to minimize particle
agglomeration. The mbcture was then closely capped, sealed,
and attached on a tunable rotator mbcer at 40 rpm for more
than 12h to reachadsorption equilibrium. Lateron, the formed
PSS-grafted Fe304 NCs were magnetically decanted and the
excess PSS were discarded. This as-made sample was then
subjected to the following washing steps: (i) resuspensed in
deionized water, (ii) subject to instant ultrasonication, (iii)
centriiiiged at 10000 rpm for 20 min, and (iv) redispersed in
deionized water. These washing steps are necessary to eliminate
the freely suspended macromolecules.
Particle Characterization Techniques. Dynamic Light
Scattering (DLS). In this study, the hydrodynamic size, djy of
Fe304 was determined through dynamic light scattering (DLS)
(Malvern Instruments Zetasizer ZS). Inorder to avoid multiple
scattering effect and particle interactions, all DLS measure
ments were carried out at 5-10 mg/L diluted concentration."*^
Principally, the intensity fluctuation upon incident light
scattered by the nanoparticles was detected at 173° noninvasive
back scatter (NIBS) and further autofitted into an exponential
decay correlation function. This correlation function is then
mathematically treated through Cumulants method (defined in
ISO 13321 and ISO 22412) to obtain a translation diffusion
coefficient, which later on fitted into the Stokes—Einstein
equation. Therefore, all the singlydispersed particlesor cluster
ofparticles in thesamples areassumed to be spherical shape. In
thiswork, selection of intensity-weighted distribution instead of
volume- and number-weighted distribution for size reporting is
based on several considerations, such as (l) it is the primary
and fundamental raw results obtained from DLS, (2) small
error detection in the primary results might be magnified while
transformed into other weightings, (3) sensitive towards the
presence of large particles thus provides good detection on
occurrence of particle flocculation, (4) based solely on
fluctuation of light intensity by omitting the reliance on the
particle physical properties such as density and refractive index
which might become complicated in the core—shell nanostruc-
ture.
OtherCharacterizations. Transmission electron micrograph
(TEM) was employed to determine the primary core size and
shape of the particles. Here, a single droplet of particle
dispersion was being deposited and air-dried on a carbon grid
for 10 min. The immobilized particles were then observed
under various magnifications byTEM (JEOL, JBM-20CX). The
magnetic properties of the Fe304 were measured at room
temperature with a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM)
(Microsense model DMS 1660 with ARkival Technology
Softv/are), and theapplied field v/as run in the range of0 to 14
kOe. Allsamples were dried into powder prior to measurement.
To verify the presence of polymer on the particle surface, the
infrared spectra of all the samples were constructed via Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) (Thermo Scientific
model NICOLET iSIO) over the wavenumber range of4000—
525 cm"' with resolution 4.0 cm"'. Thermogravimetric analysis(TGA) was performed to estimate the polymer loading on the
iron oxide surface. Here, all measurements were done on dried
powders in purging with 10 °C/min ramp heating from
Article
ambient temperature to 950 °C. X-ray diffraction (XRD) vras
conducted for phaseidentification usinga Cu Ka radiation (A=
1.5406 A) at which a throughout scan was carried out over 20
from 10° to 90°.
Colloidal Stability Assessment. The stability ofthe prepared
Fe304 atdifferent concentration was being monitored through
sedimentation kinetics study. Briefly, 3 mL of particle
suspension %vas allowed to stand in a standard 1 X 1 X 4 cm
disposable cuvette for 1 day at room temperature (298.15K).
The magnitude of optical absorbance was being recorded from
time-to-time using UV-vis spectrophotometer (Gary60) at the
wavelength of532 nm.^^ Later on, asedimentation profile was
drawn for time lapse normalized absorbance change. However,
due to complete blockage ofthe incoming light when dealing
with highly concentrated samples (I-IO g/L), sedimentation
study can only be monitored through visual inspection.
Batch Magnetophoretic Separation in External Applied
Field. The kinetic behavior of dispersed particles imder
magnetophoresis was continuously probed by monitoring
absorbance of the suspension.Similar to the sedimentation
kinetic study, the reduction in sample absorbance was being
quantitatively traced butina more constrictive time gap (down
to 1s) as to cope vrith the rapid transformation of thebrownish
solution to the transparent state. Modification has been done
on the spectrophotometer by inserting a N50-NdBFe
permanent magnet and a customized magnet holder, as
shown in Figure 2. Here, rapid decaying of the magnetic field
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Figure 2. Magnetophoresis detection using monochromatic light
detection of UV—vis spectrophotometer. The inset illustrates decay of
magnetic field strength developed by a standard NdBFe permanent
magnet across a 10 mm width sample cuvette both measured
experimentally with a gauss meter (diamond marker) and calculated
using eq I (reddash line). Note thatthe gap between the magnet and
the nearest side of the cuvette is ~1 mm (i.e., equivalent to the
thickness of the cuvette). The wavelength is chosen so that detection
ofsuspension absorbance doesnot interfere by the adsorbed polymers.
strength developed by a strong cylindrical NdBFe permanent
magnet across the one centimeter width of a standard cuvette
was being verified both experimentally (using gauss meter) and
theoretically (using eq l),'®
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As demonstrated in the inset ofFigure 2, the magnetic field
strength developed across the sample cuvette arose from ~700
G(at 11 mm away from the magnet) up to ~5600 G(at the
side wall nearest to magnet), which is within the typical
magnetic field needed for practical applications (1000-10000
G)^ and sufficient to accomplish the task to capture ferro- and
ferrimagnetic particles (<5000 G).^^ All magnetophoresis
experiments were presented as an average firom at least three
independent samples.
• RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characterization of Nanoparticle Clusters Used As
Model System In This Study. Here, poly(sodium 4-
styrenesulfonate) is used as a stabilizing agent t(^ surface
fimctionalize Fe304 as to promote colloidal stability. T^e
successful binding of PSS macromolecules onto the iron oxide
surface was confirmed, and any physical properties change was
tracked through a series ofcharacterization techniques.
FTIR is being employed to describe the presence of
characteristic peaks upon the surface modification.
shows the infirared spectra for bare Fe304, pure PSS, and
grafted Fe304 NCs. Successful modification of oxide surface
with macromolecules was confirmed when several speafic
characteristic peaks of PSS appeared on the spe^r® of PS^
grafted Fe304 NCs. The strong multiple bands (1176.92 cm ,
1123.08 cii-', 1038.46 cm'S and 1003.85 cm ') appeared
between 1225-980 cm"' is corresponding to important
functional groups of PSS such as symmetric and asymmetric
stretching of the sulfonate moieties. These multiple peaks,
found in PSS-grafted Fe304 NCs (1168.26 cm ', 1127.08 cm ',
1036.70 cm"', and 1008.45 cm"'), confirm the attachment of
PSS onto the iron oxide surface. However, the percent of
transmittance of thesepeaks was foundweaker and also slightly
shifted bya few inverse centimeters in PSS-grafted Fe304 NCs
as compared to pure PSS. These observations could be
attributed to the interaction of the S=0 group with the iron
oxide surface, typically through hydrogen bonding (S=0—H-
O—Fe).'"'''® Further description on other important FTIR
peaks is provided in Table SI of the Supporting Information.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was employed to
quantify the weight contribution of attached PSS macro
molecules in relation to the iron oxide particles. Figure 3b
depicts thedecay ofweight percent upon step increment in the
heating temperature. As expected, the absolute weight loss for
the entire temperature range was more pronounced when
Fe304 particles are coated with PSS molecules (7.63 wt %)
compared to the parent materials (only 2.41 wt %). Here, the
weight loss of bare Fe304 particles could be attributed to the
losses in both physical and chemical boimd water,'" while
inclusion of decomposition of the PSS leads to higher weight
lossin the PSS-grafted samples. Therefore, by considering both
results, the estimated weight loss contributed from the PSS
24045 dx,doi.org/10.1021/jp504808v IJ. Phyf.Oiem. C 2014,118, 24042-240S4
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attachment is ~5.22 wt %. Even though the thermally less
stable PSS have been successfully attached on the particle
surface, the overall thermal stability of the resultant core-shell
nanostructures remained excellent due to thegreater magnetite
content (~90 wt %) as compared to the nonmagnetic adlayer.
Figure 3c shows the magnetization curve of dried Fe304
powder both before and after surface modification. Results
indicate that the bare Fe304 particles employed in the present
work developed a clear hysteresis loop with coercivity (H^)
82.28 Oeand remanent magnetization (M,) 8.44 emu/g. This
retained magnetic memory inabsence ofa magnetic field infers
the ferro/ferrimagnetism nature of the particles used. There
fore, a permanent magnetic dipole interaction between the
particles is e^qjected, even in the absence of an external
magnetic field. Interestingly, upon the surface modification, the
hysteresis loopremained clearly observed but became narrower
with a lower (13.82 Oe) and (3.17 emu/g). However,
the macromolecules grafting does not cause significant change
to the saturation magnetization value. My of the particles at
which the M, of bare Fe304 and PSS-grafted Fe304 NCs are
74.61 and 70.99 emu/g, respectively. This indicates the overall
weight ofthe core—shell structures isstill mainly dominated by
the magnetic core. The M, value also suggests a mass change of
4.85 wt %. By correlating this to TGA analysis, obviously the
slightly reduction in M, is not magnetism-related but mostly
ascribed to the decreasing associated mass ofparticle upon the
macromolecules coating. Since the reduction of the M^ is less,
contribution of this slight change to significant loss inmagnetic
responsiveness of the PSS-grafted Fe304 NCs could be
neglected. Moreover, the M, value of both bare Fe304 and
PSS-grafted Fe304 NCs remained within common magnet
ization ran^e of magnetite as reported in the literature (60-90
emu/g). ' Additional phase analysis via XRD revealed that
such modification also does not cause any significant phase
transformation, and the PSS-grafted Fe304 NCs powder
remained black, which is a typical color of magnetite (see
Figure Si of the Supporting Information).
Colloidal Stability Assessment. To determine the
colloidal stability of the PSS-grafted Fe304 NCs, a series of
sedimentation tests was carried out to evaluate the influence of
particle concentration on suspension stability. This experiment
was also repeated for the case of bare Fe304. As presented in
Figure 4a, the sedimentation profile of bare Fe304 shows
obvious response toward initial particle concentration at which
the initial sedimentation rate (slope gradient) increased as
particle concentration increased from 0.025 to 0.7 g/L (Figure
S2 of the Supporting Information). At all range of particle
concentration tested, a low suspension opacity (normalized
absorbance < O.l) was detected after 1 day of sedimentation
indicated that >90% of the particles have been mostly settled
out. In line with the need of high particle concentration for
most large scale environmental engineering applications,
colloidal stability of the magnetic particles was assessed from
1 to 10 g/L. As shown in Figure 4c (top), a clear solid—liquid
phase partitioning was observed within few minutes to 1 h.
In contrast to its bare counterpart, the Fe304 surface
modified with PSS macromolecules showed excellent colloidal
stability both at low (Figure 4b) and at elevated particle
concentration [Figure 4c (bottom)]. It was found that ~70% of
the particles remained suspended under quiescent condition
after 1 day at room temperature. This could be visually
inspected at which the samples remained brovmish even after
24 h. Moreover, the initial sedimentation rate does not show
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Figure 4. Sedimentation profile upon various initial suspension
concentration for (a) bare Fej04 and (b) PSS-grafted Fe304 NCs. (c)
Photos show the sedimentation of the particle suspensions at high
concentration (denotation: A= 1g/L, B= 2.5 g/L, C= 5g/L, and D
= 10 g/L.
any obvious changes as we increased the particle concentration
which is opposed to what we have observed in bare Fe304
(Figure S2 of the Supporting Information). The slight
sedimentation could be attributed to the sintered aggregates
which could not be stabilized by any modifiers."
In order to relate aforementioned sedimentation results to
the particle agglomeration behavior, we monitored the change
ofparticle size over timeunder quiescent conditions at different
initial particle concentration. Figure 5a shows the average
agglomerates size of bare Fe304 growth from 274 nm at the
diluted sample (0,025 g/L) up to 2000-3000 nm for
concentrated sample (l-lO g/L) which is almost 10 times
larger. As the particle concentration increased, there are more
free particles per unit volume which is readily available for
agglomeration. Moreover, the accompanying collision fre
quency increment, which is proportional to particle concen
tration, has alsogreatly sped-up the entire aggregation process.
In addition, this process is further enhanced bythe presence of
both van der Waals and magnetic dipole-dipole attraction for
dx.dol.or9/lO.lo2i/jpSO48O8vIi Phfl. Chem. C 2014,118, 24042-24054
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concentrated samples are not suitable for DLS measurement.
ferromagnetic materials. '^ Since larger particles are heavier and _ ^.Q-i '• •• -thus easdy setde out, this explains the rapid precipitation we q 0.9-k
have previously observed for the case of bare FeA, which IS a „ 0.8 |\ /7o?iX
strong function of particle concentration. After all, the particle c 0.7 •\\ /
size reported for high concentration sample is still an | 0.6-n\\underestimated value as DLS is incapable to provide good | 0-5- \\ \
qualitative measurement due to the presence of lar|e or ^ 0.4 11 U \ /-ifx.
sedimenting particles with relatively high polydispersity. | \ \\ \
In good agreement with our sedimentation study, particle g 02 11 \\
size analysis also revealed very minimal size change in PSS- o o.i
grafted Fe304 NCs as particle concentration increased (Figure "T^MO^wo^eoo^aoo
5b). Here, the average hydrodynamic size stays at around 200 " ' Time (seconds)
nm regardless of the initial particle concentration. This result ^ -y
indicates that the PSS adlayer adsorbed on particles successfully ^and imparted strong electrosteric stabilization, which exceeds "Jo's-ft Hoom^ '
both van derWaals and magnetic dipole—dipole attraction even o W ,— o!o75ort. -—2.59ft.
. ^ V\ C230Qfl-
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Kinetic Behavior of LGMS Separation. The time- |
dependent magnetophoretic profile associated with particle <
collection under LGMS was monitored by using the |
experimental setup shown in Figure 2. Figure 6 illustrates the |
separation curve (i.e., time-dependent changes of normalized g ^ J •
suspension absorbance). For both bare Fe304 and PSS-pafted 2
Fe304 NCs, migration of particles toward the magnetic field /i, °
source, where the field gradient is the highest, is noticeable (b) Ti^e (seconds)
almost instantaneously once the dispersed sample was exp Figure 6. Magnetophoresis profile showing decay of normalize
to a permanent magnet. _ sample absorbance as a function oftime for (a) bare Fe304 and (t
For all concentrations of bare Fe304, the magnetophoresis PSS-grafted Fe304 NCs at different initial suspension concentratioi
profiles were found to decay drastically and were followed by plotted were based on an average of three indcpendei
gradual declination before reaching asteady state where almost measurements.
no change in normalized absorbance can be detected (SeeFigure 6a). As shown in Fi^re 6^ the 19J au/sec as tL particle concentration of 10 g/L. In fact, this observation
was found to become f f " ^„3ost fdU consistent with the results reported by De Las Cuevas ar
concentration changed from^^^^^ coworkers,'' who first demonstrated the close correlatic
S'sepamtion time further shortened to about 10 sat higher between concentration of magnetic particles to the magnet
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Figure 6. Magnetophoresis profile showing decay of normalized
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measurements.
particle concentration of 10 g/L. In fact, this observation is
consistent with the results reported by De Las Cuevas and
coworkerSj" who first demonstrated the close correlation
between concentration of magnetic particles to the magneto-
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Figure 7. (a) Initial magnetophoresis rate and (b) separation time needed for the normalized absorbance dropped to 0.10 a.u (equivalent to ~10%
ofthe initial suspension absorbance) at different initial suspension concentration. Markers assigned are similar for both graphs: • is bare FeiO^
vdiile ♦ is PSS-grafted Fe304 NCs.
phoresis separation time. As demonstrated in Figure 5a, the
occurrence of eflfective collisions between bare Fe304 resulted
in self-agglomeration into large agglomerates. Since thick
agglomerates usually move faster than the thin ones,^^ bare
Fe304 clusters of larger size formed at higher concentration are
e;^ected to experience more rapid magnetophoretic separation
thansmaller clusters formed at lowconcentration. Thisexplains
the observed phenomenon.
Ironically, it was found that the magnetic separation profile
for PSS-grafted Fe304 NCs appeared very different from the
case of bare Fe304. From Figure 6b, two main observations
could be made. First, the magnetic isolation of PSS-grafted
Fe304 NCs is much slower than the bare Fe304. Second, the
dependency of separation kinetics on particle concentration
was relatively less significant compared to bare Fe304. The first
observation isinline with ourprevious worL'* '^^ ^ Inspite ofthe
similar nature of core material, enhanced colloidd stability
promoted by macromolecules coating has suppressed the
attractive interaction between Fe304 NCs, leadingto reduction
in the magnetophoretic collection rate. In addition, by
monitoring the weight of the cylindrical NdFeB magnet
employed to induce magnetophoresis according to the
ejqierimental setup proposed by Carriao and co-workers,^ we
found out that the apparent mass of the magnetic bar we used
dropped drastically during the magnetophoretic collection
process of bare Fe304 compared to PSS-grafted Fe304 NCs
(Figure S3 of the Supporting Information). For the same
amount of particles collected, the drastic weight loss of the
magnetic bar suggested that the bare Fe304 went through a
very rapid "mass magnetophoretic" process compared to the
PSS-grafted Fe304NCs. While for the second observation, the
result has indirectly indicates that the existence of electrosteric
stabilization, to some extent, has suppressed the contribution of
particle concentration on the magnetophoresis process.
In order to gain more insight on our observations, we
analyzed their initial magnetophoretic collection rate and
separation time (extracted from Figure 6) and redrew them
in response to initial suspension concentration. As shown in
Figure 7a, the initial magnetophoresis rate of both Fe304
samples could be fitted quite well by power law; however,
about50% reduction in the exponent term from 0.8201 (bare
Fe304) to 0.401 (PSS-grafted Fe304 NCs) is observed. This
indicated that the effect of particle concentration is less
pronounced on influencing the initial magnetophoresis rate
upon electrosteric stabilization of nanoparticles. Similarly, the
separation time needed for the bare Fe304 to reach 10% of its
initial value can be fitted by the power law model (f, ~ c~®)
with a relatively highcoefficient of determination (B} = 0.9811)
(Figure 7b), which is in line with those suggested byFaraudo
and coworkers.^^ Moreover, by having an exponent vdue (a) of
—1.006 implied that a concentration increased by ~ 100 times
causes a drasticreduction in separation time by ~ 100 times as
well. Meanwhile, this correlation is rather weak in the case of
PSS-grafted Fe304 NCs.Asshovm in Figure 7b, the scaling law
is incapable of fitting our experiment data with low coefficient
of determination {P} = 0.1897). This infers that the typical
characteristic of cooperative magnetophoresis (i.e., concen
tration-dependent separation) has significantly suppressed.^^
Hence, the concentration dependency related to magneto
phoresis of PSS-grafted NCs is not a straightforward
phenomenon and could not be explained solely based on
cooperative magnetophoresis. Moreover, this evidence is also
consistent with another important experiment observation,
which is the overlapping of the magnetophoresis profile as time
progressed, as illustrated in Figure 6b.
The interesting features discerned from the magnetophoresis
experiments could be further explained by considering either
self-induced or magnetic field-induced aggregation between
particles, which is the prerequirement for cooperative magneto
phoresis. '^*^^ Since self-induced aggregation has been strongly
suppressed bytheelectrosteric stabilizing layer (aspresented in
previous section), the occurrence of cooperative magneto
phoresis in PSS-grafted Fe304 NCs are mostly relying on the
formation of magnetic field-induced aggregates. This is possible
in the case where particle aggregation is favorable [(i.e., N* >
1;^^ see the Supporting Information for related calculation].
Yet, as recently reported by Saville and co-workers,®" chaining
of particles due to the appliedmagnetic field could happen, but
the rate of formation is much slowerwith shorter chain length
upon mitigation by the extended steric layers. Consistent with
our previous observation,''® this hypothesis e:q)lains the lesser
contribution of cooperative magnetophoresis for PSS-grafted
Fe304 NCs as compared to bare Fe304.
Besides, another unexpected observation that obviously
differentiates the magnetophoresis of PSS-grafted Fe304 NCs
from its bare counterpart is their separation efficiency achieved
after certain duration. Figure 8 illustrates the images taken on
the suspension after 5 min of magnetophoresis for bare Fe304
24048 dx.doi.org/10.1021/}pS04808vlJl Phys. Chem. C2014, 118, 24042-24054
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Figure 8. Photos show the remaining suspensions after being
subjected to magnetophoresis collection for (a) bare FC3O4 after 5
min separation time and (b) PSS-graftcd Fe304 NCs after 60 min
separation time, under LGMS. Graph (c) illustrates the absorbance
values of samples shown in (b) measured at A=532 nm with standard
error bars obtained ftom at least three individual runs. Note that the
alphabet notation in both (a and b) arc assigned to an initial
suspension concentration with A= 0.025 g/L, B= 0.050 g/L, C=
0.075 g/L, D=0.250 g/L, E=0.500 g/L, F=0.700 g/L, G=1g/L, H
=2.5 g/L, I=5g/L,; = 10 g/L, and K=blank water for comparison.
(Figure 8a) and after 60 min for PSS-grafted Fej04 NCs(Figure 8b). Unlike bare Fe304 which can achieve rapid
magnetic separation right after their exposure to the magnetic
field, PSS-grafted Fe304 NCs exhibit very slow magnetic
separation. So, 1 h was chosen as the upper bound for
collection time of this PSS-grafted Fe304 NCs to make it
practical for engineering application. For the case of bare
Fe304, as expected, the remaining suspensions for all samples
with different initial concentration were found to be present in
crystal clear appearance. This is due to complete isolation of
nanoparticles, leaving behind a crystal clear solution. In
contrast, for the PSS-grafted Fe304 NCs, the remaining
suspension appeared darker with an increase in initial particle
concentration. Here, quantitative measurement revealed that
theabsorbance value ofthe remaining suspension increase from
0.0036 to 0.90 au as samples initial particle concentration
increases from 0.025 to 10 g/L (see Figure 8c). In order to
verify the common nature of our ejqperimental finding, which
can be generalized to other surface-functionalized magnetic
particles, asimUar experiment vras reproduced using humic acid
grafted Fe304 NCs which are commonly employed for
wastewater reclamation.^*'^ '* The results show similar observa
tion as PSS-grafted Fe304 NCs (see Figure S4 of the
Supporting Information).
Following that, inorder tofurther investigate the unexpected
observation shown in Figure 8b, we have measured the
hydrodynamic size of the remaining sample after it was
subjected to magnetophoretic separation. Interestingly, all the
samples showed similar intensity-weighted size distribution
with average hydrodynamic diameter at around 80.9 nm (see
Figure 9). Additionally, this average hydrodynamic diameter is
in fret deviated from the size distribution of the original
suspension before subjected to LGMS with average hydro-
dynamic diameter at ~198.8 nm. Together with the magneto-
phoresis curve presented in Figure 6b, we anticipated that there
was a certain level of size selection that had occurred for the
surface functionalized NCs, The large NCs exposed to the
magnetic field gradient of same magnitude migrated at amuch
faster pace compared to small NCs and hence were separated
out first from the suspension.
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Figure 9. Intensity-weighted size distribution for samples Ato ) from
Figure 8b.
In order to further explore this phenomenon, we closely
monitored the hydrodynamic size evolution of five samples
with different initial suspension concentration (i.e., 0.050,
0.250, 1.0, 2.5, and 10 g/L) together with its corresponding
polydispersity index (PDl) with respect to the magnetophoretic
collection time. Here, a small droplet of suspension was
carefully withdrawn at different time intervals and further
diluted in ~1 mL of deionized water before DLS measurement.
The hydrodynamic size and its corresponding polydispersity
index are presented in Figure 10 (panels a and b, respectively).
Three main observations could be found from the results,
which are (l) obvious decayin the average hydrodynamic size
of the remaining particles as the time progresses, with
simultaneous (2) reduction in samples polydispersity (PDl)
from ~0.26 to less than 0.15, and (3) both decay rate and time
are independentof initial suspension concentration.
Figure 10c illustrates the intensity-weighted size distribution
for sample with initial concentration 0.25 g/L shifted to small
size range as magnetophoretic collection progressed, indicating
successful size segregation. The decrement in full width at half-
maximum (fwhm) of each size distribution from originally 250
to 195nm, 125, 93.75, and 77.5nm after theyweresubjected to
LGMS for 30 s, 5, 30, and 60 min, clearly indicated the
reduction in sample polydispersity. To obtain a set of samples
which differ in their cluster sizes, the DLS results were further
classified into fractions of different size range shown in Figure
lOd. Initially in the original sample, the fraction ofparticles with
size less than 100 nm is less (~5.2%) compared to particles
with size ranging from 100—200 nm and 200—500 nm, which
was ascribed to about 45.8% and 44.1% of the total suspension,
respectively. In addition, there were also ~2.3% of particles
with size >1 //m being detected. As time progressed, particles of
size >500 nm diminished first, followed by 200 nm < D < 500
nm. Eventually, at 60 min, it was found that the remaining
sample mainly composed of particles with size <100 nm
(~68.5%). Not to mention, a similar trend was observed for
other samples withdifferent initial concentrations (Figure S5 of
the Supporting Information). Again, it is worth rehighlighting
that these distribution of hydrodynamic sizes were originated
from different agglomeration stages between magneticparticles
before being immobilized by the macromolecules adlayer. Our
electron microscopy images, as shown in Figure 11, have
directly confirmed the formation of PSS-grafted Fe304NCs. In
fact, formation of this multicores structurewith a wide-range of
size distribution has been observed in most literature that either
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Figure 10. Time lapse evolution of (a) average hydrodynamic size and its corresponding (b) polydispersity index value (PDI). (c) Intensity-
weighted size distribution ofthe remaining particles with initial concentration of0.25 g/Land (d)particle size distribution resolved bar chart at30s
and 5, 30, and 60min ofmagnetophorcsis time for PSS-graftcd Fe304 NCs sample with a 0.250 g/L initial concentration.
Figure 11.TEMimages showing RUO4 vaporstainPSS-grafted Fej04
NCs presence in (a) clumps due to the drying process and (b)
individual small clusters (multicore structures).
pre- or post-grafts their magneticparticleswith macromolecules
(see Table S2 of the Supporting Information).
In short, the shift of averaged hydrodynamic diameter of
PSS-grafted Fe304 NCs to smaller size range, during the
magnetophoresis process, has confirmed the occurrence of size
segregation. In addition, note that the changingrate of size and
PDI of the suspension was faster at the first 150 s and decreased
gradually after this point, Since magnetophoretic force and
magnetophoretic velocity are directly proportional to and
it will take a longer exposure time under LGMS for the mean
size of smaller cluster to shift over to the large size range
compared to the larger cluster.^^ Not to mention, the decaying
trend of the graph presented in Figure 10ais nearly identical to
Figure 6b or its extended version presented in Figure S6 of the
Supporting Information. This further illustrates the direct
correlation between the magnetophoresis of PSS-grafted Fe304
NCs in LGMS and its size fractionation effect.
The uniqueness of low magnetic field gradient size
fractionation here is that the particles remaining vdthin the
suspension after going through magnetophoresis have an
almost similar hydrodynamic size, regardless of the initial
particle concentration as long as they are subject to the same
duration of separation time. The only effect the initial particle
concentration has contributed is the absolute number of
particles remaining within the suspension, in which higher
particleconcentration will lead to the larger amount of particles
remaining within the solution, and thus explains our
observation in Figure 8 (panels b and c). This characteristic
allows the size selection of the largequantity of macromolecule-
grafted particles without the need to deal with the extremely
high volume of particles. In addition, the procedure involved is
relatively simple with the experimental setup which can be
commonly found in most laboratories. Another attractive
feature of this technique is that the collected particles, which
have been electrosterically stabilized, can easily be resuspended
back into the solution without the need of intense sonication
(see Movie l). However, this observation wasunattainable with
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Fieure 12 (a) MaKnetophoresis profile of PSS-graftcd NCs 0.250 g/L at different separation distance between sample cuvette and location of
oeLanent magnef, inset photo shows the remaining suspensions after 1hof magnctophorcsis. Here, the intensity-weighted stzc distnbutions of
dtese particular samples were shown in (b). By adjusting the minimum spacing between the permanent magnet and Ac suspension and hence,
chaneL the maximum field strength introduced, we found both (c) separation time, and (d) averaged hydrodynamic size of rcmaimng
suspension changed as afunction of field gradient. In (c), represents the coefficient of determination for power law fitting, and a is the e^onent
which should be negative unity. (Note: for comparison purposes, magnctophorcsis data at 0mm separation distance reported in (a and b) were
reproduced from Figure 6b and Figure 9, respectively).
the bare Fe304 (see Movie 2), Inthe case ofPSS-grafted Fe304
NCs, the ability of resuspension is probably boosted by the
macromolecules adiayer, which serves as a cushion to prevent
formation of hard aggregates which require intense sonication
for disassembly.
Influence of Magnetic Field Gradient. Besides size-
dependency, magnetophoresis of magnetic particles is also
highly dependent on the gradient of the applied magnetic
field.^ '^^ '^ Therefore, the influence of change in the magnetic
field gradient {dBjdx) of LGMS to the size fractionation
behavior was further evaluated in this work. Here, the field
gradient was being manipulated by adjusting the distance
between sample cuvette and the location of NdBFe permanent
magnet. Therefore, the magnetic field strength and also the
magnetic field gradient applied on the particles reduced in the
order of the separation distance 0 > 2.5 > 5 > 7.5 mm. The
corresponding experimentally measured maximum-to-mini
mum dBji/dx developed across the sample cuvette are 88.62—
13.10 T/m (for 0 mm), 54.78-6.56 T/m (for 2.5 mm), 33.93-
4.43 T/m (for 5 mm), and 21.06—3.04 T/m (for 7.5 mm) (see
Figure S7 of the Supporting Information). It is worth
highlighting that the entire dB/cbc is below <100 T/m,
obeying the typical upper bound limit for LGMS.
Apparently, as being Olustrated in Figure 12a, the magneto-
phoretic separation rate of PSS-grafted Fe304 NCs reduced
when dB^dx reduced. Also, as expected, the remaining samples
after 1 h of magnetophoresis were brownish in color with
reduction in the magnetic field gradient (see inset Figure 12a).
The corresponding intensity-weighted size distribution ofthese
samples is presented in Figure 12b. It was found that the size
distribution slightly shifted to right in response to lowering in
dB,/d:c. In addition, the average hydrodynamic sizes were
shiftedfrom 80.9 nm at zero position to 100.6, 111.9, and 122.1
nm for samples obtained at separation distances of 2,5, 5, and
7.5 mm, respectively. For particles of similar cluster size, the
reduction of applied magnetic field gradient will lead to
retarded response of magnetic isolation. This explained the size
shifting with respect to the change in magnetic field gradient.
In fact, the size fractionation behavior presented in Figure
12a could be further explained by magnetophoresis theory.^ By
taking f, as the time taken for the suspension absorbance to
decrease to 25%, 50%, and 75% from its initial value, based
upon the data presented in Figure 12a, we plotted fj as a
function of maximum field gradient at minimum spacing
(Figure 12c). Note that increases vnth decreases in field
gradient. This observation is true throughout the entire
magnetophoresis profile. As illustrated in Figure 12c, our
experimental results can be fitted quite well by the power law
with a coefficient of determination > 0.95, while the value of
exponent (a) close to negative unity. This is in agreement to
the proportionality approximation reported in literature, where
t, a (dBydx)-'.'^ '^ ^ The slight deviation in exponent values is
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mostly attributed to experimental variation (indicated as error
bars) as shown in Figure 12a and the nonuniformity of field
gradient in our system.
Additionally, as shown from the changes in the average
hydrodynamic size obtained at different time as a function of
maximum field gradient attained at minimmn spacing, it was
foimd that the obtained average hydrodynamic size of PSS-
grafted Fe304 NCs collected at 5, 15, 30, and 60 min of
magnetophoresis time slowly shifted to larger size with a
decrease in dB^dx (Figure 12d). This indirectly agreed that
there is a direct correlation between size ffactionation effect and
the important role of magnetic field gradient. To this, the
experiment results suggested that the utilization of LGMS for
size firactionation could be further controlled through
manipulation of (l) the magnitude of applied dB^dx and
(2) the withdraw time in order to obtain suspension with
desired cluster size. Moreover, it is important to highlight that
the size firactionation effect is still possible even at a magnetic
field gradient as low as 21.06—3.04 T/m (for separation
distance at 7.5 mm).
• CONCLUSIONS
The magnetophoresis profile of Fe304 NCs under low
magnetic field gradient and its correlation toward size
firactionation efiFect has been systematically demonstrated in
this worL To represent magnetic nanoparticles commonly
employed for most engineering applications, surface modifica
tion with macromolecules must be carried out. Here, PSS-
graftedFe304 NCs was successfully prepared through a simple
"grafting-to" technique. The resultant entity was shown to
remain well-dispersed even at high concentration (10 g/L).
The magnetophoresis study showed that the kinetic profile of
this electrosterically stabilized NCs is obviouslydifferent firom
its bare counterpart. Here, bare Fe304 was found to undergo a
typical cooperative regime at which the separation time being
shortened upon increasein suspension concentration and could
be well-e3q>lained by the empirical power law (R^ ~ 0.9811).
Meanwhile, by prolonging the separation time, magneto
phoresis of the PSS-grafted Fe304 NCs was found not to
obey the typical cooperative mechanism. This is evidenced
from the poor correlationbetween the separation time and the
initial suspension concentration (R^ ~ 0.1897). In this case, the
overall layout of the magnetophoresis profile observed is
attributed to the presence of the different size of stabilized
clusters (i.e., a distribution of multicore PSS-grafted particles).
By having clusters with magnetophoretic response of varying
degree, a size firactionation strategy based upon LGMS is
established. Here, results firom DLS measurements showed that
there is a significant shift of size distribution to lower
hydrodynamic size range by prolonging exposme time toward
LGMS. Fiurthermore, this size reduction is accompanied by
narrowing in fvdun and thus extent of polydispersity. Also, an
almost similar trend of size evolution was obtained for all the
particle concentration tested from diluted to highly concen
trated sample (0.050 — 10 g/L). In conclusion, the
e^qjerimental results presented in this work suggested that
LGMS could be employed as an alternative choice for size
fractionation of electrosterically stabilized NCs. This technique
could be achieved even at a magnetic field gradient lower than
21 T/m. Moreover, by means of tuning the retention time,
stabilizing agents, and magnetic field gradient, it is possible to
perform size selection of electrosterically stabilized NCs to
more than 10 subcategories with good colloidal stabilityat the
desired hydrodynamic size.
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(Figure Si) Powder X-ray diffraction patterns analysis. (Figure
S2) Initial sedimentation rates upon various initial siispension
concentration for bare Fe304 and PSS-grafted Fe304 NCs.
(Figure S3) Apparent mass change of NdBFe permanent
magnet. (Figure S4) Absorbance values of remaining samples
after 1 h of magnetophoresis at differentinitialconcentration of
humic acid-grafted Fe304 NCs. (Figure S5) Intensity-weighted
size distribution and particle size distribution resolved bar
charts. (Figure S6) Extended version of magnetophoresis
profile presented in Figure 6b. (Figure S7) Magnetic field
gradient across sample cuvette. (Table Si) FTIR peaks
assignments. (Table S2) Summary from literature study on
iron/iron-oxide based magnetic nanoparticles. Also included
here are RUO4 vapor staining method and dimensionless
parameter N* calculation. This material is available free of
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Abstract We report in this article an approach for
manipulating the size of magnetic nanoparticle clus
ters (MNCs) via electrostatic-mediated assembly
technique using an electrolyte as a clustering agent.
The clusters were surface-tethered with poly(sodium
4-styrenesulfonate) (PSS) through electrostatic com
pensation to enhance their colloidal stability. Dynamic
light scattering was employed to trace the evolution of
cluster size. Simultaneously, electrophoretic mobility
and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy analyses
were conducted to investigate the possible schemes
involved in both cluster formation and PSS grafting.
Results showed that the average hydrodynamic cluster
size of the PSS/MNCs and their corresponding size
distributions were successfully shifted by means of
manipulating the suspension pH, the ionic nature of
the electrolyte, and the electrolyte concentration.
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More specifically, the electrokinetic behavior of the
particles upon interaction with the electrolyte plays a
profound role in the formation of the PSS/MNCs.
Nonetheless, the solubility of the polymer in elec
trolyte solution and the purification of the particles
from residual ions should not be omitted in determin
ing the effectiveness of this clustering approach. The
PSS adlayer makes the resultant entities highly water-
dispersible and provides electrosteric stabilization to
shield the PSS/MNCs from aggregation. In this study,
the experimental observations were analyzed and
discussed on the basis of existing fundamental
colloidal theories. The strategy of cluster size manip
ulation proposed here is simple and convenient to
implement. Furthermore, manipulating the size of the
MNCs also facilitates the tuning of magnetophoresis
kinetics on exposure to low magnetic field gradient,
which makes this nano-entity useful for engineering
applications, specifically in separation processes.
Keywords Magnetic nanoparticle clusters • Size
manipulation • Electrostatic interaction • Colloidal
stability • Tunable magnetophoresis
Introduction
Iron-based nanoparticles havebeenhistorically listedas
the first generation of nano-scaled materials employed
for environmental nanoremediation (Tratnyek and
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Johnson 2006). This record is not surprising, as iron
nanoparticles intrinsically possess both catalytic and
magnetic properties that are unattainable by other
nanomaterials. To date, researchers are still exploring
the potential of magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) in
various applications. For this purpose, the surface
modification of MNPs with selectivefunctional groups
has been found to tailor their applications in a more
specific manner and thereby improve their performance
(Phenrat and Lowry 2014; Liu et al. 2013). Simultane
ously, it was realized that in some situations, MNPs in
cluster form are much more favorable than singly
dispersed nanoparticles (Schmidtke etal. 2014; Ditsch
et al. 2005). Therefore, the assembly of MNPs into a
secondary structure (cluster) has been an important
research area under active pursuit (Lin et al. 2013;
Schmidtke et al. 2014).
. Magnetic nanoparticle clusters (MNCs) are struc
tures in which numbers of individual particles are
assembled into a single entity (Qiu et al. 2010; Berret
et al. 2006). Although singly dispersed nanoparticles
are expected to provide greater surface area-to-volume
ratio than a clump of particles, MNCs have been
reported to possess several prevailing advantages.
First and foremost, the cluster not only exhibits the
original physicochemical characteristics ofits primary
material, but it is also imbued with characteristics
derived from the collective effect (Lu and Yin 2012;
Leeet al.2013). Forinstance, thesignificant enhance
ment in the magnetization value (Liu et al. 2012,
Togashi et al. 2011) originated from the synergistic
effect makes MNCs an exciting material for various
uses (Berret et al. 2006; Qiu et al. 2010; Chen et al.
2010; Liu et al. 2012). Asrapid separation is vital for
theeffective implementation of magnetic materials in
separation processes (Tang and Lo 2013), the collec
tive magnetic moment attained by MNCs is advanta
geous for this purpose (Ge et al. 2007). On the other
hand, for the in situ injection of iron particles for soil
and groundwater remediation, it was reported that
microsized particles showed better and less complex
transport behavior in soil and aquifers than nanosized
particles (Hydutsky etal. 2007). More specifically, the
increased particle—soil grain collision frequency and
particle aggregation tendency cause poor mobility of
the nano-scaled particles compared totheir microsized
counterparts (Yao et al. 1971; Hydutsky et al. 2007). In
addition, McCarthy et al. (2002) found that latex
microspheres of 0.5 pm had better transportability
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compared to similar microspheres ofsizes 0.1, 1, and
2.1 pm (McCarthy et al. 2002). This selective phe
nomenon is most likely attributable to the variety of
soil conditions (He and Zhao 2007) and firactured
formations (McCarthy et al. 2002). In other words,
different sizes of particles are needed for optimal
performance in environmental engineering-related
applications. In view of these unique features of
nanomaterials, it isvery interesting tostudy theway of
assembly and manipulation of MNPs into clusters of
various sizes.
Several synthesis efforts have been proposed to
assemble MNPs into cluster form. Oil-in-water emul
sion is one of the commonly employed techniques
(Qiu et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2014; Lee et al. 2013; Xu
et al. 2006). Unfortunately, although this method
produces particle clusters ofwell-defined and control
lable size, the process is rather tedious, as it requires
the subsequent transformation of particles from the
hydrophobic to the hydrophilic phase. Moreover, the
oil phases used such as chloroform (Lee et al. 2013;
Liu et al. 2014), hexane (Qiu et al. 2010), and octane
(Xu et al.2006) arehighly toxic, volatile, andsome are
even flammable. Thus, due to concerns of safe
handling andorganic waste generation, incorporating
this approach for the preparation oflarge quantities of
MNCs targeted for environmental engineering pur
poses might berestrictive. Hence, it is the aim of this
paper to propose and describe a method to prepare
MNCs via an electrostatic-mediated assembly tech
nique. The clustered particles were then surface
decorated with polymer molecules for enhanced
colloidal stability. The polymer employed here is
poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) (PSS), which is a
strong anionic polymer that acts as an effective
stabilizer for MNPs (Yeap et al. 2012a).
The three main steps involved in this assembly
technique are (1) the clustering of the MNPs by using
electrolyte (inorganic salt) as clustering agent; (2) the
stabilization of the preformed MNCs with PSS
through a poi'f-grafting technique; and (3) the purifi
cation of theparticles to remove residual polymer and
ions. It ishypothesized thattheelectrolyte added inthe
first step will promote the clustering of particles via
Debye screeningeffect, while the post-graftingof the
polymer in the second step will terminate the growth
of the clusters through electrosteric stabilization. We
traced the size evolution of the as-prepared PSS-
grafted Fe304 MNCs by monitoring their average
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hydrodynamic cluster size with dynamic light scatter
ing measurements. Meanwhile, the pH of the suspen
sion, ion nature, and ionic strength are three of the
most influencing factors that dictate electrostatic
interactions (Schneider and Decher 2008), and hence
they should play a pivotal role in the mechanism of
MNC formation. Therefore, this study also aims to
provide a holistic view on correlating the formation of
PSS-grafted Fe304 MNCs (hereafter denoted as PSS/
MNCs) to all of these important parameters. In
addition, we chose to graft polymer onto ready-made
particles (paj/-graft) instead of carrying out the
particle synthesis from precursors and polymer graft
ing in a one-pot manner (prc-graft). This is because the
former method is more economic, as the production of
nanoparticle powder has been industrially scaled up
(Yu and Xie 2012). On the other hand, adding
functionalizing materials during particle growth
(prc-graft) may alter the pH of the synthesis medium
and/or chelate the iron precursor, which subsequently
leads to changes in the particle morphology and
particle size (Cirtiu et al. 2011; Li et al. 2013). Hence,
this study also targeted the combination of both
electrostatic-mediated assembly and polymer post-
grafting techniques to obtain PSS/MNCs of different
cluster sizes but with similar magnetic core materials.
Materials and methods
Materials
Iron (H, HI) oxide nanopowder, Fe304 (APS, 98 %-f
purity), was obtained from Nanostructured & Amor
phous Materials, Inc., United States of America. PSS,
employed in this work as polyanionic polymer, was
supplied by Sigma-Aldrich. Different types of salt
powders are commercially available, such as sodium
chloride (NaCl) from Merck KGaA, calcium chloride
fused (CaCl2) from Fisher Scientific, and aluminum
chloride (AICI3) from Acros Organic. For pH adjust
ment, diluted hydrochloric acid (HCl) was prepared
from 36.5-38 % concentrated HCl (J. T. Baker), and
sodium hydroxide (NaOH) was prepared from analytic
grade chemicals obtained from Fisher Scientific. All
chemicals were used as received without any further
purification. Both suspension and solution preparation
were conducted using pure deionized water treated to a
resistivity of 18.2MQ-cm. For the magnetophoresis
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study, a cylindrical neodymium permanent magnet
graded N50-NdBFe (diameter, 2R = 14 mm; length,
L = 15 mm) with a remanence (Br) of 1.45 Tesla was
obtained from Ningbo YuXiang E&M Int'l Co., Ltd.,
China. With this magnitude of Br, the N50-NdBFe
permanent magnet generates a maximum magnetic
field strength (Bj^) of 0.657 T and a maximum
magnetic field gradient (dB^j/dbc) of 95.7 T/m on the
circular surface of the cylindrical magnet. Due to field
inhomogeneity, these values decrease with the dis
tance away from the circular surface. In this regard, the
spatial decay of Bxwas plotted as a function of x, the
distance away from the magnet surface, using the
following standard equation (Fig. SI) (Lim et al.
2014):
2
x + L
while dB;(/dx could be obtained by differentiating the
Bx function against x using the MATLAB diff
function.
Electrolyte solution preparation
1-3 M stock solutions of different types of electrolytes
were prepared by dissolving known amounts of NaCl,
CaCl2, and AICI3 in 15 mL of deionized water. This
concentration is well below the maximum solubility of
these salts in water (see Table 1). All the stock
solutions were adjusted to pH 3.5 ± 0.3 except AICI3,
which was kept in its original condition (i.e.,
pH ~ 2.42) because further alkaline adjustment leads
to precipitate formation.
Electrostatic-mediated assembly technique
and the purification step
Functionalizing the surface of the Fe304 particles with
PSS was done via a simple "pojr-grafting" method, as
reported in our previous work (Yeap et al. 2012a). Then,
the preparation of PSS/MNCs of various cluster sizes
was achieved by modifying the pojr-grafting approach.
The schematic diagram in Fig. 1 illustrates a possible
route that can be taken during the clustering process. In
brief, all of the suspensionsand solutionsinvolvedin the
preparation of the PSS/MNCs (i.e., Fe304 suspension,
PSSsolution, andelectrolyte solutions) wereadjusted to
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Table 1 Physicochcmical properties of different inorganic electrolylcs employed in this work as clustcnng agents
Inorganic electrolyte M. (Da) Solubility in water (g/lOO g) Solubiiity in water Vicinity of pH upon dissoived in[Tcmperaiuref (molarity) dciomzed water
Sodium chloride (NaCl) 58.44 36.00 [20 °C1
Calcium chloride (CaCla) 110.99 74.50 [20 °C]
Aluminum chloride (AICI3) 133.34 69.86 [15 C]
Data obtained from Perry Chemical Handbook, Table 2-120: Solubilities of Inorganic Compounds in Water at Various
Temperatures
^ Solution prepared at same molarity (1 M)
Dissolution of AICI3 in water was conducted in fume hood with extra care due to heat and steamy cloud generation upon violent
reaction between AICI3 and water (Taking density of water as 1 g/mL)
Fig. 1 Flow diagram
showing the possible routes
of cluster formation using
the proposed electrostatic-
mediated assembly
technique. The PSS/MNCs
drawn at the right, which
were formed without salt
added to further induce
clustering, was used as the
control sample
adjust to
EPMs = + 1.215 X10"® mWs
Conductivity = 0.0084 mS/cm
W /' Aggregated Positively,, | 'ifV.B
particles suspended charged particie&..*^aB^
in delonized water i . ,
EPMs = + 2.730 X10-8m^/Vs
adding electrolyte {salt) to
induce further clustering
More salt Less salt
Conductivity = 0.124 mS/cm
Integrating into PSS solution \
it*
Purification to remove residue polymer and free ions
PSS/MNCs
pH3.5 ± 0.3,except fortheAlCb, which was kept atits
self-registered pH. Prior to such pH adjustment, itwas
found that the Fe304 particles easily settled out from the
solution due to their low surface charge, while after
adjustment to pH 3.5, the particles were stabilized by
their net positive charge. It is noteworthy that the bare
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F63O4 particleswere more stableat pH 3.5,even though
the associated suspension ionic strength had been
increased due to the addition of HCl (suspension
conductivity increased from 0.0084 to 0.124 mS/cm)
(see Fig. 1 for photos of Fe304 suspension). The pH-
adjusted Fe304 suspension was then sonicated for
5 min. Next, a known amount of electrolyte solution
wasaddedtoproducethe final2.5 g/L Fe304suspension
with the desired electrolyte concentration. The resultant
suspension (Fe304-electrolyte) was whirl-mixed in an
end-to-end rotator mixer at 30 rpm for 5 min. Later on,
3.5 mL of the Fe304-electrolyte suspension was imme
diately introduced into 10 mL of 5 g/L PSS solution,
tightly capped in a conical tube and again whirl-mixed in
rotatormixerovernightto promote completephysisorp-
tion. Similar procedure was carried out without adding
any electrolyte to the pH-adjusted Fe304, and this
sample served as the control sample.
In the next stage, the PSS/MNCs were purified from
excess PSS and electrolyte ions prior to sample
analysis. Here, three purification cycles were con
ducted. First, the PSS/MNCs were magnetically
isolated from the excess PSS and electrolyte solution.
After decanting the supernatant, the isolated PSS/
MNCs were resuspended into deionized water. Next,
the PSS/MNCs were subjected to another two cycles
of centrifugation (10,000 rpm x 20 min), decanta-
tion, and redispersion to a final concentration of 1 g/L.
Characterization
A series of characterizations were carried out with four
primary objectives, which are (1) to determine the
average hydrodynamic cluster size of the PSS/MNCs,
(2) to understand the surface properties and colloidal
behavior of particles upon interaction with different
clustering agents (electrolytes), (3) to verify the
attachment of polymer molecules onto the particle
surfaces, and (4) to validate the colloidal stability of
the PSS/MNCs.
The average hydrodynamic cluster size and inten
sity-weighted size distribution of the PSS/MNCs were
determined through DLS (Malvern Instruments Zeta-
sizer ZS, U.K.) on a diluted suspension (concentration
5-10 mg/L) with 173° non-invasive back scatter
(NIBS). All measurements were done at 25 °C. It is
worth stressing that DLS was employed to determine
the cluster sizes of the particles instead of transmission
electron microscopy (TEM). TEM was not applied
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here as particles that deposited on the TEM sample
grid can undergo further aggregation, which were
artificially induced by both the air and vacuum drying
steps during sample preparation, making them less
representative of a real situation (Ghadimi et al. 2011).
However,DLS could provide in situ monitoring of the
hydrodynamic size of the clusters when dispersed in a
dispersant of interest, without disturbing the original
structure. To avoid confusion, we hereafter also term
the cluster size of PSS/MNCs measured by DLS as
"average hydrodynamic cluster size, which is the
diameter of a hypothetical hard sphere that diffuses in
the same fashion as the particle being measured. Here,
i/h refers to the summation of (i) the hard sphere
consisting of a cluster of nanoparticles, (ii) the
polymeric adlayer, and (iii) the hydration layer.
Asimilarinstrument wasemployed forelectrophoretic
mobility (EPM) and zeta potential measurements. The
EPM, which is commonly employed in colloid science to
elucidate the electrokinetic characteristics of nanoparti
cles, was obtained through laser Doppler velocimetry,
incorporatedin Malvem InstrumentsNanoZS.Three runs
of scanning were done on every sample in order to obtain
mean EPM value. The zeta potential values of the
particles were then approximated from the EPM via the
Helmholtz-Smoluchowski model.
In this paper, all the data are expressed as the
mean db standard error. The standard error of the
mean was calculated by dividing the calculated
standard deviation by the square root of the number
of measurements. At least three individual samples
were produced for particle sizing. In addition, to
evaluate the attachment of the PSS onto the Fe304
particles, attenuated total reflectance-Fourier trans
form infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) (NICOLET
iSlO Thermo Scientific, USA) analysis was conducted
over thewavenumber range of4000-525 cm"' with a
resolution of4.0 cm"' on the freeze-dried samples.
Water solubility of polymer in different electrolyte
solutions
The solubility of PSS in different electrolyte solutions
was determined via the solution depletion method. Here,
the PSS solution was mixed with a known amount of
electrolyte solution and kept in a rotator mixer over
night. The mixture was thencentrifuged to remove any
undissolved precipitates formed. The supernatant,
which contains dissolved PSS, was carefully withdrawn
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and analyzed spectrophotometrically atthe wavelength
of 225 nm. Next, the relative solubility of PSS was
calculatedbycomparing the amount ofPSS dissolved in
the electrolyte solution (Q) to the amount of PSS
dissolved in the solution without electrolyte addition
(Co, control sample), using theequation:
Relative solubility (wt/wt%) = Q/Co x 100%
Breakage test
Breakage of the PSS/MNCs was determined using a
probe sonicator (500 W, 20 kHz output frequency,
Model FB-505, Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA,
USA). Probe sonication was employed, as it has been
experimentally proven to be more powerful in dis
persing agglomerates compared tobath sonication and
other particle-dispersing tools (Dickson et al. 2012;
Jiang et al. 2009). Fifteen mL ofa 0.250 g/L particle
suspension was prepared in aglass vial that was nicely
fixed onto a jack stand to avoid slippery movement
during the sonication. The amplitude ofvibration set
on the 1/8" probe tip was 40 %. The time-dependent
sizes ofthe particles upon breakage were measured at
60, 150, 300, and 1800 s. At each of these selected
times, 0.036 mL of suspension was withdrawn and
diluted in 1.464 mL of deionized water before being
sent for DLS analysis. For ease of sampling, the
sonication was set to continuously run for 30 min,
with 10 s ofpause after every 30 s of sonication. The
sampling was done during the pausing period. The
cumulative input power was autogenerated by the
system controller and recorded from time to time.
Particle aggregation study
The stability of the synthesized PSS/MNCs against
aggregation was evaluated through time lapse hydrody-
namic size measurement. Four samples with different
clustersizeswerechosenfor this analysis. Here,theDLS
measurements werecollectedforaperiod of 12 htotrack
the changes inthe average hydrodynamic cluster size.
Magnetophoretic separation study
The magnetic separation kinetics ofPSS/MNCs under a
low-gradient magnetic field was recordedby monitoring
the decay of the suspension turbidity using a UV-Vis
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spectrophotometer. The absorbance value was auto-
recorded every 1 s for a period of 1000 s.Here, a low
magnetic field gradient (<100 T/m) was introduced into
the system using a handheld N50-NdBFe permanent
magnet. The generated magnetic field gradients drive
the movement of the MNPs from the location of lower
magnetic field gradient to the location of higher
magnetic field gradient (Faraudo et al. 2013).
Results and discussion
Unlike otheranionic polymers suchas carboxymethyl
cellulose and poly(acrylic acid) that have a surface
chelating group (i.e., COO") for binding on particle
surfaces(Cirtiuet al. 2011;He et al. 2007),PSShas no
specific groups topromote their direct anchoring. Yet,
decorating the surface of Fe304 particles with PSS is
still possible based on the charge compensation
between them. This approach takes the advantage of
the presence ofisoelectric point (lEP) for Fe304 (~ pH
6.3) and the absence of lEP for the anionic PSS
molecules. Thereby, at pH < pHjEp of Fe304, both
components (Fe304 and PSS) have opposite charges,
which subsequently facilitates their interaction via
charge compensation. On the other hand, at
pH > pHiEP of Fe304, both components present in
anionic forms, which leads to like-charge repulsion. In
line with this hypothesis, a preliminary evaluation
found that PSS/MNC suspension formed at pH 3.5
achieved the best colloidal stability compared to those
formed at pH 6.01, pH 9.21, and pH 10.90 (Fig. S2),
which indicates that the best attachment of PSS onto
the particle surfaces is attainable by carrying out
functionalization in acidic medium. Thus, pH 3.5 was
selected for the subsequent study of cluster size
manipulation.
Electrostatic-mediated assembly technique
Compatibility of PSS in different electrolyte solutions
and preliminary evaluation
A preliminary study was conducted to test the
possibility of cluster size manipulation using the
proposed electrostatic-mediated assembly technique.
In the early stage, it is anticipated that the deliberately
added electrolyte would artificially promote aggrega
tion between the particles and thus leading to cluster
J Nanopart Res (2015)17:403
Fig. 2 a Average
hydrodynamic cluster size
of PSS/MNCs prepared
without clustering agent
(control) and with 50 mM of
NaCl, CaCl2, or AICI3 as a
clustering agent, b Their
corresponding intensity-
weighted size distributions
(NM* not measured)
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formation, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Therefore, it is
necessary to evaluate the key role of the electrolyte in
affecting the cluster size of the resultant entity. Here,
for the first series of experiments, both the induced
clustering and PSS grafting were carried out at pH
~3.5 using three common types of electrolyte as
clustering agent, namely, NaCl, CaClz, and AICI3,
which correspondingly represent -b1(mono-), +2 (cli-),
and +3 (tri-) valent electrolytes.
Theoretically, in accordance with the typical ionic
strength calculation, where C is the
molarity of the electrolyte and Z is the valence of ion
species /; the ionic strength, /, induced by 50 mM of
NaCl, CaCl2, and AICI3 is 0.05 M, 0.15 M, and
0.30 M, respectively. The diffuse layer surrounding a
charged particle will be compressed at increased
solution ionic strengths (French et al. 2009). This
screening effect leads to reduction in the thickness of
the electrical double layer (EDL) from 1.361 nm
(50 mM NaCl), to 0.786 nm (50 mM CaC^) and
0.556 nm (50 mM AICI3), as calculated from the
Debye length equation,
le'ErtiZf
BjdQKBT
where e is the electron charge (1.6022 x 10"'^
Coulombs), fio is the permittivity of free space
(8.854 X 10"'^ F/m), Sr is the dielectric constant of
water (78.54), n,- is the number of ion species i in the
bulk solution, Kq is the Boltzmann constant
(1.3806 X10~23 j/K), and Tis the absolute temper
ature (298.15 K). This reduction in l/ic results in the
suppression of the electrostatic repulsion between the
particles. For bare Fe304 particles, the electrostatic
potential is the only available repulsive force to
overcome the attractive forces (Van der Waals and
magnetic dipole-dipole) (Yeap et al. 2012a); there
fore, clustering of particles is expected to be more
favorable upon the reduction in the extent of electro
static repulsion. Hence, it is expected that at similar
concentration, multivalent electrolyte could induce
greater extent of clustering compared to monovalent
electrolyte. Based on these colloidal coagulation
theories, it was hypothesized that 50 mM AICI3 will
induce the formation of larger MNCs compared to
50 mM CaCl2, while a similar concentration of NaCl
should form smaller MNCs if the aggregation is
allowed to happen over the same time scale.
Figure 2 delineates the (a) average hydrodynamic
cluster size and (b) intensity-weighted size distribu
tion of the PSS/MNCs synthesized in this first series of
experiments. Without introducing anyclustering agent
(control case), it was found that the average hydro-
dynamic cluster size of the PSS/MNCs is approxi
mately 188.5 nm. This detected size is significantly
larger than the core size of a single particle, 20-25 nm,
as reported by the manufacturer. In fact, it is common
evidence that the hydrodynamic size of particles was
found larger than their core size after dispersing into a
liquid medium (Jiang et al. 2009; Golas et al. 2010).
For instance, Golas et al. (2010) reported that their
bare magnetite nanoparticles aggregated to size of
~ 179 nm upon dispersed in salt-free deionized water
at pH 3.4 (Golas et al. 2010). Thus, even without
adding electrolyte as clustering agent, bare Fe304
nanoparticles have experienced certain level of clus
tering due to their aggregation tendency. With this
phenomenon in mind, we anticipate that the PSS
molecules will be grafted directly onto the Fe304
^ Springer
Pure deionized water (original pH 6.73)
Puredeionized water(pH 3,52)"
Bare Fe304 suspended in
Deionized water (~pH 5.50)
Deionized water (pH 3.56)
50 mM NaCl (pH 3.55)
50 mM CaCl2 (pH 3.45)
-0.0116
-0.0579
+1.215
+2.730
+2.444
+2.016
0.0078
0.124
0.0084
0.124
5.56
10.0
• Bolh pure deionized water measurements were eondueted to provide basie eompaiison on the ehange of suspension eonductivity
upon pH adjustment and upon added with different electrolytes
clusters instead of on individual particles in all our
experiments. Nevertheless, after introducing the elec
trolyte to induce further clustering, it was found that
the resultant average hydrodynamic cluster size ofthe
PSS/MNCs increased to 235.2 and 382.6 nm, in
accordance with an increase in the valency of the
cation species of the electrolyte (i.e., Na < Ca ).
Compared to the control sample, the average hydro-
dynamic cluster size has changed by -1-24.8 and
+103 %, respectively. In addition, a significant right
shift in the intensity-weighted size distribution was
observed, which confirmed the successful cluster size
manipulation (Fig. 2b). In addition to both the ionic
strength and the Debye length evaluation, this clus
tering effect also can be explained by the EPM value
ofthe bare Fe304 nanoparticles upon being dispersed
in different electrolyte solutions (see Table 2). At pH
near 3.5, the bare Fe304 nanoparticles bear a net
positive EPM value of +2.730 x 10 mA^s, how
ever, upon the addition of 50 mM NaCl or CaCli, the
EPM value is reduced to +2.444 x 10 or
+2.016 X 10~® m^A^s, respectively. The lowering
inEPM value also suggests thattheclustering ofbare
Fe304 is more favorable in 50 mM CaCl2. All ofthese
experimental results are in line with our hypothesis
illustrated in Fig. 1, and suggest that the proposed
electrostatic-mediated assembly technique is feasible
inpractice for cluster size manipulation.
Nonetheless, note that no size measurement was
performed for the PSS/MNCs formed using 50 mM
Al^^ as clustering agent. The reason for this exclusion
is that we exemplified a phenomenon where the
nanoparticles were heavily deposited on the side wall
of the conical tube during the first few hours of
particle-polymer mixing (see Fig. S3). We speculate
^ Springer
that this might be due to the poor water miscibility of
PSS in the presence of an elevated electrolyte
concentration. To verify this, a solution depletion
method was carried outtodetermine thecompatibility
of PSS with NaCl, CaCb, and AICI3 solutions. The
results showed that almost complete dissolution of
PSS (~ 100 wt/wt%) was observed in the presence of
up to 100 mM NaCl and CaCb (see Fig. S4). How
ever, acloudy solution was formed when the PSS was
dispersed in >5 mM ofAICI3 solution, implying the
formation of insoluble PSS-metal precipitates. Here,
with 5 mM and 10 mM AICI3 aqueous mediums, the
relative solubility of PSS was found to greatly reduce
to 66.3 and 29 wt/wt%, respectively. This heavy
suppression of the solubility and the formation of
precipitates indicate the occurrence of "salting-out"
effect. The"salting-out" ofa water-soluble polymer is
influenced bythe counterion valency, ion specificity,
and the properties ofthe polymer such as the nature of
the backbone and of the charged moieties, as well as
the distance between the charged moieties (Sabbagh
and Delsanti 2000; Vlachy et al. 2009).Therefore, the
stability ofthe polymer inelectrolyte solution needs to
be ascertained in the beginning. In the present work,
AICI3 at a very low concentration (5 mM) is sufficient
to cause the insolubility of the PSS. This scenario
suggests the limitation of using AICI3 as clustering
agent for preparing PSS/MNCs. Hence, in the subse
quent sections, all studies were conducted using either
NaCl or CaCl2, but not AICI3, as clustering agents.
Effect of residual ions and PSS
Particle purification is a critical step in most nanopar-
ticle preparationtechnologies, (Basset al. 2011;Wang
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Table 3 Residues present in unpurilied PSS/MNC samples and the corresponding possible destabilization factors
Sample code" Residues presence in unpurilied sample Possible destabilization factor
PSS/MNCs-1
PSS/MNCs-2
PSS/MNCs-3
PSS, HCl"
PSS, HC1^ NaCl
PSS, HC1^ CaClz
Factor I + Factor 11
Factor I + Factor n
Factor I + Factor II + Factor III
" PSS/MNCs-1: samples formed without adding electrolyte as clustering agent (control); PSS/MNCs-2: samples formed using NaCl
as clustering agent; PSS/MNCs-3: samples formed using CaClj as clustering agent
'' HCl employed for pH adjustment also might cause to Factor 11 destabilization
et al.2010) as unremoved impurities might eventually
affect thephysical stability of the nanoparticles (Golas
et al. 2010). In the proposed electrostatic-mediated
assembly technique, we anticipate that without proper
purification, the stability of the synthesized PSS/
MNCs would be challenged by both residual ions and
PSSdueto threeprimary factors. First,a largeamount
of freely suspended, un-grafted PSS molecules could
cause a low solvent chemical potential in the bulk
solution compared to that in the intercluster region
(overlap of depletion zone). This chemical potential
gradient would eventually force the diffusion of the
solvent from the inter-cluster region into the bulk
solution, which would promote depletion flocculation
(factor T) (Jenkins and Snowden 1996). Second,
residual ions dissociated from the added electrolyte
will accumulate around the PSS/MNCs, causing the
collapse of the polymer conformation (Biesalski et al.
2004) as well as contributing to the Debye screening
effect (factor 11). Third, multivalent cations have the
propensity to induce particle aggregation by forming
bridges between adjacent PSS/MNCs (factorIII). By
considering all these factors that can cause particle
destabilization, it is necessary to develop a proper
purification steptoensurethat thecolloidal stability of
the PSS/MNCs is maintained.
Here, the significance of the purification cycle on
the colloidal stability of three PSS/MNCs was inves
tigated. These PSS/MNCs were synthesized either
with or without electrolytes as clustering agent. As
designated in Table 3, the stability of these PSS/
MNCs was challenged by several factors based on the
residues present in the unpurified samples. The
presence of multivalent cations caused the unpurified
PSS/MNCs-3 to experience more possible destabi
lization factors compared to unpurified PSS/MNCs-1
and PSS/MNCs-2. Figure 3 shows the sedimentation
of the PSS/MNCs samples before and after
purification. Without any purification, PSS/MNCs-3
showed thepoorest stability, followed byPSS/MNCs-
2 and PSS/MNCs-1 (see Fig. 3i). However, for all the
PSS/MNCs, after several purification cycles, it was
found that the particle stability was greatly improved
(Fig. 3ii-iv). Thisindicates thatall thepossible factors
thatcould cause thecolloidal instability ofPSS/MNCs
are solved after multiple purification cycles (at least
two cycles).
One of the most important parts of this particle
purification study is to solve the problem associated
with thecomplexation of theattached anionic polymer
with multivalentcations in the solution (factor III). A
number of studies have experimentally shown that
Ca^"*" ion induces severe aggregation between poly
mer-capped nanoparticles by forming interparticle
bridges on the anionic functional groups of the
polymer molecules (Baalousha et al. 2013; Liu et al.
2013). The binding between the Ca^"*" ions and the
negative sites is described by the divalent cation
bridging (DCB) effect(Stankus et al.2011). Byhaving
numerous sulfonate moieties (SOs") sited in the outer
layer, the PSS/MNCs are highly susceptible to form
complexes with multivalent cations. Hence, another
set of experiments was conducted to assess the
interrelation between Ca^"*" and thePSS/MNCs, both
before and after the purification step.
Table 4 shows the evolution of the size and the
EPM of the PSS/MNCs upon deliberate interaction
with CaCl2. The EPM of the PSS/MNCs was found to
greatly drop from —3.5293 x 10~® to —1.5707 x
10~® m^/Vs, even by adding just a small amount of
CaCl2 (1 mM). This significant loss in the absolute
EPM suggests the formation of Ca '^^ -PSS/MNC
complexes. In conjunction with the reduction in
EPM, the PSS/MNCs have also aggregated into large
aggregates of size ~726 nm. Nevertheless, merely
going through two purification cycles is enough to
^ Springer
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Fig. 3 Photos ofPSS/MNCs-1, PSS/MNCs-2 and PSS/MNCs-
3 after going through 30 min of sedimentation. Photos were
taken at the initial condition (lefi) and after 30min of
sedimentation (right). The following denotations arc assigned
to the samples obtained—i without any purification, iiafter one
cycle of purification, iii after two cycles ofpurification, and iv
after three cycles of purification
restore the original EPM, the size of the PSS/MNCs,
andthecolloidal stability. In lightof these results, two
main conclusions could be made. First, the complex-
ation of Ca^"*" with the PSS/MNCs is reversible.
Second, after coating with PSS, the colloidal instabil
ity of MNCs due to surface complexation with
multivalent ions can be overcome by just diluting
the ionic content of the suspension. To the bestof our
knowledge, this is the first report on how a colloidal
stability of nanomaterials can be regained from the
DCB effect through proper purification.
In short, similar to other particle synthesis tech
niques, a proper purification step is a core criterion in
determining the successful implementation of the
proposed electrostatic-mediated assembly approach. It
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is worth mentioning that even with the extensive
purification cycles, the PSS is still firmly attached onto
the particle surfaces, as confirmed by both the high
EPM value (a = -3.3750 x 10"^ m^/Vs, Table 4)
and the presence ofmultiple stretching bands belong
ing to PSS molecules in the FTIR spectrum of the
purified sample (Fig. S5).
Influences ofelectrolyte concentration on PSS/MNC
Since ionic strength and Debye length vary propor
tionally with Cf and respectively, the increase
in theelectrolyte concentration in a suspension would
further promote the extent of particle clustering.
Hence, in this section, we report our finding on the
influence of electrolyte concentration (0-300 mM) on
the average hydrodynamic cluster size of the PSS/
MNCs. Note that although the EPM of the bare Fe304
is screened at high electrolyte concentrations, it still
retains a net positive value up to 300 mM NaCl
(-1-1.6593 X 10"^ m^/Vs) and 300 mM CaCl2
(+1.0465 X 10"® m^/Vs) (see Fig. S6), thus provid
ing a favorable platform for electrostatic-induced
binding by negatively charged PSS.
In line with our expectations, the increase in the
electrolyte concentration resulted in an increased
average hydrodynamic cluster size of thePSS/MNCs
(see Fig. 4a). A similar upward trend was obtained
regardless ofthe type ofelectrolyte used as clustering
agent. Compared to the divalent electrolyte (CaCl2),
the size change is less pronounced when monovalent
electrolyte (NaCl) is used as clustering agent. Here,
the average hydrodynamic cluster size significantly
increased from 188.5 to -667.5 nm when the con
centration of CaCl2 was increased from 0 to 300 mM,
while for the NaCl case, the size increased from 188.5
to 466.2 nm. Nevertheless, due to the dissimilarity in
the ionic valency, NaCl and CaCl2 of the same
Table 4 Changes in EPM and the average hydrodynamic cluster size of PSS/MNCs after multiple purification cycles
Sample
In deionized water
With I mM CaCl2
With 10 mM CaCb
After first purification cycle
After second purification cycle
^ Springer
EPM (xlO"® m^/Vs)
-3.529 ± 0.076
-1.571 ±0.012
-1.577 ± 0.086
-1.769 ±0.059
-3.375 ± 0.044
Average hydrodynamic cluster size (nm)
181.2 ± 14.6
725.6 ± 132.7
403.4 ± 50.6
195 ± 8.7
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nanoparticles was also carried out (Fig. 1lb). Clearly,
the bare Fe304 nanoparticles exhibited a strong
magnetic responsiveness. Here, solid-liquid partition
ing happened almost instantaneously once the sample
was allocated in the similar field gradient. The
suspension turned crystal clear in less than 1 min of
separation time due to cooperative magnetophoresis
(Faraudo et al. 2013). From the temporal evolution of
the suspensionturbidity, the magnetophoresis of bare
Fe304 is faster than both the PSS/MNCs presented in
Fig. 11a. This observation is due to the conflicting role
of the enhanced colloidal stability in suppressing
magnetophoretic separation, as was revealed in our
previous studies (Yeap et al. 2012a, b).
The magnetically isolated PSS/MNCs could be
easily resuspended back into a fairly homogeneous
suspension like their initial states (before magne
tophoresis) by just gently turning over the glass vial a
few times without vigorous shaking or sonication
(Fig. lla.iii). This is essential for the sake of the
downstream treatment, as well as for the convenient
recycling of magnetic particles. For the case of bare
Fe304 particles, however, the collected particles were
difficult to resuspend without intense ultrasonication.
The aggregation level was quite severe until the extent
in which large particle aggregates could be seen by the
naked eye (inset Fig. llb.iii).
Conclusions
In this study, we proposed an approach to transform
magnetic Fe304 nanopowders into water-dispersible
Fe304 MNCs with tunable cluster size. The Fe304
nanoparticles were artificially exposed to an electrolyte
solution to induce electrostatic-mediated clustering.
Then, the preformed clusters were electrostatically
decorated with a strong anionic polymer, PSS, to
produce PSS/MNCs. The experimental results indicate
that the success of the cluster size manipulation as well
as the attachment of PSS onto the particle surfaces are
closely related to the electrokinetic nature of the
particles when dispersed in different electrolyte solu
tions. At pH < pHjEP of Fe304, the particles with net
positive EPM can be easily functionalized with the PSS
of negative EPM. Here, the average hydrodynamic
cluster size of the PSS/MNCs was found to increase as a
^ Springer
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function of the cation valency and the concentration of
the electrolyte used as clustering agent. While at
pH > pHiBP of Fe304, the divalent electrolyte (CaCl2)
effectively acts as an intercomponent binder between
the like-charged (anionic) Fe304 particles as well as
between anionic Fe304 particles and anionic PSS
molecules. In other words, the cluster size and size
distribution of thePSS/MNCs couldbe manipulated by
tuning the medium's pH, the ionic nature of the
electrolyte, and the electrolyte concentration. More
importantly, regardless of the nature and the amount of
electrolyte used as clustering agent, the resulting PSS/
MNCs were found to maintain their EPM values with no
significant difference from that of the control sample
(formed without clustering agent). This finding is
crucial, as it indicates that the clustering technique
employedheredoes not impairthe surfacechargeof the
final entities. However, the "salting-out" of PSS in the
AICI3 solution makes this electrolyte less attractive for
use as clustering agent. In addition, we showed that a
properpurificationstep to remove residualpolymer and
ions greatly affects the physical properties of the PSS/
MNCs. All these factors served as basic requirements
for the successful implementation of the proposed
electrostatic-mediated assembly technique. The as-
synthesized PSS/MNCs could be easily dispersed in
water due to the hydrophilicity of the PSS adlayer.
Simultaneously, the adlayer also fosters particle stabil
ity via a combined stabilizing mechanism (electrostatic
and steric repulsion). In addition, we reported that
manipulating the cluster size of the polymer-stabilized
F®304 particles could be the solution for the tradeoff
concern between enhanced particle stability and mag
netophoretic separation, as reported in our previous
works. This criterion is important for the design of any
magnetic-separable system.
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Abstract
Here we provide acomplete review on the use of dynamic ilght scattering (DLS) tostudy the size distribution and
coiloidal stability of magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs). The mathematical analysis involved in obtaining size information
from the correiatlon funalon and the calculation of Z-average are Introduced. Contributions from various variables,
such surface coating, size differences, and concentration ofparticles, are elaborated within the context of
measurement data. Comparison with other sizing techniques, such as transmission eiearon microscopy and dark-field
microscopy, revealed both the advantages and disadvantages of DLS in measuring the size of magnetic nanoparticles.
The self-assembly process of MNP with anisotropic structure can also be monitored effectively by DLS.
Keywords: Dynamic light scattering; Magnetic nanoparticles; Colloidal stability; Surface functionallzation; Review
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Introduction
Magnolic nanoparticles (MNPs) with a diameter between eter as many ofthe chemical and physical properties as-
1 to ](11 nm have found uses in many applications [1,2]. sociated to MNPs are strongly dependent upon the
This nnnoscalc magnetic material has several advantages nanoparticle diameter. In particular, one of the unique
thai provide many exciting opportunities or even a solu- features of a MNP is its high-surface-to-volume ratio,
tion to various biomedically [3-5] and environmentally and this property is inversely proportional to the diam-
[6-8] lelaied problems. Firstly, it is possible to synthesize eter of the MNP. The smaller the MNP is, the larger its
a wide range of MNPs with well-defined structures and surface area and. hence, the more loading sites are avail-
size whuh can be easily matched with the interest of able for applications such as drug delivery and heavy
targeted applications. Secondly, the MNP itself can be metal removal. Furthermore, nanoparticle size also de-
manipiilaied by an externally applied magnetic force, termines the magnetophoretic forces (fmag) experienced
The capability to control the spatial evolution ofMNPs by a MNP since Fmag is directly proportional to the vol-
within a (onfined space provides great benefits for the ume ofthe particles [15]. In this regard, having size in-
dcvelnpnu-nl of sensing and diagnostic system/tech- formation is crucial as at nanoregime, the MNP is
nlques |'J,10|. Moreover MNPs, such as Fe° and Fe304, extremely susceptible to Stoke's drag [16] and thermal
that e,\hi!iii a strong catalytic function can be employed randomization energy [17]. The successful manipulation
as an I!IV( live nanoagent to remove a number of persist- ofMNP canonly be achieved if the introduced is suf-
ent polbiianls from water resources [11,12]. In addition ficient to overcome both thermal and viscous hindrances
to all t',,. aforementioned advantages, the recent devel- [18]. In addition, evidences on the (eco)toxicological im-
opmcni o( various techniques andprocedures for produ- pacts of nanomaterials have recently surfaced [19]. The
clnp. higlilv monodispersed and size-controllable MNPs contributing factors of nanotoxicity are still a subject of
[1.3,1 l! hiis played a pivotal role in promoting the active debate; however, it isvery likely due to either (1) the char-
exploi alion.s and research of MNPs.
• Corfi".: chjitkangl@eng.usm.my
'Schr Engineering, Universiti Sains Malaysia. Nibong Tebal,
Petkir 1 • Malaysia
'Dep.. <!i! "f Physics, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA 15713,
USA
In all of the applications involving the use of MNPs,
the particle size remained as the most important param-
acteristic small dimensional effects of nanomaterials that
are not shared by their bulk counterparts with the same
chemical composition [20] or (2) biophysicochemical in
teractions at the nano-bio interface dictated by colloidal
forces [21]. For either reason, the MNP's size is one of the
determining factors.
©2013 Lim et at;licensee Springer, This isanOpen Access article distributed under theterms oftheCreative Commons
Attribution License (httpV/creatlvecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0}. tvhich permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
inany medium, provided theoriginal work isproperly cited.
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The technique of dynamic light scattering (DLS) has
been widely employed for sizing MNPs in liquid phase
[22,23]. However, die precision of the determined par
ticle size is not completely understood due to a number
of unevaluated effects, such as concentration of particle
suspension, scattering angle, and shape anisotropy of
nanoparticles [24]. In this review, the underlying work
ing principle ofDLS is first provided to familiarize the
readers with the mathematical analysis involved for cor
rect interpretation of DLS data. Later, the contribution
from various factors, such as suspension concentration,
particle shape, colloidal stability, and surface coating of
MNPs, in dictating the sizing of MNPs by DLS is
discussed in detail. It is the intention of this review to
summarize some of the important considerations in
using DLS as an analytical tool for the characterization
of MNPs.
Overview of sizing techniques for MNPs
There are numerous analytical techniques, such as DLS
[25], transmission electron miscroscopy (TEM) [26],
thermomagnetic measurement [27], dark-field micros
copy [17,18], atomic force microscopy (AFM) [28], and
acoustic spectrometry measurement [29], that have been
employed to measure the size/size distribution of MNPs
(Table 1). TEM is one of the most powerful analytical
tools available which can give direct structural and size
information of the MNP. Through the use of the short
wavelengths achievable with highly accelerated electrons,
it is capable to investigate the structure of a MNP down
to the atomic level of detail, whereas by performing
image analysis on the TEM micrograph obtained, it is
possible to give quantitative results on the size distribu
tion of the MNP. Thistechnique, however, suffered from
the small sampling size involved. A typical MNP suspen
sion composed of10^° to 10^® particles/mL and the size
analysis by measuring thousands or even tens of thou
sands ofparticles still give a relatively small sample pool
to drawstatistically conclusive remarks.
Thermomagnetic measurement extracts the size distri
butionofan ensemble ofsuperparamagnetic nanoparticles
from zero-field cooling (ZFC) magnetic moment, Wzfc
(T), databased on the N6el model [27]. This method isan
indirect measurement of particle size and relies on the
Table1 Common analytical techniques and the
associated range scale involved for nanoparticle sizing
Techniques Approximatedworking size range
Dynamic light scattering 1nm to approximately 5pm
Transmission electron microscopy 0.5 nm to approximately 1 pm
Atomic force microscopy 1nTi toapproximately 1pm
Dark-field microscopy 5 to 200 nm
Thermomagnetic measurement 10 to approximately 50 nm
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underlying assumption ofthe mathematical model used to
calculate the size distribution. In addition, another limita
tion of this analytical method includes the magnetic field
applied for ZFC measurements which must be small com
pared to the anisotropy field of the MNPs [30], and italso
neglects particle-particle dipolar interactions which in
crease theapparent blocking temperature [31]. This tech
nique, however, could give a very reliable magnetic size of
the nanoparticle analyzed.
Dark-field microscopy relies on direct visual inspection
oftheoptical signal emitted from the MNP while it under
goes Brownian motion. After the trajectories ofeach MNP
over time t are recorded, the two-dimensional mean-
squared displacement <r^> = 4DC is used to calculate the
difiiision coefficient D for each particle. Later on, the
hydrodynamic diameters can be estimated via the Stokes-
Einstein equation for the diffusion coefficients calculated
for individual particles, averaging over multiple time steps
[18]. Successful implementation ofthis technique depends
on the ability to trace the particle optically by coating the
MNP with a noble metal that exhibits surface Plasmon
resonance within a visible wavelength. This extra synthesis
stephas significantly restricted the use ofthis technique as
a standard route for sizing MNPs. The size of an MNP
obtained through dark-field microscopy is normally larger
than the TEM and DLS results [17]. It should be noted that
dark-field microscopy can also be employed for direct
visualization of a particle flocculation event [32]. As for
AFM, besides the usual topographic analysis, magnetic im
aging ofa submicron-sized MNP grown on GaAs substrate
has been performed with magnetic force microscopy
equipment [33]. Despite all the recent breakthroughs, sam
ple preparation and artifact observation are still the limit
ing aspect for the wider use of this technology for sizing
MNPs [34].
The particle size and size distribution can also be mea
sured with an acoustic spectrometer which utilizes the
sound pulses transmitted through a particle suspension
to extract the size-related information [29]. Based on the
combined effect of absorption and scattering of acoustic
energy, an acoustic sensor measures attenuation fre
quencyspectra in the sample. This attenuation spectrum
is used to calculate the particle size distribution. This
technique has advantages over the light scattering
method in studying samples with high polydispersity as
the raw data for calculating particle size depend on only
the third power of the particle size. This scenario makes
contribution of the small (nano) and larger particles
more even and the method potentially more sensitive to
the nanoparticle content even in the very broad size dis
tributions [35].
DLS, also known as photon correlation spectroscopy,
is one of the most popular methods used to determine
the size of MNPs. During the DLS measurement, the
I
I
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MNP suspt nsion is exposed to a light beam (electromag
netic wave), and as the incident light impinges on the
MNP, the direction and intensity of the light beam are
both altered due to a process known as scattering [36].
Since the MNPs are in constant random motion due to
their kinetic energy, the variation of the intensity with
time, therefore, contains information on that random
motion anrl can be used to measure the diffusion coeffi
cient of the particles [37]. Depending on the shape of
the MNP, lor spherical particles, the hydrodynamic ra
dius of the particle J?h can be calculated from its diffu
sion coeflii lent by the Stokes-Einstein equation Df =
ksT/SinjRii. where Atb is the Boltzmann constant, Tis the
temperatui i- of the suspension, and tj is the viscosity of
the surrounding media. Image analysis on the TEM mi
crographs !,ivcs the 'true radius' of the particles (though
determined on a statistically small sample), and DLS
provides l! ' liydrodynamic radius on an ensemble aver
age [3S]. i In- hydrodynamic radius is the radius of a
sphere that has the same diffusion coefficient within the
same viscous environment of the particles being
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measured. It is directly related to the diffusive motion of
the particles.
DLS has several advantages for sizing MNPs and has
been widely used to determine the hydrodynamic size of
various MNPs as shown in Table 2. First of all, the meas
uring time for DLS is short, and it is almost all auto
mated, so the entire process is less labor intensive and
an extensive experience is not required for routine
measurement. Furthermore, this technique is non-
invasive, and the sample can be employed for other pur
poses after the measurement. This feature is especially
important for the recycle use of MNP with an expensive
surface functional group, such as an enzyme or molecu
lar ligands. In addition, since the scattering intensity is
directly proportional to the sixth power of the particle
radius, this technique is extremely sensitive towards the
presence of small aggregates. Hence, erroneous measure
ment can be prevented quite effectively even with the
occurrences of limited aggregation events. This unique
feature makes DLS one of the very powerful techniques
in monitoring the colloidal stabilityof MNP suspension.
Table 2 Hyitodynamic diameter of different MNPs determined by DLS
Typ'' of MNP- Surface coating Hydrodynamic diameter by DLS(nm) Reference
Carboxymethylcellulose 15-19 [39]
Guar gum 350-700 [40]
Poly{methacrylic acld)-poly(methyl methactylate)-poly
(styrenesulfonate) trlblockcopolymer
100-600 [41]
Poly(styrenesulfonate) 30-90 [22]
Y-Fo ), Oleylamine or oleic acid 5-20 [42]
Poly(A/,W-dimethylacrylamide) 55-614 [43]
Poly(ethy!ene oxide)-block-poly(glutamic acid) 42-68 [44]
Poly(ethyleneimine) 20-75 [45]
Poly(e-caprolactone) 193 ±7 [46]
FejC. Phospholipid-PEG 14.7 ± 1.4 [47]
Polydimethylsiloxane 41.2 ±0.4 [48]
Oleic acid-pluronic 50-600 [49]
Polyethylenimine (PEI) 50-150 [23,50]
Polythylene glycol 10-100 [51]
Triethyleneglycol 16i ± 3.5 [52]
PolyiW-isopropylacrylamide) 15-60 [53]
Plutonic F127 36 [54]
Poly(sodium 4-styrene sulfonate) -200 [55]
Poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) 107.4 ± 53.7 [56]
FePt Poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) 30-100 [57]
NiO Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide 10-80 [58]
Fetal bovine serum 39.05 [59]
Not specified 750 ± 30 [60]
CoO, Cc. O, Poly(methyl methacrylate) 59-85 [61]
Col t Hydroxamic and phosphonicacids 65-458.7 [62]
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The underlying principle of DLS
The interaction of very small particles with light defined
the most fundamental observations such as why is the
sky blue. From a technological perspective, this inter
action also formed the underlying working principle of
DLS. It is the purpose of this section to describe the
mathematical analysis involved to extract size-related in
formation from light scattering experiments.
The correlation function
DLS measures the scattered intensity over a range of
scattering angles 0dis for a given time in time steps At.
The time-dependent intensity /(<?. t) fluctuates around
the average intensity I{q) due to the Brownian motion of
the particles [38]:
[%)] = (1)
where [J(q)] represents the time average of I(q). Here, it
is assumed that tk, the total duration of the time step
measurements, is sufficiently large such that l(q) repre
sents average ofthe MNP system. In a scattering experi
ment, normally. 0ah (see Figure 1) is expressed as the
magnitude of the scattering wavevector q as
q= (4ot/A) sin(0^//s/2) (2)
where n is the refractive index of the solution and Ais
the wavelength invacuum of the incident light. Figure 2a
illustrates typical intensity fluctuation arising from a dis
persion of large particles and a dispersion of small parti
cles. As the small particles are more susceptible to
random forces, the small particles cause the intensity to
fluctuate more rapidly than the large ones.
The time-dependent intensity fluctuation of the
scattered light at a particular angle can then be cha
Laser source
MNPs suspension
within refractive index
matching fluid
Incident
light Scattered'.,
light
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racterized with the introduction of the auiucon .•huion
function as
= \inijZ'l^oI(q,i-At)-I{q, (i +/) Ai)
k~*ca K '
where r = i Af is the delay time, which rcpiosi i:.s ihe
time delay between two signals l{q,i Al) iuh! /p J t f)
At). The function C{q,T) is obtained for a .scrivs (>; f and
represents the correlation between the inicn:.ity .n ii (/
{q,ti)) and the intensity after a time delay ul r Ovr/.i] +
t)). The last part of the equation shows how ihc auiocor-
relation function is calculated experimcnuilly wl.in ihe
intensity is measured in discrete time slops [:'7]. As for
nanoparticle dispersion, the autocorrelation lunoi on de
cays more rapidly for small particles than for il • large
particles as depicted in Figure 2b. The auUn.otiv'laiion
function has its highest value of [l{q,0)\^ al r = i). As r
becomes sufficiently large at long time scales, iho lluctu-
ations becomes uncorrelated and Ciq.r) docnaia s to [/
[q)]^. For non-periodic I{q,t), a monotonic decay of C
{q,r) is observed as r increases from zero to inliniiy and
= 1+ of (4)
where ^ is an Instrument constant approxiiuaiely equal
to unity and is the normalized eleclric ndd cor
relation function (63). Equation 4 is known as the
Siegert relation and is valid except in the case of scatter
ing volume with a very small number of scatiwi-rs or
when the motion of the scatterers is limited, l oi inono-
disperse, spherical particles, is given by
Detector
Digital signal processor
Correlator
Figure 1Optical configuration of the typical experimental setup for dynamic light scattering measurements. The secup can be ui eraicd
at multiple angles.
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Figiirp 2 51 'i(> malic illustration of Intensity measurement andthe corresponding autocorrelation function indynamic light scattering.
The V •Mies dispersion composed oflarge and small particles, (a) Intensity fluctuation ofscattered light with time, and(b) thevariation
of a in function with delaytime.
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value of Df is obtained, the hydrodynamic
1 perfectly monodisperse dispersion com-
lu rical particles can be inferred from the
I in equation. Practically, the correlation
a rved is not a single exponential decay but
•sscd as
I^G(,r)e-'^'dr (6)
i the distribution of decay rates F, For a nar-
iicd decay rate, cumulant method can be
y/x: the correlation function. A properly nor-
:i laiion function can be expressed as
,,.r)) =-(r>r +^ r^ (7)
t!u' average decay rate and can be defined as
(iyiydf (8)
is the variance of the decay rate dis-
u n, the polydispersity index (PI) is defined
•1) '^. The average hydrodynamic radius is
Mill the average decay rate </) using the
Rh =
kaT
enri{r) (9)
Z-average
In most cases, the DLS results are often expressed in
terms of the Z-average. Since the Z-average arises when
DLS data are analyzed through the use of the cumulant
technique [64], it is also known as the "cumulant mean."
Under Rayleigh scattering, the amount of light scattered
by a single particle is proportional to the sixth power of
its radius (volume squared). This scenario causes the av
eraged hydrodynamic radius determined by DLS to be
also weighted by volume squared. Such an averaged
property is called the Z-average. For particle suspension
with discrete size distribution, the Z-average of some ar
bitrary property y would be calculated as
(10)
where is the number of particles of type i having a
hydrodynamic radius of i?H,i and property y. If we as
sume that this particle dispersion consists of exactly two
sizes of particles 1 and 2, then Equation 10yields
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where /?h,< andyi are the volume and arbitrary property
for particle 1 (i = 1) and particle 2 (i =2). Suppose that
two particles 1 combined to form one particle 2 and as
sume that we start with «o total of particle 1, some of
which combined to form «2 number of particle 2. With
this assumption, we have «i = «o ~ ^2 number ofparticle
1. Moreover, under this assumption Rh.2 = 2 Sub
stitute these relations into Equation 11; then, the Z-aver-
age of property y becomes
(y) (12)
yi i+2(^)
where 2nilnQ is the fraction of total particle 1 existing as
particle 2. Solving this fraction, we obtained
no
yi y\
However, it should be noted thatZ-average should only
be employed toprovide the characteristic size ofthe parti
cles if the suspension is monomodal (only one peak),
spherical, and monodisperse. As shown in Figure 3, for a
mixture of particles with obvious size difference (bimodal
distribution), the calculated Z-average carries irrelevant
size information.
DLS measurement of MNPs
The underlying challenges of measuring the size of
MNPs by DLS lay in the facts that (1) for engineering
Z-average
applications, these particles are typically • ith
macromolecules to enhance their coll«. :i lity
(see Figure 4) and (2) there present dipoK- . a i:::ig-
netic interactions between the none supt-:;, ni, cLic
nanoparticles. Adsorbing macromolcculcs .o :i. sur
face of particles tends to increase the api vn; .. | of
particles. This increase in Rn is a convenioiu mm- ;.c of
the thickness of the adsorbed macromolc;ci;l : his
section is dedicated to the scrutiny of ilu .. i ... , lie-
nomena and also suspension concentration •. u dic
tating the DLS measurement of MNi's. ..11 ULS
measurements were performed with a u .uu-
ment Zetasizer Nano Series (Malvcru lii:;mi:iu:nts,
Westborough, MA, USA) equipped with a 1lo-\n laser
(A = 633 nm, max 5 mW) and operated ai i seal;, ring
angle of 173°. In all measurements, 1 mL oi", ..iiiLir sus
pensions was employed and placed in u io mm x 10
mm quartz cuvette. The iron oxide MNl' i ;l'i. m this
study was synthesized by a high-tempcratme di\.mii|)OS-
ition method [17].
Size dependency ofMNP in DLS measurement
In order to demonstrate the sizing capahil; y ul DLS,
measurements were conducted on thno spi.ciis of
FesOi MNPs produced by high-temperatorn dceumpos-
ition method which are surface modified wi.i. oU ic; .icid/
oleylamine in toluene (Figure 5). The '['FM ana
lyses performed on micrographs shown In l iguie 5
(from top to bottom) indicate that the dlam. ter cC each
particle species is 7.2 ± 0.9 nm, 14.5 ± 1.8 nm, and 20.1
± 4.3 nm, respectively. The diameters of Uu se particles
obtained from TEM and DLS are tabulated in ['able 3. It
is very likely that the main differences between the mea
sured diameters from these two techniques are due to
Rh, nm
Figure 3Z-average (cumuiant) size for particle suspension with bimodal distribution.
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Repulsion due to
electrostatic and
steric interactions Mjdrodynainic radius
Tine radius
Attraction due to
vanderWaalsand
Magnetic interactions
Figure i Pictorial representation of two MNPs and major Interactions. The image shows two MNPs coatedwith macromolecules with
rep' • :c imcntiand the major interactions involved between them in dictating the colloidal stability of MNP suspension.
rncc of an adsorbing layer, which is composed of
d (OA) and oleylamine (OY), on the surface of
:ickr. Small molecular size organic compounds,
<)A and OY, are electron transparent, and there-
(lid not show up in the TEM micrograph
'1. Given that the chain lengths of OA and OY
tiNimateiy 2 nm [66,67], the best match of DLS
1, in lcrm.s of measured diameter, can be ob
it i midclle-sized Fe304 MNPs.
;il'-si/c{! MNPs, the radius of curvature effect is
f onli ibuting factor for the large difference ob-
1 the averaged diameter from DLS and TEM.
( .ilion has at least suggested that for any in-
layer thickness from DLS measurement, the
"iih a radius much larger than the layer thick-
1i be employed. In this measurement, the frac-
:• in the layer thickness can be much larger
!• ictional error in the radius with the measure-
ird deviation of only 0.9 nm for TEM but at
liigh value of 5.2 nm for DLS. At a very large
' nf around 20 nm (bottom image of Figure 5),
'•( hyclrodynamic diameter is 23 nm larger
I ..M .si/c. Moreover, the standard deviation of
. a.Kurcment of this particle also increased sig-
1 14.0 nm compared to 5.2 and 5.5 nm for
niiddlc-sizcd MNPs, respectively. This trend
• It observed in standard deviation is consist-
i ; M nioasurcment. Both the shape irregularity
ner.siiy, which are the intrinsic properties that
ul in a MNP with a diameter of 20 nm or
I rihuie to this observation. For a particle lar-
')() niu, other factors such as electroviscous
• routiliness effects should be taken into con-
• . If the interpretation of DLS results [68].
MNP concenfraf/on effects
In DLS, the range of sample concentration for optimal
measurements is highly dependent on the sample mate
rials and their size. If the sample is too dilute, there may
be not enough scattering events to make a proper meas
urement. On the other hand, if the sample is too con
centrated, then multiple scattering can occur. Moreover,
at high concentration, the particle might not be freely
mobile with its spatial displacement driven solely by
Brownian motion but with the strong influences of par
ticle interactions. This scenario is especially true for the
case of MNPs with interparticle magnetic dipole-dipole
interactions.
Figure 6 illustrates the particle concentration effects
on 6- and 18-nm superparamagnetic iron oxide MNPs,
with no surface coating, dispersed in deionized water.
Both species of MNPs show strong concentration de
pendency as their hydrodynamic diameter increases with
the concentration increment. The hydrodynamic diam
eter for small particles increases from 7.1 ± 1.9 nm to
13.2 ± 3.3 nm as the MNP concentration Increases from
25 to 50 mg/L. On the other hand, the hydrodynamic
diameter of large particles remains to be quite constant
until around 100 mg/L and then only experiences a
rapid jump of the detected size from 29.3 ± 4.6 nm (at
100 mg/L) to 177.3 ± 15.8 nm (at 250 mg/L). Since the
concentration of the MNP is prepared in mass basis, the
presence of an absolute number of particles in a given
volume of solution is almost two orders of magnitude
higher in a small-particle suspension. For example, at
100 mg/L, the concentrations for small and larger parti
cles are calculated as 1.7 x 10^° particles (pts)/m^ and
6.3 X10^® pts/m® by assuming that the composition ma
terial is magnetite with a density of 5.3 g/cm®. This
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Diameter, nm
Figure 5TEM micrographs of Fe304 MNPs with their size distribution determined by DLS. The Z-average of MNP calcula->.!
data is (top) 16.9 ±5.2 nm, (middle) 21.1 +5.5 nm, and (bottom) 43.1 ±14.9 nm, respectively.
Table 3 Diameter of Fe304 MNP determined by TEM and
DLS (Z-average)
TEM (nm) DLS (nm) Difference (nm)
concentration translated to a colli.sion i:
85,608 s"^ and 1,056 s"^ So, at the same m
tration, it is more likely for small particlc.s e
the non-self-diffusion motions.
For both species of particles, the up\\;ii.;
hydrodynamic diameter,which associates to llu ,
of diffusion coefficient, reflect the presenit- ii
interaction between the particles as MN1» en..
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rticic concentration effects on the measurement of
1 ic di.uneter by DLS.
ntlirrmore, since the aggregation rate has a
r ci( pendency on particle concentration [69],
with high MNP concentration has higher ten-
.n p. 'e, leading to the formation of large par-
iliciefore, the initial eflForts for MNP
•ion I)y using DLS should focus on the deter-
;he optimal working concentration.
hility nf MNPs
;)oi! :it use of DLS in the characterization of
nu : itoring the colloidal stability of the par-
\n i: n oxide MNP coated with a thin layer
a total diameter of around 50 nm is further
>r sniTace functionalization by a variety of
ules [65]. The colloidal stability of the MNP
all these macromolecules suspended in 154
St!. i.Mtli phosphate buffer solution (PBS)
i!i> levant environment for biomedical ap-
mo tored by DLS over the course of 5 days
1h( luoated MNP flocculated immediately
itroi tiction to PBS and is verified with the
nii( ion sized objects by DLS.
in 1 une 7, both polyethylene glycol (PEG)
10 ire capable of tentatively stabilizing the
•> : the first 24 and 48 h. Aggregation is
h I e detec tion of particle clusters with a
no: ;h II 500 nm. After this period of rela-
. ;i! etrnion accelerated to produce micron-
;ai s !)< day 3. Actually, the continuous
)! . siz.e by DLS after this point is less
IS 0 • f'ominating motion is the sedimenta-
" e: lies 71], For PEG 6k and PEG 10k
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that have a rather low degree of polymerization, the loss
of stability over a day or two could have been due to
slow PEG desorption that would not be expected of lar
ger polymers. Nevertheless, PEG lOOk-coated MNPs
were not as well stabilized as the PEG 6k- or PEG 10k-
coated ones, despite the higher degree of polymerization
that one might expect to produce greater adsorbed layer
thicknesses and therefore longer-ranged steric forces. In
addition to the degree of polymerization, as discussed by
Golas and coworkers [72], the colloidal stability of poly
meric stabilized MNPs is also dependent on other struc
tural differences of the polymer employed, such as the
chain architecture and the identity of the charged fimc-
tional unit. In their work, DLS was used to confirm the
nanoparticle suspensions that displayed the least sedi
mentation which was indeed stable against aggregation.
In addition to the popular use of DLS in sizing individ
ual MNPs, this analytical technique is also being
employed to monitor the aggregation behavior of MNPs
and the size of final clusters formed [55,73]. The study
of particle aggregates is important since the magnetic
collection is a cooperative phenomenon [74,75]. Subse
quently, it is much easier to harvest submicron-sized
MNP clusters than individual particles. Hence, a mag
netic nanocluster with loss-packed structure and uni
form size and shape has huge potential for various
engineering applications in which the real-time separ
ation is the key requirement [76]. Therefore, the use of
DLS to monitor the aggregation kinetic of MNPs is im
portant to provide direct feedback about the time scale
associated with this process [55,77]. Figure 8 illustrates
the aggregation behavior of three species of 40-nm react
ive nanoscale iron particles (RNIP), 27.5-nm magnetite
(Fe304) MNP, and 40-nm hematite (a-Fe203) MNP [73].
Phenrat and coworkers have demonstrated that DLS can
be an effective tool to probe the aggregation behavior of
MNPs (Figure 8a). The time evolution of the hydro-
dynamic radius of these particles from monomodal to bi-
modal distribution revealed the aggregation kinetic of the
particles. Together with the in situ optical microscopy ob
servation, the mechanism of aggregation is proposed as
the transitions from rapidly moving individual MNPs to
the formation of submicron clusters that lead to chain for
mation and gelation (Figure 8b). By the combination of
small-angle neutron scattering and cryo-TEM measure
ments, DLS can also be used as an effective tool to under
stand the fractal structure of this aggregate [78].
DLS measurement of non-spherical MNPs
Even though, undermost circumstances, a more special
ized analytical technique known as depolarized dynamic
light scattering is needed to investigate the structural
contribution of anisotropic materials [79], it is still pos
sible to extract useful iriormation for rod-like MNPs by
Lim et al. Nanoscale Research Letters 2013,8:381
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'.ained directly by an extrapolation of q
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:ve [79]. For rigid non-interacting rods
\vith an aspect ratio {L/cf) greater than
e expressed using Broersma's relations
ick iiydrodynamic theory [84]. By
(•pendent DLS analysis on rod-like P-
is shown in Figure 9a, we found that
inearly proportional to and passes
n {Figure 9b), suggesting that the
dominated by translational diffusion
''b, the slope of the graph yields the
I'M coefficient, Dj = 7 x 10"^^ m^/s.
^responds to an equivalent spherical
•eter of 62.33 nm, suggesting that the
SO.OSn tn
DLS results with a single fixed angle of 173° overestimated
the true diameter [86]. By taking the length and width of
the nanorods as 119.7 and 17.5 nm (approximated from
TEM images in Figure 9a), the Dt calculated by the stick
hydrodynamic theory and Broersma's relationship is 7.09
X10"^^ m^/s and 6.84 x 10"^^ m^/s, respectively, consist
ent with the DLS results.
Since the P-FeOOH nanorods are self-assembled in a
side-by-side fashion to form highly oriented 2-D
nanorod arrays and the 2-D nanorod arrays are further
stacked in a face-to-face fashion to form the final 3-D
layered architectures, DLS can serve as an effective tool
to monitor these transient behaviors [87]. Figure 10a de
picts the structural changes of self-assembled nanorods
over a time course of 7 h. To monitor the in situ real
time behavior of this self-assembly process. DLS was
employed to provide the size distribution of the
intermediate products that formed in the solution
(Figure 10b). The temporal evolution of the detected size
from 60 to 70 nm, to dual peaks, to eventually only a
single distribution with a peak value of 700 nm
10000 3h
'Sn 'ii ntii um GDa 1O0 1000
Size d. nm
ofti'e morphological evolution inthe time-dependent experiments, (a) 1h, (b) 3 h, (c) 5h, and (d) 7h. (e) Size
;S cutainr.'d in the time-dependent experiments was monitored by DLS with the number averaged. Copyright 2010
•y. I'nprirr.ed with permission from [871.
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indicating that all the building blocks are self-assembled
into the large aggregates within the experiment time
frame agrees well with theSEM observation (Figure 10a).
This kinetic data time scale is involved in the full assem
bly of anisotropic nanomaterials from single building
blocks to 2-D arrays and, eventually, 3-D micron-sized
assemblies.
Conclusion
Dynamic light scattering is employed to monitor the
hydrodynamic size and colloidal stability of the magnetic
nanoparticles with either spherical or anisotropic struc
tures. This analytical method cannot be employed solely
to give feedbacks on the structural information; however,
by combining with other electron microscopy tech
niques, DLS provides statistical representative dataabout
the hydrodynamic size of nanomaterials. In situ, real
time monitoring of MNP suspension by DLS provides
useful information regarding the kinetics of the aggrega
tion process and, at the same time, gives quantitative
measurement on the size of the particle clusters formed.
In addition, DLS can be a powerful technique to probe
thelayer thickness ofthe macromolecules adsorbed onto
the MNP. However, the interpretation of DLS data in
volves the interplay of a few parameters, such as the size,
concentration, shape, polydispersity, and surface proper
ties of the MNPs involved; hence, careful analysis is
needed to extract the right information.
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Introduction
Magnetic nanoparticles that were deliberately added for the water treatment
purposes must eventually being separated out to avoid the pollutants-bound particles from
returning into the environment. Upon its inevitable contribution to severe eco(toxicity),
releasing large amount of magnetic nanoparticles into the environment for remediation
without proper recovery system is somehow unacceptable. Thereby, effective clarification
technologies are needed and must be the frontier area of research prior to any large scale
applications of nanomaterials for water reclamation. Since each MlOP exists as a single
domain with huge magnetic moment, it could be easily magnetized and removed by an
external applied magnetic field. Here, MIOPs shows the advantage of easy Isolation via
magnetic separation, which is more selective and rapid as compared to both centrifugation
and filtration. In fact, many studies have elucidated the effectiveness of separating MIOPs
either through Low Gradient Magnetic Separation (LGMS) or High Gradient Magnetic
Separation (MAGNETIC SEPARATION). However, even though such technologies has been
implemented for on-site applications, many factors that might Influence magnetic
collectability of MIOPs such as effect of surface modification employed has yet been
completely understood.
Bare MIOPs are prone to fast agglomeration, preponderantly due to both long range
van der waals and magnetic attraction experienced among the particles and tendency of
nano-scaled materials to aggregate into bulk in order to lower their surface energy.
Agglomerated particles exhibit low chemical reactivity upon reduction in their exposed
specific surface area and subjected to rapid sedimentation, rendering In bad water
purification efficiency. Under this scenario, polyelectrolyte molecules are usually being used
for the surface modification of MIOPs. The formation of polyelectrolyte adiayer Introduced
electrosteric repulsions among particles to overcome the attractive intraction(s) when two
particles approach each other at distances less than twice the adiayer thickness. Though
strengthening the colloidal stability is a pivotal criterion to ensure effective applications of
magnetic nanoparticles, conflict arose as its role is still unclear for any application relying on
MAGNETIC SEPARATION.
Here, we demonstrated the alteration of the surface chemistry with stabilizers, would
eventually diminish the ability of MIOPs to be isolated by magnetic separation later. It has
been reported that the magnetophoretic motion of magnetic particles varied in great degree
depend on the particles size, shape, and surface coating. For instance, longer time is needed
for silica-coated iron oxide particles to achieve reversible aggregation as compared to bare
particles. This phenomenon mostly caused by the relatively low magnetic attraction among
individually dispersed particles which is directly scales to power sixth of the particles radius.
Furthermore, Zhao and coworkers have also reported the shell effect on the saturation
magnetization value (Ms) of magnetic particles, at which the Ms of FesOA-silica core shell
nanoparticles is lower than alone. Those literature findings have indirectly indicated
that the surface modification of magnetic core with a non-magnetic shell eventually affect
their magnetic property. Since application of magnetic separation process is strongly relying
on the magnetophoretic responsiveness of the targeted particles, thus to some extent,
adverse effect induced by colloidal stability on the magnetic separation efficacy should be
expected.
Objectives
This projectencompasses 4 main objectives:
1. To prepare and synthesize polyelectrolyte functionalized magnetic iron oxide
particles (MIOPs) with good colloidal stability.
2. To illustrate the contradicting role ofcolloidal stability on magnetiphoresis of nano-
sized MIOPs under low field gradient.
3. To understand the contribution of surface modification on cooperative
magnetophoresis of MIOPs byusing extended DLVO theory.
4. To study the contribution of homogeneity effect of low field gradient on inducing
magnetophoresis of surface functionalized MIOPs.
Methods
MNPs characterization. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to capture the
images of the MNPs employed in the current study. The images captured enable us to
determine the geometrical shape and magnetic core size of MNPs. Adroplet of dilute MNPs
solution (~ 20 mg/l)was deposited and dried on a carbon gridfor 30 minutes. The dried MNPs,
which was immobilized on the carbon grid, was observed and captured by using TEM (JEOL,
JEM-20CX). Dynamics light scattering (DLS) technique was employed to determine the
hydrodynamic size of the MNPs.^"* Before performing DLS analysis, the received MNPs
solution was diluted to 10 mg/L such that the effects of multiple scattering and particles
interaction can be minimized during the measurement. The fluctuation of the scattered light
intensity was detected and measured at an angle of 1739 to the incident light (Malvern
Instruments Zetasizer ZS). Cumulants method was employed to analyze the correlation
function so that the translational diffusivity of MNPs suspended in the solution is obtained.
Next, according to MNPs' translational diffusivity, hydrodynamic size of MNPs was inferred
by using Einstein-Stokes equation. Hence, in this analysis, all MNPs were assumed to be
spherical. Vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) is used to characterize magnetic response
of MNPs. To perform VSM measurement, a 0.0006 g of MNPs was dispersed in an epoxy
forminga cast epoxysample. The cast epoxysample was attached to a vibrating glass rod that
is in the center of an electromagnetic direct current (DC) field. The magnetic response of the
sample was measured with the full sweep for both the positive and negative field components
with digitally controlled field stepping and data averaging.
Preparation of PSS-coated MIOPs. A 2500 mg/L of MIOPs (FeaOA/ NanoAmor) suspension in
deionized water was prepared by ultrasonication to disperse the existing aggregates.
Similarly, 0.005 g/mL of PSS 70K and PSS lOOOK solution were prepared and were
ultrasonicated for at least 60 minutes to assist their dissolution as well as to promote good
dispersity of the polymeric solution. The polymer concentration is chosen to make sure the
available polymer molecules are at least 500 times excess the estimated amount needed to
form monolayer on the particles surface. PSS solutions were kept overnight in water bath at
40°C prior to use. The pH of MIOPs suspension and PSS solution was then adjusted to 3.5-4
before the former was added into the PSS solution. The pH adjustment is necessary to ensure
oppositely charged condition happened between MIOPs and PSS in which would favored the
physisorption of PSS on MIOPs via electrostatic attraction. This scenario is mainly due to the
fact that Fe304 isamphoteric with isoelectric point ~6.30, thus, at pH 3.5-4, MIOPs suspension
is positively charged, while PSS solutions remained negatively charged at all pH range. The
physisorptlon was allowed to occur for at least 1day in an end-to-end rotating rack set at 37
rpm rotation speed. Since adsorption of polymer molecules on oppositely charged solid
surfaces is rapid, strong, and irreversible with short relaxation times, thus, 1day of adsorption
time is suffice to achieve equilibrium. The PSS-coated MIOPs were then separated with a
permanent magnet and pre-washed before final dispersion in Mili-Q water. The washing step
is vital because presence of free polymer molecules in the suspension might lead to
occurrence of depletion flocculation that later on promotes particles aggregation into large
floes. In the present work, two PSS of different molecular weight (ie. 70 kDa and 1000 kDa)
have been employed to identify effect of polymer size on colloidal stability and subsequently
the magnetophoretic isolation by MAGNETIC SEPARATION. The radius of gyration, Rg, for both
the PSS polymers was estimated based on Flory's mean field approach.
Magnetophoresis kinetics measurement. Astandard 1x1x4 cm disposable cuvette was
filled with 3mlof homogeneous MNPs solution such that the solution surface is measured 3
cm vertically from the cuvette's base. Next, the cuvette is located on top of a cylindrical
neodymium boron ferrite (NdFeB) magnet. The NdFeB magnet is N50-graded with remanence
magnetization of 1.45 tesia and was obtained from Ningbo YuXiang E&M Int'l Co, Ltd. UV-Vis
spectrophotometer (Agilent Cary-60) was employed to measure concentration of MNPs in
solution where monochromatic light with wavelength of530 nm was shined through MNPs
solution and light absorbance was measured. The initial MNPs concentration was varied from
10 to100 mg/L toprobe the concentration dependency of magnetophoresis kinetic. Next, the
MNPs concentration is determined in different locations along the cuvette such that the
whole picture of the magnetophoresis kinetics can be captured. Normalized MNPs
concentration is calculated as:
A - Ao
Cn.MNPs ~
where Ais light absorbance ofMNPs solution, Aq is the light absorbance ofthe blank solution
and Ai is the initial light absorbance of MNPs solution.
Results and Discussions
Effects of coiloldal stability on magnetophoretic behavior of MIOPs in magnetic separation.
The main purpose of the present work is to investigate the contribution of colloidal stability
on affecting magnetic separation in capturing particles. All factors that was known to
influence the magnetic separation performance such as column volume, inlet flow velocity,
magnetic field strength, packing height, type of packing, as well as the concentration of
suspensions were made constant, except for the colloidal nature of the suspensions to be
treated. Under these circumstances, all the suspensions were subjected to nearly identical
magnetic force (Fmag), drag force (Fd), and gravitation forces (Fg) with very similar fluid
dynamic condition. Theoretically, Fmag is necessary to be higher than the summation of Fd and
Fg in order to magnetically collect the particles inside the column.
Figure la shows the percent of particles successfully isolated by magnetic separation
for all the three different suspensions. We found that the particles isolation efficiency was in
reverse order to the colloidal stability, at which the more stable the particles are, the harder
for them to be magnetically isolated. Naked MIOPs with saturation magnetization value
74.61emu/g was effectively removed by our magnetic separation setup up to 96.9 ± 2.6 %.
However, on the other hand, magnetic separation of PSS lOOOK-coated MIOPs was 83.1 ± 1.2
%, while PSS 70K-coated MIOPs (ie. the most stable suspensions prepared in this study) only
able to be removed up to 67.7 ± 4.6 %. Here, formation of large particle clusters due to
bridging flocculation when PSS lOOOK is used as stabilizer could be the primary reason leads
to better magnetophoretic separation as compared to PSS 70K.The brownish color found in
the discharged effluents indicated that the presence of iron oxide nanoparticles which failed
to be separated by magnetic separation (figure lb). For statistical comparison, the
concentration of MIOPs remained in the effluents from magnetic separation column was
compared to the allowed discharge limit by the Environmental Quality (Sewage and Industrial
Effluents) Regulations under Environmental Quality Art (EQA) 1974 of Malaysia and the
Secondary Maximum Contaminant Level (SMCL) standard for iron in drinking water coupled
in Environmental Protection Agency United States (U.S. EPA). Obviously, the effluents from
magnetic separation is about 1.6 and 3.1 times beyond the EAQ discharge limit, and 26.9 and
51.3 times beyond the U.S. EPA standard, for PSS lOOOK- and PSS 70K-coated MIOPs,
accordingly. Problems arose where stable particles that failed to be removed are themselves
a hazardous contaminant to the environment.
NakedMIOPs PSS 1000K-coated MIOPsPSS 70K-coated MIOPs
Type of Suspensions
Figure 1. (a) The amount of particles (%) successfully isolated by magnetic separation
(Standard error was obtained from 3 independent experiments), and (b) photos of effluents
from after the removal of Naked MIOPs (left), PSS lOOOK-coated MIOPs (middle), and PSS 70K-
coated MIOPs (right). Result is in the reverse order to colloidal stability, at which polymer
stabilized suspensions are hard to recover by magnetic separation, leaving brownish
effluents.
This observation has revealed the conflicting role of polymer coating in enhancing
colloidal stability but suppressing magnetic separation. It is very likely that the
magnetophoresis induced separation ofMIOPs in our study is a cooperative phenomenon in
which aggregation of particles enhanced the removal efficiency. The tendency of particles
aggregation that aided the magnetic separation removal has shown previously under
elevated ionic strength condition and is consistent with our observation. Since thick
aggregates are magnetically more responsive than thin aggregates, hence, the small
colloidally stable MIOPs are difficult to be isolated by magnetic separation as shown in our
case mainly due to the influence ofthermal displacement energy.
Conclusion
Polyelectrolyte layer coating, such as PSS, is effective on imparting colloidal stability
to small cluster of MIOPs compared to same polymer ofhigher molecular weight, ie. lOOOK
Da. The significant difference observed was attributed to the longer polymer chains in the
latter case that lead to the formation of less dense and extended PSS layer as verified by QCM-
D study. This extended polymeric chains favored bridging flocculation which makes the
coated particles less stable. We have experimentally illustrated the contradicting role of
colloidal stability on the magnetophoretic behavior of MIOPs in magnetic separation
(operated in both high- and low- gradient).
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